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EDITOR SPEECH 
 

 

UBT Annual International Conference is the 6th international interdisciplinary peer 

reviewed conference which publishes works of the scientists as well as practitioners in 

the area where UBT is active in Education, Research and Development. 

 

The UBT aims to implement an integrated strategy to establish itself as an 

internationally competitive, research-intensive university, committed to the transfer of 

knowledge and the provision of a world-class education to the most talented students 

from all backgrounds.  

The main perspective of the conference is to connect the scientists and practitioners 

from different disciplines in the same place and make them be aware of the recent 

advancements in different research fields, and provide them with a unique forum to 

share their experiences. 

It is also the place to support the new academic staff for doing research and publish 

their work in international standard level. 

 

This conference consists of sub conferences in different fields: 

- Education and Psycology 

- Life Sciences and Technologies (Health and Food) 

- Management, Business and Economics 

-Humanities and Social Sciences (Law, Political Sciences, Media and 

Communications) 

- Computer Science and Information Systems 

- Mechatronics, Robotics, Energy and Systems Engineering 

-Architecture, Integrated Design, Spatial Planning, 

-Civil Engineering and   Infrastructure 

 

This conference is the major scientific event of the UBT. It is organizing annually and 

always in cooperation with the partner universities from the region and Europe. 

 

As professional partners in this conference are: Kosova Association for Control, 

Automation and Systems Engineering (KA – CASE), Kosova Association for 

Modeling and Simulation (KA – SIM), Quality Kosova, Kosova Association for 

Management, Institute for Development of Education and Academic Affairs (IDEAA) 

This conference is sponsored by EUROSIM - The European Association of 

Simulation. 

 

We have to thank all Authors, partners, sponsors and also the conference organizing 

team making this event a real international scientific event. 

 

Edmond Hajrizi, Chair 

UBT- Higher Education Institution 
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A Critical Overview of Data Mining for Business 
Applications 

George Telonis 

1University of Patras,, 

26500 Rion, Greece 

{gtelonis@otenet.gr, gtelonis@ferrycenter.gr} 

Abstract.Over the past 2-3 decades there has been a huge increase in the amount of data being 

stored in databases as well as the number of database applications in business and the scientific 

domain. This explosion in the amount of electronically stored data was accelerated by the 

success of the relational model for storing data and the development and maturing of data 

retrieval and manipulation technologies. While technology for storing the data developed fast to 

keep up with the demand, little stress was paid to developing software for analysing the data 

until recently when companies realized that hidden within these masses of data was a resource 

that was being ignored. The huge amounts of stored data contains knowledge on a good  

number of aspects of their business waiting to be harnessed and used for more effective 

business decision support. Data mining methods seem very appropriate to extract this useful 

information. A good number of them are presented and briefly analyzed. Possible applications 

in utilizing these techniques are outlined. An overview of both the data mining techniques and 

potential application to solve many challenging problems of the society is been carefully 

analyzed and presented. Very interested future research directions are briefly presented. 

 

Keywords: Data mining, Big Data, Management Systems, Business Applications 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Everybody looks to a world that does not remain the same. No one can deny that the world is 

changing, and changing very fast. Technology, education, science, environment, health, 

communication, entertainment, eating habits, - there is hardly anything in life that is not 

changing.  It is no more possible to live in the way we have been living so far. It seems that 

now the entire fabric of life will have to be changed. It must be planned in an entire different 

new way. 

The rapid proliferation of the Internet and related technologies has created an unprecedented 

opportunity for enterprises to collect massive amounts of data regarding customers and all 

aspects of their business operations. Yet the reality is that most organizations today are: 

1) “data rich” but “information and knowledge poor” and  

2)  not harnessing the full potential of their data, which is perhaps the second most 

important asset after human capital. 

Internet based applications such as social media, webs, its usage tracking and online reviews as 

well as more traditional technology applications like RFID, Supply Chain  

Management (SCM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) provide access to vast amounts of data regarding customers, suppliers, 

competitors as well as a firm’s own activities and business processes. 

mailto:gtelonis@otenet.gr
mailto:gtelonis@ferrycenter.gr
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Being able to unlock the insights and knowledge trapped in such raw data constitutes a key 

lever and for competitive advantage in hypercompetitive business. Therefore the challenging 

problem is what knowledge the raw data contain and how can be extracted from them. There 

are a number of methods such as learning techniques. [1-2].The last few years Data Mining 

methods have become an attractive technique for extracting new knowledge. [3-4]. Data 

Mining can be considered to be an inter-disciplinary field involving concepts from Machine 

Learning, Database Technology, Statistics, Deep Learning, Mathematics and Cognition, among 

others. Data Mining is often accused of being a new buzz world for Database Management 

System (DBMS) reports. 

Data Mining in various forms is becoming a major component of business operations. 

Almost every business process today involves some form of data mining. Customer 

Relationship Management, Supply Chain Optimization, Demand Forecasting, Assortment 

Optimization, Business Intelligence, and Knowledge Management are just some examples of 

business functions that have been impacted by data mining techniques. [5-7] 

In this paper an extensive critical overview of Data Mining and its different aspects are 

analyzed and presented with an emphasis in Business applications. 

 
 

Why Data Mining from the Big Data Driven World is a Scientific 

Challenge to Business 

 

In today’s digital world, we are surrounded with big data that is forecasted to grow 50%/year 

into the next decade. Furthermore over the past 2-3 decades there has been a huge increase in 

the amount of data being stored in databases as well as the number of database applications in 

business and the scientific domain. This explosion in the amount of electronically stored data 

was accelerated by the success of the relational model for storing data and the development and 

maturing of data retrieval and manipulation technologies. While technology for storing the data 

developed fast to keep up with the demand, little stress was paid to developing software for 

analyzing the data until recently when companies realized that hidden within these masses of 

data was a resource that was being ignored. . The ironic fact is, we are drowning in data but 

starving for knowledge. Why? All this data creates noise which is difficult to mine – in essence 

we have generated tons of amorphous data, but experiencing failing big data initiatives and 

especially creating new knowledge.  No one denies that valuable and useful knowledge is 

deeply buried inside the big data driven world (BDDW). If we do not have powerful tools or 

techniques to mine such data, it is impossible to gain any benefits from such data. 

The huge amounts of stored data contains knowledge on a good  number of aspects of their 

business waiting to be harnessed and used for more effective business decision support. 

Database Management Systems (DMS) used to manage these data sets at present only allow the 

user to access information explicitly present in the databases i.e. the data. The data stored in the 

database is only a small part of the 'iceberg of information' available from it. Contained 

implicitly within this data is knowledge about a number of aspects of their business waiting to 

be harnessed and used for more effective business decision support. This extraction of 

knowledge from large data sets is called Data Mining or Knowledge Discovery in Databases 

and is defined as the non-trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentially 

useful information from data. Almost in parallel with the developments in the database field, 

machine learning research was maturing with the development of a number of sophisticated 

techniques based on different models of human learning. Learning by example, cased-based 

reasoning, learning by observation and neural networks are some of the most popular learning 

techniques that were being used to create the ultimate thinking machine.  
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While the main concern of database technologists was to find efficient ways of storing, 

retrieving and manipulating data, the main concern of the machine learning community was to 

develop techniques for extracting knowledge from data. It soon became clear that what was 

required for Data Mining was a formal connection between technologies developed in the big 

database and machine learning communities. 

Data Mining is an important analytic process designed to explore data. Much like the real-life 

process of mining diamonds or gold from the earth, the most important task in data mining is to 

extract non-trivial nuggets from large amounts of data. This is very important for the business 

community. Extracting important knowledge from a mass of data can be crucial, sometimes 

essential, for the next phase in the analysis: the modeling. Many assumptions and hypotheses 

will be drawn from your models, so it’s incredibly important to spend appropriate time 

“massaging” the data, extracting important information before moving forward with the 

modeling. Today most “Business” lack mathematical models that can rely to take important 

decisions for the well been of the business. 

Data Mining can be considered to be an inter-disciplinary field involving concepts from 

Machine Learning, Database Technology, Statistics, Deep Learning, Mathematics, Cognition, 

Clustering and Visualization among others. Data Mining is often accused of being a new buzz 

world for Database Management System (DBMS) reports. This is not true. Using a DBMS 

Report a company could generate reports such as: 

 Last month’s sales for each service type  

 Sales per service grouped by customer sex or age bracket  

 List of customers who lapsed their insurance policy  

However, using Data Mining techniques the following questions may be answered 

 What characteristics do my customers that lapse their policies have in common and 

how do they differ from my customers who renew their policy?  

 Which of my motor insurance policy holders would be potential customers for my 

house content Insurance policy?  

Clearly, Data Mining provides added value to DBMS reports and answers questions that DBMS 

reports cannot answer. Thus let us address the issue of data mining methods and techniques. 

 

 

Data Mining Methods and Techniques: A Brief Overview 

 

Although the definition of Data Mining (DM) seems to be clear and straightforward, we may be 

surprised to discover that many people mistakenly relate to Data Mining different algorithms, 

techniques and/or tasks. Among them are generating histograms, issuing Structural Query 

Language (SQL) queries to a database, a data control language (DCL),  a data manipulation 

language (DML), a declarative language (4GL), and visualizing and generating 

multidimensional shapes of a relational table. 

For example: DM is not about extracting a group of people from a specific city in our database; 

the task of DM in this case will be to find groups of people with similar hobbies or preferences 

in our data. Similarly, DM is not about creating a graph of, say, the number of people that have 

lung cancer against smoking heavily —data mining’s task in this case could be something like: 

is the chance of getting lung cancer higher if you smoke heavily? 

The main tasks of DM are twofold: 

A) Create predictive power (CPP), using features to predict unknown or future values of   

    the same or other feature and  

B) Create a descriptive power (CDP), find interesting, human-interpretable patterns  

     that describe the data.  

There are a number of different data mining techniques. Most of them are of the A) type. 
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Regardless the type that they are representing, it is important to understand well they depend on 

the different business problem and provides a different insight. Knowing the type of business 

problem that we are trying to solve, will determine the type of data mining technique that will 

yield the best results. 

From the many and different techniques for this paper eight (8) techniques have been chosen as 

been considered the most common been used. Short description of each one is provided next. 

1. Regression analysis. 

Regression models are the mainstay of predictive analytics.  In statistical terms, a 

regression analysis is the process of identifying and analyzing the relationship among 

variables. It can help you understand the characteristic value of the dependent 

variable changes, if any one of the independent variables is varied. This means one 

variable is dependent on another, but it is not vice versa. It is generally used for 

prediction and forecasting. The linear regression model analyzes the relationship 

between the response or dependent variable and a set of independent or predictor 

variables. That relationship is expressed as an equation that predicts the response 

variable as a linear function of the parameters. It is important to emphasize that this 

process provides information ONLY of the LINEAR dependence between two 

variables. 

2. Clustering analysis.  

Cluster analysis, or clustering, is a way to categorize a collection of "objects," such as 

survey respondents, into groups or clusters to look for patterns. The cluster is actually 

a collection of data objects; those objects are similar within the same cluster. That 

means the objects are similar to one another within the same group and they are rather 

different or they are dissimilar or unrelated to the objects in other groups or in other 

clusters.  There are various ways to cluster. Regardless of the method, the purpose is 

generally the same: to use cluster analysis to partition into a group of segments and 

target markets to better understand and predict the behaviors and preferences of the 

segments. Clustering is a valuable predictive-analytics approach when it comes to 

product positioning, new-product development, usage habits, product requirements, 

and selecting test markets. A result of this analysis can be used to create customer 

profiling. 

3. Classification analysis 

Data mining techniques classification is the most commonly used data mining 

technique which contains a set of pre classified samples to create a model which can 

classify the large set of data. This technique helps in deriving important information 

about data and metadata (data about data). This analysis is used to retrieve important 

and relevant information about data, and metadata. It is used to classify different data 

in different classes. Classification is similar to clustering in a way that it also 

segments data records into different segments called classes. But unlike clustering, 

here the data analysts would have the knowledge of different classes or cluster in 

advance. So, in classification analysis you would apply algorithms to decide how new 

data should be classified. A classic example of classification analysis would be our 

Outlook email. In Outlook, they use certain algorithms to characterize an email as 

legitimate or spam. 

There are two main important processes involved in this technique: 

A) Learning – In this process the data are analyzed by different algorithms and 

B) Classification – In this process the data is used to measure the precision of the 

classification rules 

4. Association Rule Learning (ARL). 

It refers to the method that can help you identify some interesting relations (dependency 

modeling) between different variables in large databases. This technique can help you 

unpack some hidden patterns in the data that can be used to identify variables within the 
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data and the concurrence of different variables that appear very frequently in the dataset. 

Association rules are useful for examining and forecasting customer behavior. It is highly 

recommended in the retail industry analysis. This technique is used to determine shopping 

basket data analysis, product clustering, catalog design and store layout. In IT, 

programmers use association rules to build programs capable of machine learning. 

5.  Rule Induction. 

It refers to the method that can help you identify some interesting relations (dependency 

modeling) between different variables in large databases. This technique can help you 

unpack some hidden patterns in the data that can be used to identify variables within the 

data and the concurrence of different variables that appear very frequently in the dataset. 

Association rules are useful for examining and forecasting customer behavior. It is highly 

recommended in the retail industry analysis. This technique is used to determine shopping 

basket data analysis, product clustering, catalog design and store layout. In IT, 

programmers use association rules to build programs capable of machine learning. 

6. Memory-based reasoning (MBR)/Case-based reasoning. 

This technique has results similar to a neural network's but goes about it differently. MBR 

looks for "neighbor" kind of data rather than patterns. It solves new problems based on 

the solutions of similar past problems. MBR is an empirical classification method and 

operates by comparing new unclassified records with known examples and patterns. 

7. Decision Trees. 

Decision trees use real data-mining algorithms to help with classification. A decision-tree 

process will generate the rules followed in a process.Decision trees are useful for helping 

you choose among several courses of action and enable you to explore the possible 

outcomes for various options in order to assess the risk and rewards for each potential 

course of action.Such an analysis is useful when you need to choose among different 

strategies or investment opportunities, and especially when you have limited resources. 

8. Anomaly Analysis or Single out-Detection 

This refers to the observation for data items in a dataset that do not match an expected 

pattern or an expected behavior. Anomalies are also known as outliers, novelties, noise, 

deviations and exceptions. Often they provide critical and actionable information. An 

anomaly is an item that deviates considerably from the common average within a dataset 

or a combination of data. These types of items are statistically aloof as compared to the 

rest of the data and hence, it indicates that something out of the ordinary has happened 

and requires additional attention. This technique can be used in a variety of domains, such 

as intrusion detection, system health monitoring, fraud detection, fault detection, event 

detection in sensor networks, and detecting eco-system disturbances. Analysts often 

remove the anomalous data from the dataset top discover results with an increased 

accuracy. This technique finds application mostly in health systems and big supply chain 

products. 

All of these techniques can help analyze different data from different business perspectives. 

Now we have the knowledge to decide the best technique to summarize data into useful 

information – information that can be used to solve a variety of business problems to increase 

revenue, customer satisfaction, or decrease unwanted cost. 

 

 

Data Mining for Business Applications 

 

Data mining (DM) is already incorporated into the business processes in many sectors. This 

Technology is well established in applications such a targeted marketing, customer fault 

detection and market basket analysis (see below). It is also emerging as an important new 
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technology in a wide range of new applications areas, such as social networks, games, sensor 

and smart network, social media, intelligent e-mails and TripAdvisor. 

Data Mining is primarily used today by companies with a strong consumer focus — retail, 

financial, communication, and marketing organizations, to “drill down” into their transactional 

data and determine pricing, customer preferences and product positioning, impact on sales, 

customer satisfaction and corporate profits. With data mining, a retailer can use point-of-sale 

records of customer purchases to develop products and promotions to appeal to specific 

customer segments. 

It is very interesting to mention a few applications of DM for Business. Some of them are: 

1. Market Basket Analysis 

Market basket analysis is a modelling technique based upon a theory that if you buy a 

certain group of items you are more likely to buy another group of items. This 

technique may allow the retailer to understand the purchase behavior of a buyer. 

2. Financial Banking 

With computerised banking everywhere huge amount of data is supposed to be 

generated with new transactions. DM can contribute to solving business problems in 

banking and finance by finding patterns,  and correlations in business information and 

market prices that are not immediately apparent to managers because the volume data 

is too large. 

3. Health and Medical Systems 

Data mining holds great potential to improve health and Medical systems. It uses data 

and analytics to identify best practices that improve care and reduce costs. 

Researchers use data mining approaches like multi-dimensional databases, machine 

learning, soft computing, data visualization and statistics. Mining can be used to 

predict the volume of patients in every category. Processes are developed that make 

sure that the patients receive appropriate care at the right place and at the right time. 

Data mining can also help healthcare insurers to detect fraud and abuse. 

4. Mining Geology and Mineral Resource Estimation and Consulting Services 

One area that has a big data base is the area of Geology. Data Mining can find a wide 

range of applications. The four pillars of Mineral Resource estimation are data 

quantity and quality, geological understanding, grade analysis, and adherence to 

international reporting codes and standards (e.g. JORC; CIM NI 43-101; SAMREC; 

SME; PERC). All four of these aspects are equally important in the public and 

responsible declaration of a Mineral Resource Estimation. We build and maintain 

long lasting relationships with our clients and industry partners. Our estimates have 

assisted hundreds of projects from early stage grass roots exploration through to 

production. Collection, management, and analysis of mining and exploration of mass 

data is a must. In .addition, geological models need to be developed, that can capture 

thousands of geological changes for millions of years. 

5. Tourism and Culture 

Aggregating the largest collection of travel search and booking data sources from 

around the world is an area that Data Mining can find immediate applications. 

Simplifying  the  view of the complex behaviors, intentions and preferences  that 

influence travel and specific visits to certain archeological sites  is excellent for using 

DM techniques . While traditional business intelligence (BI) products benchmark 

historic performance and future booked revenue, they don’t provide a real-time view 

of who is searching and booking travel online. Those solutions ignore the different 

ways that consumers make their travel decisions. Using DM and Artificial 

Intelligence the Tourism and culture business can benefit a lot. 

Many other applications can be named in which DM techniques can be used. These are but not 

limited: Education Data Mining (EDM), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Financial 

Banking, Fraud Detection, Law enforcement, market research through Customer Segmentation, 
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Corporate Surveillance, Bio- Informatics and many more. There are no any scientific field that 

is not collecting data and everyday are available for further use of them. 

REMARK:  It must be stressed that in most of the above and not only DM techniques and 

Artificial Intelligence usage is on an embryonic stage. There is long way to go before the 

benefits of using these new methods of DM and AI can become apparent. 

 

 

Summary and Future Research  

Big data caused an explosion in the use of more extensive Data Mining (DM) techniques, 

partially because the size of the information is much larger and because the information tends to 

be more varied and extensive in its very nature and content. In many cases these data are also 

fuzzy. Therefore data mining (DM) is more than running some complex queries on the data you 

stored in your database. You must work with your data, reformat it, or restructure it, regardless 

of whether you are using SQL, document-based databases such as Hadoop, or simple flat files. 

Identifying the format of the information that you need is based upon the technique and the 

analysis that you want to do. After you have the information in the format you need, you can 

apply the different techniques (individually or together) regardless of the required underlying 

data structure or data set.  

With large data sets, it is no longer enough to get relatively simple and straightforward statistics 

out of the system. With 40 or 50 million records of detailed customer information, knowing that 

five million of them live in one location is not enough. We want to know whether those five 

million are a particular age group and their average earnings so that we can target our customer 

needs better. 

These business-driven needs changed simple data retrieval and statistics into more complex 

Data Mining. The business problem drives an examination of the data that helps to build a 

model to describe the information that ultimately leads to the creation of the resulting and 

useful report.  

Creating new knowledge from the Big Data Driven World which is formed from the different 

business communities is a scientific challenge. Data Mining (DM) principles have been around 

for many years, but, with the advent of big data, it is even more important. Many different 

techniques have been developed the last two decades. It is important to keep in mind that each 

business application will use a specific DM technique. One technique that might work perfectly 

for one application might not even be useful to another on. In this paper eight (8) such 

techniques have been presented and briefly analyzed. A number of applications that DM have 

and/or will been used were presented. However there is still a lot of work to be done. 

Therefore future research in Data Mining (DM) theory and methodologies is an open field. 

More vigorous mathematical modelling of this fast moving scientific area is needed. Theories 

from Artificial Intelligence (AI), Deep learning (DL) and Fuzzy Cognition should be used 

searching for new methods to solve many everyday problems. Generic solutions that could be 

used to more than one application are highly desired. New learning algorithms are needed. The 

role of experts should be taken into serious considerations.  Since many data are fuzzy and 

contain misleading information fuzzy logic and cognitive methods need to be investigated and 

how they can be useful to business applications. Certain business sectors that are very active 

and depend heavily on personal behavior need to be investigated separately and with a much 

greater attention. Specific application driven software tools are needs to be developed. 
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Abstract.State-of-the-art security frameworks have been extensively addressing security issues 

for web resources, agents and services in the Semantic Web. The provision of Stream 

Reasoning as a new area spanning Semantic Web and Data Stream Management Systems has 

eventually opened up new challenges. Namely, their decentralized nature, the metadata 

descriptions, the number of users, agents, and services, make securing Stream Reasoning 

systems difficult to handle. Thus, there is an inherent need of developing new security models 

which will handle security and automate security mechanism to a more autonomous system that 

supports complex and dynamic relationships between data, clients and service providers. In this 

paper, we describe initial findings regarding state-of-the-art approaches and how they 

investigate different aspects of security within Wireless Sensor Networks, which is a typical 

example of Stream Reasoning systems. 

 

Keywords: WSN, Security, stream data, encryption, reasoning. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The Web is highly dynamic: new information is constantly added, and existing information is 

continuously changed or removed. It has been estimated that every minute on the Internet 600 

videos are uploaded on YouTube, 168 million e-mails are sent, 510,000 comments are posted 

on Facebook and 98,000 tweets are delivered in Twitter [1]. In these scenarios information 

changes at a very high rate, so that we can identify a stream of data on which we are called to 

operate with high efficiency. In the last few years, several researchers and practitioners have 

proposed solutions for processing streams of information on-the-fly, according to some pre-

deployed processing rules or queries [2]. This led to the development of various Data Stream 

Management Systems (DSMSs) [3] and Complex Event Processing (CEP) systems [4] that 

effectively deal with the transient nature of data streams, providing low delay processing even 

in the presence of large volumes of input data generated at a high rate. However, DSMSs lack 

the support of performing complex reasoning tasks, CEP do not support reasoning, while 

Semantic Web caches all the knowledge base. As a result, a number of recent works propose to 

unify reasoning and stream processing, giving birth to the research field of Stream Reasoning 

[5]. In 2009, Stream Reasoning was defined as an “unexplored yet high impact research area”. 

A number of its implementations are currently in place including C-SPARQL [7], StreamRule 

[8], StreamJess [9], C-SWRL [10], ETALIS, EP-SPARQL, etc. 
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Literature Review: Initial findings 

 

Typical applications of stream data are Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). WSNs are spatially 

distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as water 

quality, temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to cooperatively pass their data through the 

network to a main location. Modern approaches are bi-directional, also enabling control of 

sensor activity [11].  

 

The Semantic Web in general, and WSNs in particular, create new security challenges due to 

their completely decentralized nature, the meta data descriptions, the number of users, agents, 

and services. Security challenges associated with the Semantic Web involves the ability to 

handle security and to automate security mechanism to a more autonomous system that 

supports complex and dynamic relationships between data, clients and service providers. 

 

There is a need to develop a model which would provide Semantic Web services that are 

relevant to the user request, and only to those users who have got the access rights. Different 

authors have indicated different aspects that should be considered while designing an access 

control mechanism for the Semantic Web services [12]. For instance, Gondara[12] points out 

the need that Access Control Mechanism should satisfy composite web services, than turns the 

focus on semantic relations among concepts, than the incorporation of policies in Access 

Control, than credentials consideration, than the fact that authorization should be considered 

over authentication, etc. Thus, there is an inherent need for a unique mechanism or model that 

is able to satisfy the complex requirements of an access control of WSN network. 

 

Security can be violated if access control to each node in the WSN network is considered 

separately ignoring the interrelationships among nodes [12]. Information may be inaccessible to 

authorized subjects if links among nodes are not considered. An access control to the WSN 

network needs to additionally ensure that all the information authorized for view should be 

revealed to a subject. 

 

 

Current approaches - isolated  

 

We view access control policies as conditions that a node defines to restrict the number of users 

who may access the functionalities offered by the device. Establishing the requirements of an 

access control mechanism for Semantic Web services is a critical milestone in the development 

of a security model for Stream Reasoning systems in general, and WSNs in particular. Our 

vision is to create a security model which will be proposed for different WSNs. WSNs 

employed for water quality monitoring will serve as a case study for the research. 

 

 

Research Methodology 

 

While there are dozens of research in different aspects of security within Semantic Web 

applications in general and WSNs in particular, like the ones described by Thuraisingham [13], 

Kagal et al. [14], Scillaand Huhns [15] and Medic and Golubovic [16], there is still no 

integrative model which takes in consideration different segments of security within WSNs. As 

we aim to create a unique security model, the solution could be implemented anytime needing 
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to deploy new WSN system. We need to analyze security aspects on WSNs and also analysis of 

Semantic Web. Validate the model on our Stream Reasoning systems (C-SWRL and 

StreamJess). The idea is to firstly validate the model on WSNs for water quality monitoring and 

then in other domains. Finally, we will generalize the findings of the research, and make the 

model applicable in different Stream Reasoning domains.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The WSNs continue to grow and become widely used in many mission-critical applications. So, 

the need for security becomes vital. However, the WSNs suffer from many constraints such as 

limited energy, processing capability, and storage capacity, as well as unreliable 

communication and unattended operation, etc [17]. Traditional security models do not provide 

adequate protection in this dynamic and open environment that is WSNs. While there are 

significant efforts under way that should make WSNSs more secure, there is a lack of a model 

which takes into consideration all main aspects of security. 

 

We strive to develop and implement a security model which has all main segments of security 

for Stream Reasoning systems, and which can be used when we deploy or need to maintain a 

WSN in different contexts. While creating this network we aim to evaluate authentication, 

access control, inferences, etc, and try to mitigate against such threats. 
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Abstract.The paper describes the advantages of using technical and technological 

achievements through the social networks and their implementation in central banks 

communication. The paper presents an analysis of the use of the most popular social networks 

for communication by central banks. Social networking sites today represent the growing 

importance of daily Internet use, and have become an important factor in our way of 

communicating. Quickly, accurately and continuously informing the citizens leads to increased 

confidence which creates a positive attitude towards the central bank that is represented in a 

good way and communicates with citizens on social networks. The majority of citizens using 

modern mobile devices spend much time browsing Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and content of 

some other popular social networks. 

 

Keywords: Social networks, the Central bank, communication, Facebook, Twitter 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Dialogue with the public and specific target groups moves from offline or "analogue" 

communication to the digital realm. In this sense, financial sector is no exception.One of the 

main challenges for central banks is to appropriately, taking into account all the obstacles that 

communicating with a wider public entails, react in a timely manner and in accordance with the 

specific target groups, on topics that interest them, the state of the market and the general 

interest of the public in relation the work of the central bank. By using social networks, central 

banks are communicating with a wider public, as well as with the target groups, using the 

interaction that social networks allow.Since communication is an essential element of any 

policy of central banks, including public expectation management and the impact that Central 

Bank communication has in financial markets, the content that central banks publish and the 

manner in which they do it has never been more important, nor more followed.Another thing 

we can say with certainty is that a greater pro-activity on social networks will gradually abolish 

the need for conventional telephone customer service centers. Even today, a significant number 

of central banks following networks activity with great care, such as Twitter or Facebook and 

consider the opinions of the followers.Objections of users will be available to banks in real 

time, so the bank will proactively participate in the discussion and influence the preservation of 

its reputation.In order to effectively use social media, central banks need to understand the use 

of tools to achieve interaction with the target groups, as well as the way in which they can use 

feedback received from them for the consideration and preparation of an adequate 

response.Engaging in social media is certainly not an easy task for central banks in the world. 

An even greater challenge is for them to build and maintain a successful presence in the online 
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environment without its own control. Central Bank is, by definition, a very conservative 

institution which is prone to complete control. Precisely, the lack of control was a major reason 

of the hostility central banks have towards social media. 

 

 

The social networks 

 

In recent years we have witnessed a real revolution of the Internet as we know it so far. By the 

early development of social networks, which is the appearance of the first social networking 

site SixDegrees.com, the concept of Internet search and the Web in general has been focused 

only on the passive viewing of contents on various Web sites (Danah, 2007). An option of two-

way communication with the owners of these web pages was only through the Forum, if those 

websites had forums. However, before a detailed analysis of social networks, it is necessary to 

first clarify what constitutes the concept of social networks, regardless of the currently popular 

social networking sites. The main features of social networks is that they are the most efficient 

and quickest source of information, they are transparent, always available, free, public, 

dynamic, multimedia, and provide the necessary two-way communication. It is clear that the 

Internet has become our everyday life and reality. The fact is that almost anything can be found 

on the Internet today and that communication has certainly moved to this powerful medium. 

Even if your target group is slightly older fellow citizens, you should not worry. The time in 

which the Internet was just a privilege for the young and educated people is long behind us. 

Online today is everyday life and the basic source of information for citizens. More than 50% 

of the population aged over 30 is on the Internet. The fastest growing group of Facebook users 

was women 55-65 years old (Qualman, 2010: 117). 

 

 

Central banks in social networks 

 

In the last five years, there is a growing trend of central banks' presence in social media. Some 

banks use their presence on social networks to channel traffic to their main site, while others 

use their presence to spread useful and informative content to different target groups in 

accessible way. 

Central banks’ platform in social networks analysis was conducted in order to determine trends 

in the use of social networks in communication of central banks with media and public. The 

expansion of social media in the last ten years shows that this area offers enormous 

opportunities and that they will eventually get bigger. The whole world becomes increasingly 

interdependent due to interactions that social networks provide. They represent a powerful way 

to connect central banks with the public. Just a few years ago, central banks may have ignored 

the importance of social networks without consequences. It is no longer the case. Today, social 

networks are a challenge for central banks, which must carefully adopt new technologies. The 

last twelve years, central banks have begun to adopt new technologies in order to reach their 

target group. Research shows that central banks started using social networks relatively recently 

and that a very small number of them have an account on social networks for more than five 

years (European Central Bank, the Bank of England, FED and others). 

Sixty central banks have opened accounts on social networks. Of these, 22 banks use Twitter 

and Facebook, only Twitter in 29 banks, and only Facebook in 9 banks. 

Central banks use social networks to increase the support and trust in connecting and discussion 

with the general public. The performance of central banks on social networks enables 

promoting plans, results achieved, and educating and informing citizens. 
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Twitter is a social network designed for people to leave short messages or "update" the contents 

of other users. Twitter is one of the most important social networks, which, at the same time, is 

used the most by central banks. Most central banks use Twitter for dissemination of 

information. The big challenge for central banks in Twitter is how to build or consolidate 

confidence, gain authority and be a reliable source for their followers, gain support for future 

initiatives and current issues of importance. Central banks mostly used Twitter as a popular and 

specialized channel aimed mainly at journalists and politicians. 

Facebook represents the most widespread social network that allows uploading photos, statuses, 

videos, creating events and many other activities. Social networks are important for central 

banks because they build their image, promote their work and build a relationship with their 

followers. Central banks have put the accent on quality information, constantly publishing 

interesting and educational content to remain connected with their public. Most central banks 

have their basic message, target group and appropriate content "packed" so that people read it 

or view it quickly. Such consistency of central banks proved to be the key to winning over the 

public. 

Based on previous research, we came to the conclusion that social networks must be used, i.e. 

that this communication standard for central banks is attainable, affordable and can no longer 

be ignored. 

 

 

Central banks – Twitter 

 

Central Bank of Nigeria (1.129 tweets, number of followers - 35.9K)  

Nigeria provides a useful example of what complications can arise when using social media. 

The Central Bank of Nigeria in 2013, closed more than 100 false accounts of their governor on 

social networks. His opponents were accused for wanting to destabilize the country via social 

media. More than half of central banks working on Twitter / Facebook accounts are in Europe 

and North America, one-third in South America and Asia, and the rest are divided between 

Africa and Oceania. Central Reserve Bank of El Salvador (7386 - tweets, the number of 

followers -4.594) use Twitter to post information on economic growth, trade, and they are not 

expected to respond to any tweet. The central bank uses Facebook primarily for students and 

the public, sets "short educational capsules" on the economy and financial concept. One of the 

innovations is that students have homework titled "attempt and do it now." The central bank 

plans to expand to YouTube, where it will post educational video clips and interviews with the 

governor. They find that YouTube will help to attract more people. The Federal Bank of Dallas 

(tweets - 2922, the number of followers 39.6k) went one step further and opened three Twitter 

accounts, one for general purposes, other for economic education and the third for business 

opportunities. They mostly use Twitter for interesting governor's quotes and interviews. An 

example of the Banque de France shows this can be risky. In 2011, they posted a tweet of the 

interview their governor, where their governor condemned England to have "a greater deficit in 

relation to the debt, higher inflation and weaker growth" in relation to France. This interview 

caused a "great storm" of negative comments. The South African Reserve Banks (SARB) 

(tweets – 1.53, the number of followers -8.712), believes that Twitter is very useful as a tool for 

two-way communication with the public, and that is the most effective to post new information 

and redirect users to the site of the central bank. In 2013, SARB released a new series of 

banknotes to improve the position of governor. Internet team of the Central Bank published the 

notes on Twitter and Facebook through the "interactive micro-site" designed for mobile 

devices, so that this announcement raised the consciousness of people who use Twitter and 

Facebook on the promotion of new banknotes. 

In 2012, the Maldives Monetary Authority (MMA) launched a set of video clips titled "Look at 

economics with the governor" on YouTube and on the internet website. The idea was to explain 

people various economic issues related to their country in the most realistic way. According to 
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the study, one of the leading central banks In Twitter is the Mexican Central Bank (@Banxico) 

with 386K followers, tweeting about 7 times a day, while the Central Bank of France 

(@banquedefrance) had the biggest number of tweets 12.4K. It could be concluded that it does 

not matter how many tweets you post in a day, it is important to find the right followers: 

influential people, journalists, business partners, employees, customers. Size matters, but is not 

prevalent. The great challenge is to build trust, gain authority and be a reliable source for 

followers. There is a table of the analysis of Twitter accounts of central banks (Table 1 and 

Table 2). 

Table 1.Twitter Accounts of Central Banks (Exch. Rates, Rates, Statistics, Followers) 

CB Address Exch. Rates Rates Statistics Followers 

BE NBB_BNB_FR NBB_BNB_NL yes yes yes 1.821, 2.524 

DK nationalbanken yes yes yes 1.422 

FI SoumenPankki yes yes yes 4.691 

FR banquedefrance yes yes yes 17.6K 

DE bundesbank no no yes 19.2K 

IT UfficioStampaBI no no yes 10.8K 

LV LatvijasBanka yes yes yes 6.036 

RO bnr_ro yes yes yes 1.847 

SK nbs_sk yes yes yes 606 

SE riskbanken yes no yes 6.218 

UK bankofengland no yes yes 183K 

BH CBBiH yes yes no 437 

ECB ecb yes yes yes 339K 

Table 2.Twitter Accounts of Central Banks (Tweets, English, News, Research Publications, 

Speeches) 

CB Address Tweets English News Research 

Publications 

Speeches 

BE NBB_BNB_FR NBB_BNB_NL 6.251 6.282 yes yes yes no 

DK nationalbanken 4.959 yes no no no 

FI SoumenPankki 6.787 yes yes yes yes 

FR banquedefrance 12.4K yes no yes no 

DE bundesbank 1.720 yes yes no yes 

IT UfficioStampaBI 1.942 no yes yes yes 

LV LatvijasBanka 4.196 no yes no no 

RO bnr_ro 5.726 yes no no yes 

SK nbs_sk 2.868 no yes no yes 

SE riskbanken 769 no yes no yes 

UK bankofengland 5.731 yes yes yes yes 

BH CBBiH 1.289 yes no no no 

ECB ecb 7.364 yes yes yes yes 

 

 
 

Conclusion 

 

Social networks present a challenge for central banks, which must carefully adopt the 

innovations of new technologies. Internet study that was conducted in 2001 by Steve Hanke, 

professor of applied economics at the "John Hopkins University" and his colleague Michael 

Morgenstern, showed that 51 central bank does not have a web presentation on the Internet. The 
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reason given was the lack of transparency among central banks. The situation in the last 

fourteen years has significantly changed and the central banks adopt new technologies to reach 

their target groups. People are no longer looking for the news, the news themselves finds 

people. Social networks are a great tool for the placement of the desired content in the right 

way. 

According to a study in this paper, around 60 central banks opened accounts on Twitter or 

Facebook, of these 60 central banks, 22 use Twitter and Facebook, while 29 central banks only 

use Twitter, and only 9 central banks use Facebook. 

Until recently, they were all communicating with the public through the mass media, but now, 

when information is transmitted in real time, mode of communication has changed. Social 

networks have taken over television and became the fastest medium. The tone of 

communication cannot be analyzed and expressed in figures, but it is necessary that it is 

carefully designed and planned. Although we cannot hear the tone, we can read it. On social 

networks, one should avoid PR releases and official speech tone. Simply, one should behave as 

the other users behave. 

The analysis of the study showed that a growing number of central banks decide to use modern 

achievements of science and technology in the field of ICT. By creating profiles on the most 

visited social networks, they reach their target groups in a simple and easy way, providing 

timely communication 
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Abstract. Data warehouses are a collection of several databases, whose goal is to help different 

companies and corporations make important decisions about their activities. These decisions 

are taken from the analyses that are made to the data within the data warehouse. These data are 

taken from data that companies and corporations collect on daily basis from their branches that 

may be located in different cities, regions, states and continents. Data that are entered to data 

warehouses are historical data and they represent that part of data that is important for making 

decisions. These data go under a transformation process in order to accommodate with the 

structure of the objects within the databases in the data warehouse. This is done because the 

structure of the relational databases is not similar with the structure of the databases 

(multidimensional databases) within the data warehouse.  The first ones are optimized for 

transactions on daily basis like: entering, changing, deleting and retrieving data through simple 

queries, the second ones are optimized for retrieving data through multidimensional queries, 

which enable us to extract important information. This information helps to make important 

decisions by learning which are the weak points and the strong points of the company, in order 

to invest more on the weak points and to strengthen the strong points, increasing the profits of 

the company. The goal of this paper is to treat data analyses for decision making from a data 

warehouse by using OLAP(online analytical processing) analysis. For this treatment we used 

the Analysis Services of Microsoft SQL Server 2016 platform. We analyzed the data of an IT 

Store with branches in different cities in Kosovo and came to a conclusion for some sales 

trends. This paper emphasizes the role of data warehouses in decision making.  

 

Keywords: multidimensional databases, multidimensional queries, OLTP, OLAP, fact table, 

cube, dimension 

 

 

Introduction  

 
Making decisions in order to increase the profits is an important part of activity of different 

companies. This becomes even more pronounced by taking in consideration that the main 

purpose of profitable companies is the greatest profit. Extraction of relevant information from 

data warehouses by analyzing data that are found within them has undergone a great 

development especially in the last decade of the XX century, the development of this area 

continues today. Companies during their work face problems. Their main problem is the decline 

in the results of their work. Companies in order to identify the work they perform in their 

various departments, maintain the data that describe that work. These data are stored in an 

organized form through databases. The volume of data within these databases depends on the 

jobs that companies perform as well as the size of the companies. 
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Such databases are mainly relational databases, which organize data in tables that exclude the 

possibility of repeating the same data (excluding redundancy). These databases are managed by 

Relational Database Management Systems- RDBMS and are suitable for online analytical 

processing – OLTP. These systems offer the possibility of using the SQL language. The data 

that are stored in the databases of a company can be extracted from tables and views according 

to certain criteria. These systems are used during the daily work of one company department. 

Within them are stored data on goods that a store in a store chain of a company has available, 

the price of each product per piece, the amount of products sold, the exact sales time, the exact 

time of each transaction (each action such as: the data entry, alteration and deletion), etc. From 

these and other data, through aggregates and analysis can be extracted important information. 

This information can be extracted and stored inside these systems, after they have been brought 

in the appropriate form, but it would not have good effect on the performance of these systems, 

taking into account the large number of transactions within them even though not in large 

volumes of data. In this way the data from which information can be extracted can be 

transmitted with the appropriate changes into multidimensional databases within a data 

warehouse, which is carried out separately from the relational database management system. 

An important part of multidimensional databases are OLAP cubes, which make it possible to 

extract data according to some of their dimensions through multidimensional or OLAP queries. 

Extracting data in this way represents the analytical processing of OLAP data, which enables 

making important decisions for a company or corporation. Data warehouses have become an 

inseparable part of any serious company and corporation, because they allow them to increase 

their results and be more competitive to their rivals under certain conditions of market 

competition. The data are the blood of any company or corporation, without data they have no 

idea where they are and what direction they go [1]. Their activity over a long period of time, the 

collected data present a great value to them. Behind these data, behind the figures found within 

them, a great asset is hidden. By using this data can be created a data warehouse. Data 

warehouses contain unified data from various sources, supplemented with summary 

information and cover a long period of time [2]. 

 

 

Elements of the data warehouse 

 
Constituent elements of a data warehouse are: fact tables, dimensions, dimension tables and 

cubes. Fact tables are tables that contain business facts. Facts of a business are the data of that 

business. These data are also known as detail data or measures. Within a data warehouse, data 

are saved as denormalized to facilitate data analyses. In our case study we created the fact table 

called Sales which has information about sales amount of different personal computer parts. 

Dimensions are used to analyze data in a multidimensional way. Data within a data warehouse 

are numerical values. In order to supplement these data with additional information within a 

data warehouse are created dimension tables. Dimension tables enable analyzing facts by 

several dimensions. We implemented three dimension tables: place, product and time because 

we wanted to analyze data through these dimensions. Data cubes are multidimensional data 

structures, which enable multidimensional queries to be executed on them. Result sets returned 

by executing such queries may be used by analysts to analyze data. Cubes are created from fact 

tables and dimension tables. Data can be used from many fact tables, but usually they are from 

a single fact table about a certain subject, for example for the subject Sales. In Fig. 1 is 

represented data cube Sales.  
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Fig. 1. Data cube Sales 

 

The cube shown in Fig. 1 is created from table Fact_Sales. This cube has three dimensions: 

time dimension, place dimension and product dimension. On the front side of the cube within 

small squares or cells there are facts or data from columns: Sales_amount and Price. For 

example: values 15 and € 900 in the bottom left cell on the front side of the Sales cube 

represent the sales amount of Dell monitors and the price of those sales in 1st January of year 

2000 in the city of Pejë.  

In data cubes beside facts, there also can be saved some pre calculated values, such that when a 

certain query wants those values, the responses could be obtained faster. In Fig. 1, two of the 

cells on the front side do not have values because in the fact table there are no data for these 

cells. 

 

 

OLAP 

 
Analytical processing – OLAP deals with data analysis within a data warehouse. OLAP is a 

term about a technology that uses multidimensional data representation for fast access on 

strategical information for advanced analyses [1]. Analytical processing enables analyzing facts 

through queries. From these facts can be derived important information: knowing about 

different trends of a company or corporation, what products had most sales and at what place, 

which clients are frequent clients and what profit has a company had from them, what can be 

done so that a certain branch increase sales and get more profit, see how much rentable has 

been a branch since it was open at a certain city, etc. In Fig. 2 is shown the schema of a typical 

OLAP system. The focus of this paper is data analysis.   
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Fig. 2. Schema of a typical OLAP system 

 

 

OLAP queries 

 
Below we have represented an OLAP query written in MDX (multidimensional query 

expressions) language. MDX utilizes expressions composed of identifiers, values, statements, 

functions, and operators that Analysis Services can evaluate to retrieve an object (for example a 

set or a member), or a scalar value (for example, a string or a number) [3]. This query looks for 

sales amounts of PC monitors in the first days of January, February, March and April of the 

year 2000 in cities Prishtinë, Prizren, Pejë and Mitrovicë. After the SELECT statement we put 

the levels of dimensions through which we wanted to see the sales amount of PC monitors. 

After the FROM statement we put the name of the cube from which the data are extracted and 

after the WHERE statement we put the fact through which we extract the data from the data 

cube.  

 

SELECT [Dim Place].[City].MEMBERS ON COLUMNS, 

[Dim Time].[Sales date].MEMBERS ON ROWS 

FROM [Sales]WHERE Measures.[Sales amount] 

Part [Dim Place].[City] represents the dimension Place, which is the X axis and part 

[Dim Time].[Sales date] represents the dimesion Time, which is the Y axis. The data 

or facts about the sales amount of PC monitors are taken from Sales_Amount column of the 

table of facts Fact Sales.   

By executing this query we obtained the results which are represented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The result of the execution of the MDX query 

 
 

In Table 1, in the columns there are the names of the cities: Mitrovicë, Pejë, Prishtinë dhe 

Prizren, while in the rows there are the first days of months: January, February, March and 

April of the year 2000. In this table there is the sales amount of monitors in these cities and 

months. We have the total sales of monitors sold in every city, the total for all cities, the total of 

monitors sold in the first day of every month taken into consideration and the total for every of 

the first days of these months. These totals were calculated by the system.  
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Based on the results in Table 1 we could do these analyses: from the results table we can see 

that monitors were mostly sold in the city of Prizren (it is about DELL monitors and the total 

141), when it comes to the beginning of the months, most monitors were sold on March 1st of 

the year 2000 (165 in total), there were no sales of monitors in the city of Mitrovicë on January 

1st in 2000,  there were no sales of monitors in the city ofPrishtinëon January 1st in 2000, etc. 

The data that we used to make such analyses are within a single table, Table 1. The question 

then arises: could it be possible to get Table 1 by executing a single SQL query? The answer is 

no. I have got this answer by trying to write a single SQL query to get Table 1, but it was not 

possible. I got the data of Table 1, but in 4 separate tables! I had to write and execute 4 SQL 

queries to get these tables of data. I had to calculate the total 445 by writing this SQL query:  
SELECT SUM (Sales_amount)AS[Total] 

FROM [Computers_DW].[dbo].[Fact_Sales] 

To get the total of sales for each of the cities: Prishtinë, Prizren, Pejë and Mitrovicë I had to 

write this qyery:  

SELECT [Postal_Code], SUM(Sales_amount) AS[Total] 

FROM [Computers_DW].[dbo].[Fact_Sales]GROUP 

BY[Postal_Code] 

In order to get the total of sales for the beginning of every of the months taken into 

consideration I had to write this query: 

SELECT [Nr_Date], SUM (Sales_amount) AS [Total] 

FROM [Computers_DW].[dbo].[Fact_Sales] 

GROUP BY [Nr_Date] 

To get the sales amount for the beginning of each of the months taken into consideration: 

January, February, March and April of year 2000, I had to write this query:  

SELECT [Sales_date],[City],[Sales_amount]FROM 

[Computers_Dw].[dbo].[Dim_Time], 

[Computers_Dw].[dbo].[Dim_Place], 

[Computers_Dw].[dbo].[Fact_Sales]WHERE 

[Computers_Dw].[dbo].[Dim_Time].[Nr_Date]= 

[Computers_Dw].[dbo].[Fact_Sales].[Nr_Date] and 

[Computers_Dw].[dbo].[Dim_Place].[Postal_code]= 

[Computers_Dw].[dbo].[Fact_Sales].[Postal_code] 

GROUP BY [Sales_date],[City],[Sales_amount] 

 
MDX is suitable for multidimensional data analysis. SQL requires more work to accomplish the 

same job.  

 

Conclusion  

 

Understanding trends by conducting multidimensional data analysis through OLAP analysis 

can be very useful. Knowing the direction a company is going is very important for staying in 

the business and competing with other businesses. Different products may have different sales 

trends. Analyzing sales data by their dimensions enables seeing what has happened with sales 

during a period of time. A certain company may have branches in different cities or regions. 

OLAP analysis makes it possible to analyze data from many points of views to see for example: 

what were the sales of a certain product, at a certain point in time and at a certain place. Based 

on the information gained from data analyses, companies may make decisions about their 

ongoing activities, they may for example decide to shut down stores on certain branches 
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because their sales revenue was not satisfactory or they may take measures to make things get 

better. The tools used for OLAP analysis in this paper were sufficient enough for our case 

study.   
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Abstract. To determine the strategic direction for the development of electronic 

communications market in the part of mobile telecommunication services in Republic of 

Macedonia, the Agency for electronic communication has made an assessment of the regulatory 

progress and  that  has been made in recent years. The needs are in order to obtain a clear 

strategy for the development of the mobile telecommunication market in Macedonia, and 

primarily will create a clear picture in the: technical, financial, operational and competitive 

segments. Republic of Macedonia at this moment has 2 mobile operators with own network and 

the third mobile virtual operator. They are with excellent prospects in this direction and 

potential that enables low-cost services to the users. This shows that in Macedonia the 

telecommunication services are with high quality and  the lower prices. They are currently 

among the lowest in the region and in Europe. The analysis in this paper are made according to 

the actual results achieved of the situation on the mobile market and some basic 

recommendations for their better development, better quality and better prices. 

 

Keywords: prices, customers, mobile market, mobile operator, electronic communications, 

competition, revenue 

 

 

Introduction 

 

In order to confirm the strategic direction for the development of electronic communications 

market in Macedonia, the Agency has made an assessment of the regulatory progress that was 

performed in a period of one year, according to the received data and their analysis. This 

assessment can provide a clear picture of the development of the market and will present the 

current market situation in Macedonia from technical, financial, operational and competitive 

standpoint,compared with the market in 2015. 

 

 

Mobile market 

 

In 2014 four companies provided public available telephone services in the public mobile 

communication network for national and / or international traffic, and they were: 

 1. T-Mobile Skopje 

 2. ONE-Operator Skopje 

  3. VIP Operator Skopje 

 4. Albafon Skopje. (Mobile virtual network operator) (VMO) 
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In 2015  there were two mobile telecommunication operators on the market : 

T-Mobile AD Skopje joined to the mother company Makedonski Telekom AD Skopje 

(Deutsche Telekom Group), ONE Operator Skopje and VIP Operator Skopje  joined in to a new 

company named one.VipAD Skopje and Albafon Skopje (MVNO) went bankrupt. 

In 2016 there were and still are (until now) two mobile operators with own network and the 

third mobile virtual operator. 

1. Makedonski Telekom AD Skopje 

2. Vip Skopje 

3. Lycamobile Macedonia started to work (June 2016) 

From the table 1,we can see the percentage decrease of 1,59% in the number of active 

subscribers in mobile telephony in 2016, compared to the previous year. It is obvious that the 

majority of residential subscribers prefer to use prepaid services rather than using postpaid 

services. The number of postpaid subscribers is increasing and residential postpaid subscribers 

grew by 3,26% for a one year period, business subscribers dropped by 10,35% for the same 

period. On the other hand, in 2016 we can notice a decrease in the number of SMS messages 

compared to 2015, which is 5,33%. 

We can see that from the total traffic realized in 2016 there is dropped, compared to the 

previous year, in the traffic to all destinations, with the exception of traffic in the own mobile 

network, which has grew by 7,95%.There is big difference in the total number of calls to fixed 

networks in 2016 compared to the previous year, where the numbers are dropped by 46,64%, 

while the traffic to the networks in the foreign countries has dropped by 28,29%. It is important 

to note that the lowest drop is recorded in the traffic towards the other mobile networks in RM, 

which is 11,92%. 

Finally, regarding the total number of calls in mobile networks in 2016 we can see growth by 

2.46% over the previous year.  

 
Table 1: Indicators of the mobile market – Retail, where the data are given for 2016 and 2015 

and the difference given in%. 

 2016 2015 Difference 

Residential prepaid 

subscribers 
1.045.224 1.070.504 -2,36 % 

Residential postpaid 

subscribers 
736.169 712.921 3,26 % 

Business postpaid subscribers 269.101 300.158 -10,35 % 

Number of active subscribers in 

mobile telephony 
2.050.494 2.083.583 -1,59 % 

Number of SMS messages 352.039.880 371.858.864 -5,33 % 

Total number of calls in own 

mobile network 
1.931.260.264 1.789.075.228 7,95 % 

Total number of calls to other 

mobile networks in RM 
609.052.217 691.452.608 -11,92 % 

Total number of calls to fixed 

networks in RM 
38.125.791 71.452.728 -46,64 % 

Total number of calls to 

networks in foreign countries 
9.032.423 12.595.423 -28,29 % 

Total number of calls in mobile 

networks 
2.621.849.130 2.564.575.987 2,23 
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Figure 1: Market Share of the operators in the revenues from providing mobile communication 

services (retail level) in 2016 

 

The chart 1 shows the market share of the mobile operators in Macedonia in the revenues 

generated from the provision of the mobile communications services in the retail market for 

2016. From the figure 1 it can be seen that the largest market share has the mobile operator 

Makedonski Telekom with 50,82%, next is the One.VIP operator with 49,15% and the 

Lycemobile with 0.03%. The Market shares are calculated on the total income and it is the sum 

of revenues: service for call from a monthly subscription, the data transmission from the 

terminal equipment, SMS, from roaming (traffic, SMS and data) and the other revenue. 

 

 
Figure 2: Market Share of the operators in revenues from providing mobile communications 

services (wholesale level) in 2016 
 
The Chart 2 shows the market share of the mobile operators in Macedonia in the revenues 

generated from the provision of mobile communications services in the wholesale market for 

2016. From the figure 2 it can be seen that the largest market share has the mobile operator 

One.VIP with 59.84% , next is the Makedonski Telekom with 40.14% and the Lycemobile with 

0.02%. The results from the mobile operator Lycemobile are for 6 months having on mind that 
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this mobile operator started to work in June 2016. The Market shares are calculated on the total 

income and it is the sum of revenues: service for call termination, national roaming, transit 

traffic, termination of SMS and roaming by foreign subscribers located in Macedonia. 

In accordance with the total revenues achieved in the market for electronic communications that 

are realized by the mobile operators, a drop of 2.58% in 2016may be noticed in comparison to 

2015. In 2016, the total revenues from provision of public available telephone services on 

public mobile communication network for national / international traffic were 110.761.057,00 

euro, while in 2015they were 113.694.618,00 euro. 

 

 

Recommendations for better development and improved quality of 

the mobile services 

 

The major element of the market economy is free and effective competition. There is no market 

economy without competition and no competition without a market economy. 

The Market competition is simple and effective tool and it ensures that the products and 

services offered to the consumers are with excellent quality and have competitive prices. The 

Competition and the free markets are the main power of the productivity, the efficiency, the 

product development, the innovation and an appropriate defining of the prices. The Competitive 

markets encourage better technologies and technological development in order to provide high-

quality products and services to the customers with prices which are reflection to the costs of 

efficient producers. 

It is a fact that the development of the mobile applications offering free Internet voice 

communication suppresses the voice traffic in any situation, whether it is in the network of the 

operator, including the operators in Macedonia or out of the borders of Macedonia. The same 

happens with messages. In this part, there is a huge reduction in the generated revenues. For 

these reasons, it is needed to join individual mobile services in packets of services and these 

packets of services would be more profitable for the operators and more attractive for the users. 

It even goes so far that all these packages of services are offered with good electronic 

equipment such as: good mobile phone, TV sets, PC's, Laptops, tablets, etc. This type of 

equipment is offered with several monthly repayments, which means that the equal monthly 

part of the cost of the equipment taken is added to the already defined monthly cost of the 

package. 

There is no doubt that it is necessary and important for an operator to invest and develop its 

own network. The quality of the service offered to the customers affects the customer 

satisfaction and in their further using the services from the same operator. Every user wants 

quality of service and proper price for it. Invested versus received is a master key in the 

customers and the economic world. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Nowadays, the market is liberalized with 2 mobile operators of public communication networks 

and 1 mobile virtual operator. They work well in the line of their financial reports. In that 

context, the market is developed and it follows the technical and technological development in 

the European and global significance. The Republic of Macedonia has excellent prospects in 

this direction and potential providing low-cost services to the users, which are actually the 

recommendations and objectives from the EU and ITU.With 2.3 million users, and 2 million 

people, all this shows that telecommunication services in Macedonia have high quality and the 

prices tend to be lower. They are currently among the lowest in the region and in Europe. The 
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people in Macedonia are expecting higher quality and lower prices of the electronic 

communication services with the performance of the third virtual operator at the mobile market.  
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Abstract. This paper presentsa power consumption estimation study for a set of PRBG circuits 

in the aim to add power consumption constraints at the design stage for such circuits and to help 

optimal design selection with minimal power consumption for a given application. The PRBG 

circuits are implemented on XILINX FPGA devices and they are simulated with the Power 

analyzer option of VIVADO tool. The power consumption of 8 PRBG circuits implemented on 

a same FPGA device is estimated – 6 of the circuits are LFSR or Galois and the other two are 

Kasami and Gold. The influence of the LFSR length on the power consumption is considered 

both at synthesis and implementation stages. On the other hand 2 different VHDL descriptions 

of a circuit are compared, to consider the influence of the code. The approach proposed can be 

useful for other classes of communication circuits. 

 

Keywords: PRBG, FPGA, VHDL, Power consumption 

 

 

Introduction 

 
Pseudo Random Bit Generator (PRBG) circuits, being very widely used for security, 

compressive sensing and diverse other applications in telecommunications, are studies in 

different aspects in the laboratory of Computer-aided Design in Telecommunications in 

Technical University-Sofia. Some results of this study are published in [1] where tests for 

randomness from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) suit [5] are 

applied on commonly used PRBGs. Other aspects of the PRBG circuits study are their power 

consumption in the aim of green communications as noticed in [2],[3] and low power 

consuming devices for Internet of Things (IoT). A recent research, described in [4] has 

confirmed the strong influence of VHDL codes of a circuit design from a given specification 

and it’s illustrated for a 4-bit comparator circuit. 

The basic structure for hardware realization of PRBG is the Linear Feedback Serial Register 

(LFSR). The number of D flip-flops N in the register defines the maximal length of the pseudo-

random bits generated 2N-1 and the taps passing through XOR or NXOR gates form the 

feedback and determine the concrete suit for a given initial state called seed. Combinations 

from 2 or 3 LFSRs form more complicated circuits as Kasami and Gold, which for correctly 

selected polynomials, show better randomness of the bits generated than the simple LFSR 

circuits. One of the most widely used random bit and number generator algorithm - the 

Mersenne Twister, implemented in MATLAB, is also based on LFSR at the first step, the 

second step being tempering. The concern for low power design and green communications, as 

noticed in [2],[3] motivated the research described in the current paper on power consumption 

of PRBG circuits on FPGA. Some results on power consumption of PRBG circuits on FPGA 

are presented in [6], but the concrete FPGA device used is not specified and it limits the 

possibilities for comparison. As illustrated in [4] the concrete FPGA device is one of the factors 

mailto:gim@tu-sofia.bg
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that influence the power consumption of the design. Other factor of influence illustrated in [4] 

is the type of the VHDL code – structural or behavioral. The study described further covers 2 

elements: first 8 PRBG circuits with structural VHDL description, implemented on the same 

FPGA device, are estimated for power consumption and then 2 VHDL description of a given 

PRBG circuit are compared for power consumption. The results obtained for elaborated and 

synthesized design schematics, numbers of nets and cells generated, power consumption at 

synthesis and implementation stage are analyzed. 

 

 

Study of the power consumption of PRBG circuits with structural 

VHDL descriptions 

 

The study covers 8 PRBG circuits described in VHDL, based on LFSRs with different length, 

as well as Kasami and Gold circuits. The circuits studied are: 

 LFSR 8 bits, TAP(0,2,3,4) – circuit described in [6],[7]; 

 Galois, 8 bits, TAP(4,5,6) – circuit described and studied for randomness in [1]; 

 LSFR, 9 bits, TAP(4,0) – circuit used in Rohde&SchwarzVector Signal Generator 

SMIQ03B [9], described and studied for randomness in [1]; 

 LFSR, 10 bits, TAP(3,0); 
 LFSR, 16 bits, TAP(2,0)-circuit used in Rohde&SchwarzVector Signal Generator 

SMIQ03B [9], described and studied for randomness in [1]; 

 LFSR, 21 bits, TAP(5,3,2,0) - circuit used in Rohde&SchwarzVector Signal Generator 

SMIQ03B [9], described and studied for randomness in [1]; 

 Kasami, TAP(0,7), TAP(0,1), TAP(0,2), m=011, k=011 – circuit described in [2] and 

presented on Fig. 1; 

 Gold, TAP(0,7), TAP(0,2,7,8) – circuit presented on Fig. 2. 

 
Fig.1. Kasami PRBG circuit 

 
Fig. 2.10 bit Gold PRBG circuit 

 

The polynomials for the Gold circuit studied are: 

f(x) = x10 + x3 + 1 . (1) 

g(x) = x10 + x8 + x3 + x2 + 1 , (2) 

The length of the PRBG sequence for each circuit is presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1.Length of the PRBG sequence for the studies LFSR, Kasami and Gold circuits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All 8 circuits are first designed based on structural   descriptions in VHDL, using D flip-flops 

and NXORs as components. All 8 circuits are implemented on the same FPGA  

XCZ020clg484-1 on Zedboard development system. Design and simulations are performed in 

VIVADO 2014 tool (XILINX). 

The steps of the study in Vivado 2014 are:  

 Timing simulation based on the VHDL structural description of the circuit;   

 Generation of elaborated design schematic and estimation of the number of nets 

and cells; 

 Generation of synthesized design schematic and estimation of the number of nets 

and cells;  

 Power estimation of the synthesized design;  

 Power estimation of the implemented design. 

Elaborated design schematics and estimation of the number of nets and cells of the 

elaborated  and synthesized designs for the 8 circuits from Table 1 are presented in 

Table 2. 

Results for on-chip power consumption of the synthesized and implemented designs 

of the 8 circuits are presented in Table 3. 
As shown on Fig. 3 for the 6 LFSR – based circuits there is slight increase of the power 

consumption estimated at the synthesis stage starting from 154 W for 8 bit circuits to 164 W for 

21 bit circuit and almost no influence on the power consumption estimation at the 

implementation stage which stays constant 0.137 W from 8 to 16 bits and increases with 1mW 

to 0.138 W for 21 bit LSFR. 

 

 

 

 

 

№ Pseudo-random bit generator circuit  

On-chip power  Synthesized/Implemented 

Length of the 

PRBG sequence 

1. 

 

LFSR 8 bits, TAP(0,2,3,4)  255 

2. Galois, 8 bits, TAP(4,5,6) 255 

3. LSFR, 9 bits, TAP(4,0) 511 

4. LFSR, 10 bits, TAP(3,0) 

 

1023 

5. LFSR, 16 bits, TAP(2,0) 

 

65535 

6. LFSR, 21 bits, TAP(5,3,2,0) 

 

2097152 

7. Kasami, TAP(0,7), TAP(0,1), TAP(0,2), m=011, k=011 1023 

8. Gold,  TAP(0,7), TAP(0,2,7,8) 1023 
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Table 2.Elaborated design schematics of PRBG circuits in Vivado 2014 

№ Pseudo-random bit generator circuit  

Elaborated design in Vivado 2014.4 

Cells,  Nets 

Synthesized 

Implemented 

 

 

1. 

 

LFSR 8 bits, TAP(0,2,3,4)  

 

11 Cells, 13 Nets 

12 Cells, 16 Nets 

 

 

 

2. 

 

 

Galois, 8 bits, TAP(4,5,6) 

 

11 Cells, 13 Nets 

12 Cells, 18 Nets 

 

3. 

 

LSFR, 9 bits, TAP(4,0) 

 

10 Cells, 12 Nets 

12 Cells, 16 Nets 

 

4. LFSR, 10 bits, TAP(3,0) 

 

11 Cells, 13 Nets 

12 Cells, 15 Nets 

 

5. LFSR, 16 bits, TAP(2,0)

 

17 Cells, 19 Nets 

20 Cells, 24 Nets 

 

6. LFSR, 21 bits, TAP(5,3,2,0) 

 

22 Cells, 24 Nets 

25 Cells, 29 Nets 

7. 

 

Kasami, TAP(0,7), TAP(0,1), TAP(0,2), m=011, k=011 

 

31 Cells, 34 Nets 

20 Cells, 26 Nets 

8. 

 

Gold,  TAP(0,7), TAP(0,2,7,8) 

 

23 Cells, 25 Nets 

24 Cells, 29 Nets 
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Table 3.Power consumption of PRBG circuits at synthesis and implementation stage 

№ Pseudo-random bit generator circuit  

On-chip power  Synthesized/Implemented 
 

Synthesized 

Implemented 

1. 

 

LFSR 8 bits, TAP(0,2,3,4)  

 

0.154 W 

0.137W 

2. 

 

Galois, 8 bits, TAP(4,5,6) 

 

0.154 W 

0.137W 

3. 

 

LSFR, 9 bits, TAP(4,0) 

 

0.154 W 

0.137W 

4. LFSR, 10 bits, TAP(3,0)  

 

0.157W 

0.137W 

5. LFSR, 16 bits, TAP(2,0) 

 

0.160W 

0.137W 

6. LFSR, 21 bits, TAP(5,3,2,0) 

 

0.164W 

0.138W 

7. 

 

Kasami, TAP(0,7), TAP(0,1), TAP(0,2), m=011, k=011 

 

0.579W 

0.55W 

8. Gold,  TAP(0,7), TAP(0,2,7,8) 0.309W 

0.282W 
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Fig. 3. Power consumption of LFSR with different width – 8, 10, 16, 21 bits for synthesized 

and implemented designs 

The power consumption of the Gold circuit grows to 0.309W at synthesis stage and 0.282 W at 

implementation stage. The power consumption estimation for Kasami circuit shows the highest 

values from all studied circuits 0.579 W at synthesis stage and 0.550W at the implementation 

stage. 

The decrease of the estimate at the implementation stage is due to more realistic calculation at 

that stage compared to worst case based estimation at the synthesis stage. The realistic 

correction concerns the dynamic power estimate which decreases twice at implementation stage 

for the 6 LFSR circuits estimated, while static power estimation stays constant. Therefore the 

percentage of dynamic and static power at implementation stage varies from the one at 

synthesis stage. The variance in power consumption estimation for the circuits of Kasami and 

Gold circuits concerns also the dynamic part, thus determining different percentage shares of 

static and dynamic powers estimates. 

The predominance of power consumption for Signals in dynamic power is observed for the 6 

LSFR circuits and the predominance of power consumption in I/O is observed for Kasami and 

Gold circuit. The power consumption in logic varies few in all 8 circuits – from 6mW for the 6 

LFSR circuits to 10 mW for Kasami and Gold circuit. 

The comparison of the structural elements of the different circuits from Figures 1 and 2 and the 

elaborated designs from Table 2 show that the increasing number of D flip-flops has little 

influence on the power consumption, but Kasami circuit which has also a higher number of 

XOR gates, has a considerable (3 times) increase of the power consumption. Power 

consumption of XOR circuits and means for its reduction are studied in several references as 

[9]. 

. 
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Study of the influence of different VHDL descriptions of a PRBG 

circuit on its power consumption 

As pointed in [4] the VHDL description of a circuit for a given specification influences 

considerably the power consumption of the design when implemented on FPGA. In [4] the 

illustration is given for comparator circuits. Here a similar experience is realized for 2 different 

VHDL descriptions of the circuit LFSR 10 bits, TAP(3,0). The first VHDL code with structural 

description is: 
 

library ieee; 

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 

entity LFSR10 is 

 port(R, CK:in bit; RB:out bit); 

end LFSR8; 

architecture archLFSR8 of LFSR8 is 

 

signal int:bit_vector(9 downto 0); 

signal int1:bit; 

componentBascule_DD 

 port(R, CK:in bit;D:in bit;Q:out bit); 

end component; 

component DXOR 

 port(A,B:in bit;S:out bit); 

end component; 

begin 

D9:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK,D=>int1,Q=>int(9)); 

D8:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK,D=>int(9),Q=>int(8)); 

D7:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK,D=>int(8),Q=>int(7)); 

D6:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK, D=>int(7),Q=>int(6)); 

D5:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK,D=>int(6),Q=>int(5)); 

D4:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK,D=>int(5),Q=>int(4)); 

D3:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK,D=>int(4),Q=>int(3)); 

D2:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK,D=>int(3),Q=>int(2)); 

D1:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK,D=>int(2),Q=>int(1)); 

D0:Bascule_DD port map(R=>R,CK=>CK,D=>int(1),Q=>int(0)); 

X0:DXOR port map(A=>int(0),B=>int(3),S=>int1); 

RB <= int(0); 

end archLFSR10; 

 

 
 

Fig 4. Elaborated design from the VHDL structural description of 10 bit LSFR TAP(3,0)   
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For this description the elaborated design is shown on Fig. 4 and the on-chip power estimations, 

the numbers of cells and nets are as follows: 

 At the synthesis stage: 0.157 W, 11 Cells, 13 Nets; 

 At the implementation stage: 0.137W, 12 Cells, 15 Nets. 
 

Figure 5 shows the power reports at synthesis and implementation stage for the VHDL 

structural description of the 10 bit LSFR TAP(3,0). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Power consumption estimation at synthesis and implementation stage of the LFSR 10 

bits TAP (3,0) PRBG circuit from Fig. 4 

 

The second VHDL code using the command reg is: 

 
library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

entity lfsr is 

    Port ( clk : in STD_LOGIC; 

rst : in STD_LOGIC; 

q_out : out STD_LOGIC); 

end lfsr; 

architecture Behavioral of lfsr is 

signal reg:std_logic_vector (9 downto 0); 

signal input_bit:std_logic; 

begin 

 process(rst,clk) 

  begin 

  if rst='1' then 

  reg<="1010101010"; 

  elsifclk'event and clk='1' then 

  reg<=(reg(8 downto 0)&input_bit); 

  end if;   

 end process; 

input_bit<=reg(9) xorreg(6); 

q_out<=reg(9); 

end Behavioral; 

 

Figure 6 shows the power reports at synthesis and implementation stage for the VHDL 

description with the command reg of the 10 bit LSFR TAP(3,0). 
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Fig. 6. Elaborated design from the VHDL description of 10 bit LSFR TAP(3,0) using the 

instruction reg 

 

 
Fig. 7. Power consumption estimation at synthesis and implementation stage of the LFSR 10 

bits TAP (3,0) PRBG circuit from Fig. 6 

 

For this description the elaborated design is shown on Fig. 4 and the on-chip power 

estimations, the numbers of cells and nets are as follows: 

 At the synthesis stage: 0.293W, 11 Cells, 13 Nets; 
 At the implementation stage: 0.27W, 15 Cells, 18 Nets. 

The VHDL description using the command reg turns to increase the power consumption of the 

LFSR circuit almost twice both at synthesis and at implementation stage. As noted previously 

there is variation in the dynamic power estimation and more precisely at power for Signals and 

I/O, which changes the percentage images as well. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The study of LFSR random bit generator circuits with structural VHDL descriptionshows very 

slight or missing variance of the power consumption from the length of the LFSR. More 

complicated circuits as Kasami and Gold show a bigger power consumption, growing to 3 times 

for the on-chip power estimation of Kasami circuit. As Kasami and Gold circuits are proven to 

be with better randomness than LFSR circuits (failing some of the NIST criteria, see [1]) and 

these 2 circuits have randomness performance comparable to the one of the most popular 

Mersenne Twister circuit (algorithm used in MATHLAB), the use of Gold circuit proves to be 

optimal not only in terms of randomness but in terms of consumption. Results for power 

consumption of some of the LFSR circuits studied in this paper are given in [6] and they 

confirm the slight dependence of power consumption from the number of bits. They show 

lower values compared to the results obtained in the current study because of the 

implementation on a different and unspecified circuit, included in previous version of XILINX 

tool ISE. 
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The results in the paper illustrate the strong influence of the VHDL code description of the 

PRBG FPGA-based design on its power consumption.  

The methodology steps of the study realized and described in the paper can be used for 

studying and optimizing other classes of digital circuits for low power consumption. 
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Abstract. Cloud Computing seems to be the most promising technology of the century we are 

living. It provides a new manner of sharing distributed resources and services that may be part 

of different organizations, geographically located in different places and different time zones. 

Mobile Cloud Computing offers partially the same functionality, with the only additional 

requirement that, at least, some of the devices are mobile. In this paper, we will try to provide a 

detailed explanation of Mobile Cloud Computing concept by providing different examples, 

figures and charts showing usage, accessibility, pros and cons and comparison of different 

cloud platforms. 

 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Mobile Cloud Computing, Smartphones, IaaS 

 

Introduction 

 

A couple of decades ago, cell phones were just some devices that simply allowed users to 

perform phone calls while not at a post office or home. But all this changed thanks to the 

massive investments in internet connectivity, which made possible the easy access, and thus, 

allowing a huge demand on mobile phones, that today are used twice or even more than a 

desktop computer was about one decade ago. [1] 

Cloud computing appears as the latest evolution in delivering computing power, allowing even 

small or micro organizations to have access to a higher level of processing power, or totally 

“virtaul” infrastructure out of the office, which previously has been a luxury that only large 

organizations could afford. It also allows dynamically scalable resources as virtual services. [2] 

Considering the case of Mobile Cloud Computing, there are many benefits offered. Mobile 

devices are very used because of their size and portability. But, smaller size means lower 

weight, lower hardware performances and smaller battery. These hardware constraints indicate 

on the development and the capability of the software dedicated for mobile. [3] 

Finally, this paper is constructed and diveded in three main sections, where the first section will 

try to provide a general treat of the Cloud Computing notion, continuing with Mobile Cloud 

Computing, the meaning, types and challenges, and ending the paper with a table of different 

cloud providers, their advantages and disadvantages. 
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Cloud Computing 

 

Simply said, Cloud Computing is the delivery of the computing services, such as servers, 

databases, storage and networking – over the Internet. These services, usually are offered by so 

called Cloud Providers, that usually charge based on usage. 

Nowadays, everyone that is using a device connected to Internet, might be user of cloud 

services, even though we might not be aware of it. Almost every online service, including 

email, document editors or entertaining apps, might be running using cloud services. 

 
Figure 1: Cloud Computing scheme example [4] 

If ever wondered what Cloud Computing is capable of, following is a generally narrow list of 

the capabilities that Cloud Computing can offer: 

- Create new apps and services 

- Store, back up and recover data 

- Deliver software 

- Analyze data for pattern recognition 

- Streaming. 

Besides the capabilities that Cloud Computing provides, there are also a lot of benefits that it 

can offer. 

- Cost – using cloud services lowers the costs that organizations need to spend for 

buying hardware and software tools for setting up the infrastructure for its needs. 

- Speed – when the organization needs more resources, provisioning additional 

resources in cloud services can be done is minutes. 

- Scaling – the ability to scale elastically on demand using cloud services appears as 

their main and most common use case – processing power, storage, bandwidth and whatever 

the demand is, in less than a minute. [5] 

Depending on the type of service providers provide, there are several categories of Cloud 

Computing models, as listed: 

 

Software as a Service 

 

The providers that provide this model of Cloud Computing solutions, usually provide a web-

based application where the users of the service can operate. In this model, the consumer does 

not have any control over the infrastructure that the service is running in, including the network, 

servers, storage or operating system. It removes the need that several organizations or 

companies to install and run their applications or services on their data centers or company 

computers. By this, the organizations save a lot of financial resources by saving money on the 
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hardware they would need to run the application, the rent of space where the data center would 

be located on, or even software license for operating systems and depending software. [6] 

 

 

 

Platform as a Service 

 

Platform as a Service is another Cloud Computing model in which the third-party provider 

provides the necessary hardware and software tools – usually required for development or 

research – over the Internet. In other words, all the programming languages, libraries, services 

and other programming tools provided by the provider are deployed in the cloud infrastructure 

that the provider provides. Similar as in the previous model, SaaS, the end user does not have 

any control or manage any part of the infrastructure, such as network, operating systems, 

storage, etc. [7] 

 

Infrastructure as a Service 

 

According to most of information provided by different surveys, IaaS is the most common 

cloud-based model provided by the service providers. IaaS refers to the service providers who 

provide processing capability, storage, network and other fundamental computing resources, to 

the consumer who wants to run any type of software in it. Usually these services are made 

possible by using virtual machines as instances. Xen, Oracle VirtualBox, KVM or Hyper-V are 

typical examples of providers that offer great possibilities to run these VMs. [4] 

 

 

Mobile Cloud Computing 

 

In the consumer space, mobility players such as Apple, Google, and Microsoft all offer variants 

of cloud-based apps and private storage. However, the line between the individual and the 

professional is increasingly being blurred. Allowing employees access to company resources 

using private devices makes them expect access to your CRM system on their iPad, with (near) 

real-time business intelligence reports delivered by the touch of a finger while sharing analysis 

with their teams on the collaboration platform. 

Most of the companies tent to move their apps and services in the cloud. Every company 

mission is to grow and evolve. Considering this case, organizations face trouble with new 

coming employees, which bring their own devices, services and apps. This means that, it 

requires more efforts and time to integrate the data to the corporate cloud, in order to ensure 

support and control over usage of the same. When we add the complex format of making sure 

that corporate services are up to date, all this process becomes a mess and quite often it 

becomes a challenging task for the responsible employees. [1] 

 

Advantages 

 

MCC offers a bunch of advantages while using cloud services. Following are listed some of the 

most important ones: 

- Flexibility – one of key advantages while using MCC is that the cloud information 

can be used anywhere, everywhere; all you need is a mobile device of any kind, which is paired 

or configured with the organization cloud platform. 

- Real time available data – accessing the data in real time is no longer a challenge 

while you are out of the office. 
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-  No upfront payments – last, but not least – payments. Commonly, cloud applications 

does not require payment without using it. It is mostly the case pay-for-use, which helps in 

growing the adoption of the model. [8] 

-  

Disadvantages 

When there are advantages, it is sure that there are disadvantages as well. Following are listed 

some of the most important disadvantages of MCC, that every MCC user most keep in mind 

before using it: 

Security – a major concern with Cloud Computing is the security and data integration. When 

mobile is the subject, the attention must be two times higher: unprotected information can be 

easily sniffed. 

Internet connection – considering the flexibility of MCC, allowing the users to access the data 

from anywhere, requires Internet connection. Making sure that, when accessing data, the user 

needs a strong and stable Internet connection, often can cause headache, especially in non-

metropolitan areas. 

Performance – considering smaller size and lower hardware performance, it is understandable 

that the performance with MCC will be in a much lower level. [8] 

 

 

Mobile Cloud Computing Security Concerns 

 

One of the most significant concerns of Cloud Computing in general, and Mobile Cloud 

Computing particularly, without any doubt, is data security. 

According to the most recent studies, mobile devices are at the top of the list of the most 

significant security risks. Confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of information are the most 

particular threat.  Confidentiality is considered in risk when unauthorized parties, somehow, 

manage to intercept data transmission. Allowing such a thing, risks the integrity of the data. 

The authenticity is risked when these unauthorized parties can use the devices to trigger 

transactions. [9] 

The latest trends of using mobile devices is by using free applications, which can be infected by 

malicious software. Using open channels over network threatens confidential information. 

Thus, these applications are often updated or upgraded, trying to provide as much security as 

possible. 

Following are listed the top threads that occur while using Cloud Computing. 

 

Data Loss 

 

Using Cloud Computing is more like outsourcing the data to the service provider. 

This means increasing the risk of exposing important data, because of the new issues cloud is 

facing, and which were not issues in traditional computing. Since more of the service providers 

provide shared resources, it is more likely for the instance to crash and the data to be lost. 

Recently, there has been a lot of unintentional deletion of data by the providers. Also, a bad line 

code can mess up access keys, and the data is lost. 

To prevent data loss, following solutions can lower the risk: 

- Encrypt data while transmission; 

- Using access control tools 

- Time-to-time back up 
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Untrusted service providers 

 

Also known as malicious insiders, they are the people who have access and are authorized to 

manage with the data in the service providers offering cloud services. These people can either 

be working for other companies or they do it for their personal intentions. Not necessarily the 

company is guilty, in such a case. 

 

Insecure API 

Usually, the communication between a client, which in this case can be a mobile device 

handled by the company employee, and the server, which in this case is an instance somewhere 

in the cloud, is done by an Application Programming Interface. In order to keep data integration 

and security in a higher level, the company providing the API should secure the communication 

channels and the information transmitted. Avoiding insecure APIs can be achieved by using the 

following techniques: 

- Applying authentication tools and access control tools on data transmission; 

- Implementing the proper security model according to service provider’s security 

protocols. [10] 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Nowadays, Cloud Computing is moving is big steps towards becoming the most popular and 

the most used technology, either in the organizational context, or smaller units. Considering 

this, and also considering that mobile technology is another useful technology that provides 

flexibility, compactness and portability, the big players in the IT industry are really focused in 

generating as optimal as possible solutions that will fit for mobile devices also. 

The research done in this paper is trying to illustrate the latest trends in the IT industry, by 

providing information from different resources. 

Considering the tables, assumptions and everything mentioned in this paper, seems that Mobile 

Cloud Computing will soon take the lead as the most trendy technology to pay attention to. 
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Abstract. As time passes by, we barely see how much time it costs people to stay at work, 

fixing problems that happen every day. As people we should do more about humanity and 

technology is the door that opens opportunities for us to do this. Technology today is 

transforming every human daily life routine and it’s only the beginning of what technology can 

bring. By 2020 we know that technology will connect the unconnected by introducing the real 

idea of Internet of Things. Every little, tiny thing all over the world will be connected, but also 

big and important projects like hydropower system in industry revolution. Hydropower is the 

key of all great revolutionary machines that are produced. They give us energy to live by. 

Hydropower is the route to accomplish every process we start every day. Every country has at 

least a single hydropower. So why don’t we make them more reliable and efficient at low cost? 

Technology is the future so we should invest more in the future of light. We will see a 

chronological list of the impact of technology in hydropower. So we will see some main 

examples what is practically done about information technology application in dams. What is 

the future holding for technology application in hydropower systems?  

 

Keywords: Hydropower, technology, humanity  

 

Introduction  

 
A dam is a barrier that stops or restricts the flow of water or underground streams. Reservoirs 

created by dams not only suppress floods but also provide water for activities such as irrigation, 

human consumption, industrial use, aquaculture, and navigability. Hydropower is often used in 

conjunction with dams to generate electricity. A dam can also be used to collect water or for 

storage of water which can be evenly distributed between locations. Dams generally serve the 

primary purpose of retaining water, while other structures such as floodgates or levees (also 

known as dikes) are used to manage or prevent water flow into specific land regions. There is a 

great number of hydropower dams and they are the greatest power produces nowadays. So they 

will have excellent qualities such as high strength, high durability and resistance to earthquakes, 

which will also yield very low life-cycle cost (LCC).  

Advanced technologies can also rehabilitate and upgrade existing dams under operation. These 

technologies can increase reservoir volume and discharge capacity, improve operations, control 

sediment, and other benefits. We will represent ways  

how to keep these dams in good performance, and one of the most important is Internet of 

things coming in 2020.  

It is important to first clarify that the Internet of Things means different things to different 

people. In the information technology and security world, it carries with it implications of 

consumer grade internet enabled devices, minimal security, and high risk to data security. But 

for a working definition, the Internet of Things represents the internet today, and is defined by 
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the transition from an intenrte where the majority of the connections are people to an internet 

where more things or objects are connected.  

 

 

Technology and hydropower systems  

 

Do technology and hydropower system come together as one nowadays?  

Technology has become a very important part of every kind of profession nowadays. 

Technology makes the hydropower system more efficient, helps them work in higher speed, 

increases the output power etc. For example, expanding the operating range of the plant can 

increase the income from that plant by 61 percent. In layman’s terms, “expanding the operating 

range” just means altering the technology to serve lower loads and higher peaks, as a 

percentage of capacity. Upgrading plants to have variable or adjusted speed drives also alters 

the ability of those units to meet different kinds of demands, including more rapid response and 

variability management. This change could increase each plants income by around 85 percent. 

Finally, plants can be constructed to be “closed-loop” (or adjacent to waterways) to cut down 

on permitting time and minimize environmental impacts.  

Except the profits that technology brings for hydropower systems, it has an important role on 

natural flow of rivers. Millions of fish that migrate annually between the ocean and rivers can’t 

get to their native spawning grounds, contributing to drastic reductions in the populations. The 

major issues addressed by authorities include protecting fish from being entrained into the 

turbines or impinged on the trashracks, providing upstream and downstream fish passage past 

the dams, providing adequate base flows downstream from the projects, reducing impoundment 

fluctuations, providing flows in dewatered reaches, reducing impacts to wetlands and nesting 

birds, and providing public access. Also there will be new technologies in existing hydropower 

system. Relicensing is a great opportunity to alter licenses to enable this renewable energy to be 

produced in a more environmentally-sound fashion, with protection and enhancement for a 

variety of fish and wildlife resources.  

One real example : 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Developing fish passage in hydropower dams 
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Improving hydropower systems using Internet of Things  

 

Dam safety management is a long-term and continuous process that has to be improved 

permanently. In this respect, procedures and processes of dam safety management must 

continually be improved in all aspects, both in terms of measuring equipment, as well as in the 

management and use of data in the procedures for determining safety facilities.  

The modern concept of dam safety management should be based on the physically based and 

software-supported technical system. The physical foundation of this concept relates to the 

provision of data of importance to the safety of the dam and the accurate measurement of 

relevant physical quantities, which are to be tracked on the dam with installed equipment for 

technical monitoring. Today's level of information and telecommunication infrastructure 

enables implementation of the advanced systems for measuring, acquisition and archiving data. 

These systems should be able to automatically collect monitoring data, to perform data 

validation and to securely archive them as to provide users with data in unified and efficient 

manner.  

With long-term monitoring of the instruments operation, database obtained by reliable 

instruments could be formed.  

Implementation and use of IoT on dams: enables creation of databases of reliable 

instruments which can give more precise evaluation of the dam safety. Internet of Things (IoT) 

is a network of physical objects in which electronics are incorporated, as well as software and 

sensors that allow users to obtain timely and accurate data through services for data exchange 

between manufacturers, users or other connected devices. Reliable data could enable users to 

react in the right way at the right time, in case of critical situations or natural disasters and in 

some cases to predict events.  

The aim of paper is to describe possibilities of the Internet of Things application within a 

specific system for dam safety management.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Internet of things : connecting the unconnected 

Numerous works related to IoT application in system for observing have been published. For 

instance in the authors deal with the localization system, based on ZigBee technology in real-

time in order to provide prompt support for safe management of the dam construction sites. The 

system is based on the tracking technology using wireless sensors and a set of servers that run 

software for processing the collected data, visually monitoring the condition of the site in real-

time and remote communication with other systems such as ERP, CRM. A low-power tracking 

technology is network hardware based on ZigBee technology, which uses the technology of 

fingerprinting software. The proposed system for observing in real time for employees was 

successfully implemented in the Xiluodu arch dam construction site.  
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Implementation and development of the Internet of Things (IoT) is closely connected with the 

construction of smart grids . Generally, using the technology of wireless communications and 

observations all electrical devices can be connected in IoT, in order to make the smart grid 

become interactive electricity network in real time. Qiaoming Zou et al. summarize the current 

state in that area, analyze the current structure and characteristics, as well as key technologies 

that enable the implementation of the IoT. Authors brought up some concrete analysis and 

discussion on the implementation of IoT in asset management and in the automatic reading 

meter system of smart grid and gave conclusions about the perspective of the application of IoT 

in smart grids.  

Operating state tailings ponds, which are an important production area in the mine, directly 

affect the safety of people and property, as well as production at the mine [14]. To build a 

system for the security surveillance of tailings ponds, using GIS technology we cannot only 

manage the data and information of tailings scientifically and effectively, but also give full play 

to the advantage of computer's storage of massive data. The interactive operation of GIS spatial 

query and analysis facilitates accurate and convenient search management, alteration and 

statistics of data. With the observation of the height of the seepage line of dam body, the water 

level in the tank, the index of dry coast, deformation and deviation of the dam body, we can 

promptly obtain information such as the fluctuation of the water level, which is important for 

timely forecasting stability of the dam body, thus achieving safe management of tailings ponds, 

as well as early warning of danger.  

Lately, much attention has been paid to climate changes, control and management of the 

environment, so IIS (Integrated Information System) is gaining on importance. The paper 

described in [15] presents a new IIS that combines IoT, Cloud Computing, Geo-informatics 

(remote sensing - RS, geographic information system - GIS, Global Positioning System - GPS) 

and e-Science for monitoring and management of living environment, with a case study of 

regional climate change and environmental impact. In order to collect data and other 

information to a perception layer, multiple sensors and Web services have been utilized. Both 

networks, private and public, were used to access and transport mass data and other information 

in the network layer. The result of this case study shows that there is a visible trend of the 

increase in air temperature in Xinjiang in the past 55 years and an apparently growing trend in 

rainfall since the early 1980s. Besides the correlation between environmental indicators and 

meteorological elements, the availability of water resources is a decisive factor in the terrestrial 

ecosystem in the area. The study shows that the IIS greatly contributed to the study, not only in 

terms of data collection using IoT, but also in the use of web services and applications that are 

based on the cloud (Cloud) platform and e-science, and that effective evaluation and monitoring 

can still be improved.  

Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept that includes all the objects around us as part of the 

Internet. Coverage IoT is very large and includes a variety of smart devices such as smart 

phones, digital cameras, smart rain gauge, an outside temperature sensor and a variety of other 

types of sensors. When all these devices are interconnected, they provide much more intelligent 

processes and services that can be used in various areas. Such large number of devices and 

sensors on dams connected to the Internet provides a multitude of services and produces a large 

amount of data (big data). Cloud computing is a model for on-demand-access to repository of 

configurable resources (budget, networks, servers, storage, applications, services, software, 

etc.), which can easily provide such infrastructure, applications and software. Platforms based 

on a cloud help us to connect to the things that surround us, so it is possible to access them from 

anywhere at any time. Cloud acts as a front-end to access the IoT. Applications which interact 

with devices, such as sensors, have special requirements for massive storage to record big data, 

a huge power computation that would provide data processing in real-time and high speed 

Internet to allow high speed data throughput.  
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Conclusions  

As we discussed about the importance of dams in our everyday life we need to keep them 

always updated and always in good performance. In this paper we gave examples of latest 

technologies like WSN, IoT etc for managing dams safety. And by using the tools made 

available by the standardization of the internet as the information repository of choice, we can 

begin to offload what used to be specialized civil engineering functions to data analystics and 

security professionals. We also need to recognize the importance of other specialized fields, 

including electronics technicians, sensor specialists, and software providers as team members 

with the civil engineer to help us to bring the vision for a comprehensive dam safety system to a 

reality. We saw that using information technology elements like sensors and IoT,we can 

improve the dams efficiency and avoid damage of dams occurring. Especially Internet of 

Things will change the way we manage hydropower dams in our everyday life for better.  
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Abstract.The field of Artificial Intelligence, which started roughly half a century ago, has a 

turbulent history. In the 1980s there has been a major paradigm shift towards embodiment. 

While embodied artificial intelligence is still highly diverse, changing, and far from 

“theoretically stable”, a certain consensus about the important issues and methods has been 

achieved or is rapidly emerging. With the popularization of the Internet, permeation of sensor 

networks, emergence of big data, increase in size of the information community, and 

interlinking and fusion of data and information throughout human society, physical space, and 

cyberspace, the information environment related to the current development of artificial 

intelligence (AI) has profoundly changed. AI faces important adjustments, and scientific 

foundations are confronted with new breakthroughs, as AI enters a new stage: AI 2.0.  

The goals of this research article are to review and synthesize the literature about service 

quality delivery through Artificial intelligence, describe what is known about the topic, and 

develop an agenda for needed research. 

 

Keywords:Artificial Intelligence 2.0, Big Data, Human-machine, hybrid-augmented 

intelligence, Autonomous-intelligent system, Industry. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze Artificial Intelligence from various online literatures to 

extract a result that confirms the importance of a successful business venture based on the use. 

As a result of this research i have had the increasing presence of various online companies and 

the delivery of various services such as transactions, sales or other services where all these are 

unimaginable to function without a complex web service functionality. 

Over the last 50 years Artificial Intelligence (AI) has changed dramatically from a 

computational discipline into a highly trans disciplinary one that incorporates many different 

areas. Embodied AI, because of its very nature of being about embodied systems in the real 

physical and social world, must deal with many issues that are entirely alien to a computational 

perspective: physical organisms in the real world, whether biological or artificial, are highly 

complex and their investigation requires the cooperation of many different areas. In recent 

years, industry, the media, and political organizations have shown strong interest in artificial 

intelligence (AI), with AI-related research and applications rapidly increasing at home and 

abroad. Industry is interested in potential uses of AI. According to a report (Varadharajan, 

2016), issued by the venture capital corporation CB Insights in the US in July 2016, Google, 

Microsoft, Twitter, Intel, Apple, and other information technology giants have acquired about 

140 entrepreneurial firms in the field of AI since 2011. During the first six months of 2016, 

mailto:litvana.spahija@gmail.com
mailto:festim.halili@unite.edu.mk
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investment in AI exceeded that realized throughout 2015, and 200 AI-related companies have 

raised 1.5 billion dollars in the stock market. 

A large number of mergers and acquisitions, along with the influx of capital, are accelerating 

the integration of AI technology with applications, thereby increasing the already rapid 

transformation of the related economy. For example, Google caused uproar when it offered to 

purchase the neural network company DNN research, which was comprised of a few members 

and founded by Professor Geoffrey Hinton from the University of Toronto, at a high price in 

2013. The deep-learning method is currently the hottest technology in industrial circles and has 

helped Google improve the accuracy of picture searches. This technology has also become a 

core technology associated with Google Glass, unmanned ground vehicles, and other projects. 

Google boasts about itself that it is developing from “mobile first” toward “AI first.” 

The integration of AI with industrial demands has forced significant changes in modes of 

service. For example, the chatting robot Xiaobing that was developed by Microsoft is guiding a 

transformation from a traditional graphical interface to an interactive interface with natural-

language and emotional understanding. In June 2016, Microsoft acquired the social-networking 

site LinkedIn and prepared to reconstruct the Internet community using AI technology. In 

addition, the Watson system : (Ferrucci,2013) developed by IBM has been operationally 

utilized in hospitals to rapidly screen millions of patient records for histories of cancer 

treatment in order to provide suggestions for diagnosing leukemia and providing therapeutic 

schedules; thereby changing the paradigm of oncotherapy and clinical diagnosis. Furthermore, 

Baidu was designated as the “smartest corporation” due to its development of machine 

translation, natural-language understanding, and smart vehicles: ( Pan., 2016). 

 

 

Materials and methodology 

 

Descriptive and analytical methodology has been used for the analysis of the Artificial 

Intelligence (AI). For the process of analysis, a lot of secondary sources such as a different 

articles in journals and different articles have been discussed. 

 In this research article the authors have analyzed various works published in journals and 

scientific conferences related to the topic of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and tried to answer in 

these questions based in the related article from different journals:  

i) To know if the large number of mergers and acquisitions, along with the influx of 

capital, are accelerating the integration of AI technology with applications, thereby increasing 

the already rapid transformation of the related economy 

ii) To know what could the increases in economic output generated by AI mean for 

corporate profitability spanning multiple industries?  

iii) To knowthe impact of AI on profits by industry Share-of-profit increase per industry 

between baseline in 2035 and AI steady state in 2035. (%). 

When the field started initially, roughly half a century ago, intelligence was essentially viewed 

as a computational process. Research topics included abstract problem solving and reasoning, 

knowledge representation, theorem proving, formal games like chess, search techniques, and – 

written – natural language, topics normal associated with higher level intelligence. It should be 

mentioned however, that in the 60s there was a considerable amount of research on robotics in 

artificial intelligence at MIT, SRI, and CMU. But later on the artificial intelligence research 

community has not paid much attention to this line of work. Successes of the classical approach 

by the mid 1980s, the classical, computational or cognitivistice approach, had grown into a 

large discipline with many facets and has brought forward many successes in terms of computer 

and engineering applications. If you start your favorite search engine on the Internet, you are, 

among many others, employing clever machine learning algorithms. Text processing system 

utilizes matching algorithms, or algorithms that try to infer user’s intentions from the context of 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2095809917300772#bib2
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2095809917300772#!
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what have been done earlier. Controls for appliances using fuzzy logic, embedded systems (as 

they are employed in fuel injection systems, breaking systems, air conditioners, etc.), control 

systems for elevators, and trains, natural language interfaces to directory information systems, 

translation support software, etc., are also among the successes of the classical approach. More 

recently, data mining systems have been developed that heavily rely on machine learning 

techniques, and chess programs have been realized that beat 99.99 percent in all cases, a 

considerable achievement indeed!  

The development of these kinds of systems, although they have their origin in artificial 

intelligence, has now become indistinguishable from applied informatics in general: 

(Pfeifer.,2004) 

 

 

Result 

 

The researchers Mark Purdy and Paul Daugherty have analyzed that that reflects annual growth 

rates in 2035 of gross value added (a close approximation of GDP), comparing baseline growth 

in 2035 to an artificial intelligence scenario where AI has been absorbed into the economy, 

modeled the economic impact of artificial intelligence (AI) in 16 industries: Agriculture, 

Forestry and Fishing Accommodation and Food Services Arts, Entertainment and Recreation 

Construction Education Financial Services Healthcare Information and Communication, 

Manufacturing Other Services Public Services Professional Services Social Services 

Transportation and Storage Utilities Wholesale and Retail 

 

Table.1. Comparing baseline growth in 2035 to an artificial intelligence scenario 

where AI has been absorbed into the economy.[12] 

 

Industry Baseline 

AI Steady 

State 

   Information & 

Communication 3.4 4.8 

Manufacturing 2.1 4.4 

Financial Service 2.4 4.2 

Wholesale & Recall 2 4 

Transportation & 

Storage 2.1 4 

Professional Service 2.3 3.8 

Healthcare 2.2 2.4 

Construction 2.3 2.4 
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Figure 1. Annual growth rates of gross value added (a close approximation of GDP), 

comparing baseline growth in 2035 to an artificial intelligence scenario where AI has been 

absorbed into the economy. [12] 

Table 2. Comparing baseline growth in 2035 to an artificial 

intelligence scenario where AI has been absorbed into the 

economy.[12] 

  

Industry  Baseline  AI Steady State 

Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fishing   
1.3 3.4 

Accommodation and 

Food Services 
1.4 3.2 

Utilities 1.4 3.1 

Arts, Entertainment and 

Recreation 
1.9 3.1 

Social Services 1.6 2.8 

Public Services 0.9 2.3 

Other services 0.7 1.7 

Education 0.9 1.6 
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Figure 2. Annual growth rates of gross value added (a close approximation of GDP), 

comparing baseline growth in 2035 to an artificial intelligence scenario where AI has been 

absorbed into the economy. [12] 

 

Through these channels, AI offers unprecedented profitability opportunities. Case in point: 

With labor-intensive sectors, such as Wholesale and Retail, Arts, Entertainment and Recreation, 

and Healthcare, AI augments the human workforce, enabling people to become more 

productive over time and redirecting their focus on critical tasks. For the Wholesale and Retail 

sector, this can lead to a profit increase of almost 60 percent—from US$17 to US$27 for every 

US$100 of revenue (Figure 2). For traditionally capital-intensive industries, the AI impact on 

profitability can be equally dramatic. In Manufacturing, for example, faulty machines and idle 

equipment will become a thing of the past as AI-powered systems deliver constantly rising rates 

of return due to their ability to learn, adapt and evolve over time. Things like rapid prototyping 

or dynamic resource allocation can significantly reduce time-to-market and cut costs in the 

process .The net result for the sector? A share of profit increase of 39 percent. 

AI has the potential to markedly increase industry growth information and Communication, 

Manufacturing and Financial Services are the three sectors that will benefit most from the 

aplication of AI. Nnual. 

Annual growth rates in 2035 of gross value added (a close approximation of GDP),comparing 

baseline growth in 2035 to an artificial intelligence scenario where AI has been absorbed into 

the economy. Source Accenture and Frontier Economics[12] 
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Figure 3. Percentage increase in labor productivity with AI, compared to expected baseline 

productivity levels in 2035.[12] 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The impact of AI on profits by industry Share-of-profit increase per industry between 

baseline in 2035 and AI steady state in 2035 (%).[12] 

 

Conclusion 

 

Second, success in AI depends on advances in all of computer science. Finally, all parts of AI 

belong together. Success in AI requires advances in all of its disparate parts including chess, 

cognitive science, logic, and connectionism. Each of these experiments yields new insights that 

are crucial to the ultimate success of the whole enterprise.  
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Significant improvements to the finish line, according to our research, AI have the potential to 

increase benefit rates from an average of 38 percent by 2035 in 16 industries. Accenture has 

identified three channels through which 

AI can change the low benefit cycle at all industries: intelligent automation, work and capital 

augmentation, and the spread of innovation. 

Future work will be invested in implementing an improved approach that solves many of the 

algorithm implementation challenges in order to incorporate even more artificial intelligence 

into the futures machines in the everyday uses of every field of life, the various industries that 

directly will give positive impacts to future profits. 

It should also be taken into account the possibilities of the negative impacts of such a large 

development of artificial intelligence which we propose to be a study topic for the fast future. 
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Abstract.While Information and Communication Technology (ICT) trends are moving towards 

the Internet of Things (IoT), mobile applications are becoming more and more popular. Mostly 

due to their pervasiveness and the level of interaction with the users, along with the great 

number of advantages, the mobile applications bring up a great number of privacy related issues 

as well. These platforms can gather our very sensitive private data by only granting them a list 

of permissions during the installation process. Additionally, most of the users can find it 

difficult, or even useless, to analyze system permissions. Thus, their guess of app’s safety 

mostly relies on the features like rating and popularity, rather than in understanding context of 

listed permissions. In this paper we investigate the relationship between the features collected 

from Android Market API 23 (such as Popularity, Total Number of Permissions, Number of 

Dangerous Permissions, Rating and Package Size) to app’s privacy violation. To show the 

influence of each feature we use linear regression and R squared statistics. The conducted 

research can contribute to the classification of mobile applications with regards to the threat on 

user’s privacy.  

 

Keywords: android, applications, permission, privacy. 

Introduction 

With the increased number Mobile Applications, privacy has become a major threat for 

smartphone users. Two main market stores, that share more than 90% of market, are Android 

and IOS [1]. And, as the number of users increase, the privacy and security threats become 

more serious and dangerous. 

Today, there are lots of free mobile apps in Android official Market that are used for 

advertisement and similar purposes, but these applications can also be used for personal data 

identification. 

Permission control is one of the major Android privacy/security mechanisms. When an 

application is to be installed, a user has a choice whether to allow specific permissions or not. 

One problem is that most of the users are not informed about the permission system and the 

way permission can be misused. On the other hand, even if a user would be informed about the 

permission system, the user’s denial of permissions would disable the application installation. 

This implies that the user does not actually have much control over the permission system.  

Various applications use much more permissions than needed. Some of these permissions are 

recognized as more dangerous, which categorizes them as being dangerous in the 

privacy/security sense. The study presented in this paper aims to identify the relation between 

the user perceptions and this category of applications. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background in related 

permission-based privacy analysis from literature. Section 3 introduces the methodology and 

the dataset structure. The experiment and the evaluations are described in section 4, while 

section 5 concludes the paper. 

Background and Motivation 

A great amount of work is done in analyzing smartphone apps in the sense of privacy leakage. 

Before installing an application from Google Play store, a user is presented with a list of 

permissions and a short description for each permission. These permissions cannot be changed 

once they are declared by app developer in manifest file without install updates. In addition, 

descriptions of each permission inform a user with functionalities and resources an app wants to 

access in order to perform as intended. Thus, in order for a user to be able to use downloaded 

application, he or she must grant all requested permissions to the app. The list of permissions 

has become longer with later versions of Android. In [2] authors show that Dangerous 

permissions tend to increase over a course of 3 years. They study a dataset of 237 apps with 

1,703 versions collected from Google Play Market API 3 to 15 and conclude that apps tend to 

use of more permissions over time.  

In studies about android permission models, authors in [3]and [4], show that permission 

warnings do not help users make proper decisions. In trying to identify the granularity of 

expression for permission descriptions, Barrera et.al analyzed 1,100 Android applications and 

presented a permission-based security model that improves expressiveness without increasing 

number of requested permissions.  

The results from the study [4] that surveys 308 Android users indicate that users pay little 

attention to permissions during the installation process. Consequently, warnings about 

permissions despite the expression level do not help a typical user choose between safe and a 

potential dangerous app. 

With introduction of Permission Manager (App Ops) in Android 4.3, users are offered with 

some type of control over permission selection by enabling them to choose whether a specific 

permission is tolerable by a user. As a consequence, such control over permissions comes with 

a trade-off on apps functionality. Similar extensions to offer users with a finer-grained control 

over permissions are proposed in [5], [6], [7], [8]. For instance, MockDroid Android simulator 

application [5] allows users to override access of specific properties at startup time and help 

them better understand the trade-off between functionality and exposure of personal sensitive 

data. This extension type application provides support of mocking couple of permissions. 

However, it is limited to only mocking five types of permissions and their functionalities.  

TISSA [7] is yet another Android application that allows users to customize privacy setting for 

untrusted apps by deselecting specific dangerous permissions. TISSA bases app trustworthiness 

by evaluating permissions found in applications that are known to be leaking private 

information. The application data set is extracted from TraintDroid [6] application, which aims 

to inform users about misbehaving applications by monitoring sensitive data flow through 

different sources. 

As reported in [9], today a typical smartphone user has 80 installed apps in average. 

Customizing all permission settings for these apps is frustrating and time consuming. Thus, our 

goal is to study what visible app characteristics during installation process can reveal 

information about its privacy level. Our work complements prior work in the area of identifying 

relationship of permissions and app popularity. It might be most similar to the study [10], 

which uses community ratings in app markets to identify indicators that reveal privacy risk 

level of an application. They show strong correlation between popularity of an application and 

the number of ratings an application has gained. Our study is different in a sense that we check 
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relationship between the values of apps rating with number of downloads and package size with 

number of permission. Indicators that we test are most apparent that a typical user experiences 

during installation process. 

Finally, different studies were conducted in efforts to define techniques to predict dangerous 

applications in terms of permissions they use. In [11], the authors study privacy preferences by 

looking for patterns of permissions requests in Android and Facebook applications. They use 

matrix factorization technique and were able to identify 30 common patterns of permission 

requests. Similarly, our work aims to derive a model by setting three conditions based on 

previous work.  

Methodology and materials 

We detail the methodology in the following section and divide this process into Data Collection 

and Data Processing. 

Data Collection 

The data set used for this paper is crawled from the official Android market (Google Play) in 

March 2017.  We created index of 1110 apps that were visible to users in Kosovo. More 

specifically, users of Vala Mobile Network Operator who actually use the Monaco country 

code +377. This information impacts our dataset in different ways. As in [12], it is known that 

developers may restrict their apps in variety of ways such as phone compatibility, location and 

Android version. For example, some apps are only marked compatible with some types of 

phones or tablets, some are limited to certain countries (e.g. PokemonGo was only available in 

US for a long time) and some apps require a minimum version of Android.  

Because Google has restrictions on the number of purchases with a single credit card [13], we 

only crawled and analyzed free apps in this paper. Same methodology can be applied in 

collecting and analyzing paid apps as well. 

We customized a crawler with the help of libraries in [14] in order to automate the process of 

data collection. The whole process of data collection, preprocessing, storing and analysis in 

chronological order can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Fig.1 Process of data collection, preprocessing, storing and analysis. 

 

Android version Marshmallow 6.0.1 uses the latest API 23. We accessed and parsed 

Manifest.xml file of each application through python scripts. This was done without 

downloading application files locally. We obtained the metadata information of the apps and 

settings from XML files, including: 

Title: is a title given to the app by the developer / creator 

Package name: identifies uniquely the application itself.  

Version: the current version of application package. 

Downloads: number of times one application is downloaded. 

Rating: in a scale 1 to 5, users rate an app. It gives the average score. 

File size: describes how many MB an application package is. 

Rating Count: number of Google users that rated the app. 

Creator: name of creator / developer or developing company. 

 
Another restriction faced during data collection is Google security mechanism which does not 

allow the download of multiple applications at a time from the same IP address and Google 

account. This made us set a sleep() method in our crawler which reduced the performance with 

regards to the time it takes to get metadata by 30 seconds * time_to_get_data_for_each_app. 

The process of collecting the respective information and python files used for each step is given 

in Figure 2.  

 

 
Fig.2 Process of getting the dataset. 

 

A snippet of output after executing permissionsList.py script can be seen below. As it can be 

noted, each line includes the name of application, package name and permission type. This 

information is stored in a specific file for analysis part. 
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A snippetfrom file Permission.csv. 

Headspace - 

meditation;com.getsomeheadspace.android;android.permission.AC

CESS_COARSE_LOCATION 

Headspace - 

meditation;com.getsomeheadspace.android;android.permission.AC

CESS_FINE_LOCATION 

Headspace - 

meditation;com.getsomeheadspace.android;android.permission.AC

CESS_NETWORK_STATE 

Headspace - 

meditation;com.getsomeheadspace.android;android.permission.AC

CESS_WIFI_STATE 

Headspace - 

meditation;com.getsomeheadspace.android;android.permission.GE

T_ACCOUNTS 

Data Processing and Analysis 

In order to perform statistical analysis of the data, Python and associated developed packages 

are used to get the most accurate results. 

After removing rows with missing data, the final file consists of 980 unique apps and counted 

965 permissions, including third-party permissions. There are 34 distinct categories and top 

twenty downloaded applications among these categories are shown in the Table 1 and Table 2. 
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Table 2.Basic statistics of our dataset – Top downloaded apps (left) and Apps with highest 

number of permissions (right). 

 

Table 3. Basic statistics of our dataset – Number of Apps per category (left) and Number of 

Permissions per category (right). 
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Estimating Privacy Risk 

 

As initial condition we set the number of dangerous permissions being requested by an app. As 

in[2], 66.11% of permission on new versions of app contain of at least one or more Dangerous 

permission. On the other hand, our dataset has only 14.06% of apps which do not use any 

dangerous permission.  

Second condition includes four-tuple dangerous permissions such as CAMERA; 

READ_CONTACTS, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION, READ_PHONE_STATE. Despite the 

fact that the list of dangerous permissions might be longer [15], intuitively the ones above 

comprise the most delicate information. At the same time these are part of the most frequent 

permissions asked from malwares as per Zhou and Xiang study [16]. 

Third, permissions alone can potentially expose privacy vulnerabilities for users. Yet, they are 

more dangerous when combined with other, especially communication resource granting 

permissions. Enck et al. [17]identified a list of vulnerable combinations that can be very risky 

for the system. Hence, we combined our list from second condition with permission 

INTERNET. Naturally an app that requests dangerous permissions and has INTERNET access 

can potentially send information to unauthorized organizations and violate user’s privacy. 

We have forty-eight apps that satisfy our model based on set conditions. 

 

Condition#1: App has more than one dangerous permissions 

Condition#2: Has set of permissions 

list_of_privacy_p = ['android.permission.CAMERA', 

 'android.permission.READ_CONTACTS',                         

‘android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION', 

 'android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE'] 

  … 

Condition#3: Internet use granting permission: 
'android.permission.INTERNET' 

 

 

Final dataset before applying the condition has fields as below. 

 
ID,PackageName,Title,cat,Creator,SuperDev,VersionCode,SizeMB,Rat

ing,NumDownloads,TotalPermissions,Danger_P,Privacy_P,Safety 

 

1,aerobicexercise.danceworkout,Aerobics workout weight 

loss,HEALTH_AND_FITNESS,AppsBundle,0,1.00,5.00,4.17,1000.00,9.00

,1.00,1.00,0 

 

2,air.com.KalromSystems.FruitDrawPlay,Fruit Draw: Sculpt 

Vegetables,ART_AND_DESIGN,Kalrom Systems 

LTD,0,1005006.00,28.90,3.99,100000.00,6.00,3.00,2.00,0 

Experiments and Results 

The experiment is focused on finding a correlation between apps and characteristics mentioned 

the previous section. Specifically, it aims to check for the possible relationships between apps 

rating, the number of downloads, and the package size on one side, and the number of 

permissions on the other side. 
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Correlation between Rating and Number of Downloads 

Unlike [10], our experiments aim to show the relationship of apps rating and number of apps 

installations (downloads). Rating directly expresses the feedback of users regarding apps, 

sharing their personal experience about apps functionality or user interface. Therefore, they can 

help the developers to improve their apps and at the same time refer or not the app to new users. 

Thus, rating is supposed to be important in terms of users, and at the same time is a parameter 

that impacts the number of downloads. Hence, we suggest that apps with better rating should 

have larger number of downloads. 

InFigure 3a, the experiment involves the whole apps of our dataset. We can see that the rating 

of apps is distributed around score 4, 3.68 – 4.7. As it can be noted, most of the applications 

have a high rating value.  On the other hand, results show that most of the apps are downloaded 

less than 100 thousand times. 

Figure 3b shows same variables and experiment conducted parallel for both safe and unsafe 

apps. Same as in Figure 4a, even apps that are potential dangerous have high rating value and 

downloaded around 100 thousand times. Thus, we can conclude that there is no particular 

pattern on dangerous apps. 

With regards to correlation, one can see from Figure 3b that rating score and number of 

downloads have a very weak positive correlation value. Yet, our results suggest that high value 

rated apps are potentially more dangerous than low value rated apps. 

 
Fig.3a Correlation between Rating and Number of Downloads whole dataset. 
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Fig.3b Correlation between Rating and Number of Downloads on Safe/Unsafe apps. 

 

Correlation between Package Size and Number of permissions 

In addition to rating value and number of downloads, package size is another very obvious 

parameter to the user during app installation process. Thus, we try to reveal possible patterns on 

relationship between package’s MB and the number of permissions an app requests. 

 

 
Fig. 4a Correlation between Package Size and Number of permissions. 
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Fig. 4b Correlation between Package Size and Number of permissions on Safe/Unsafe apps. 

 

Similar to the fist experiment, one can see from the Figure C that there are two accomplished 

tasks: a) relationship between Packageand Number of Permissionsfor the whole dataset, b) 

relationship between Package Sizeand Number of Permissions for Safe/Unsafe apps. 

The observations on this experiment show that most of apps have less than 10 MB size, while 

they contain 10 permissions in average. 

In addition we suggest that package size is not a significant predictors on app’s number of 

permissions, and consequently, not significant on safety. 

Conclusions 

In order to understand whether there is a relation between number of permissions per category 

and number of applications per category, the number of permissions per each category were 

extracted and counted only the distinct ones. Surprisingly, the hypothesis is not plausible. 

Despite some categories have a very large number of applications; they are not ranked among 

categories that have a very large number of permissions. 

In addition, one can expect that applications that use more permission are the ones that most 

violate user’s privacy. Thus, we have chosen to focus and analyze these types of applications in 

more depth. For example, the so-called application Rainbow Camera has the largest number of 

permissions while, for example, there is no reason for the camera to use the permissions such as 

Internet access to work properly. 

Conducting above experiments we tried to find a pattern of danger apps using rating, number of 

downloads, package size and number of permissions. As result, we report that high rated apps 

are potentially more dangerous and that package size cannot be considered as significant 

variable on apps safety. 

Finally, popularity used in Android Market applications is not a reliable indicator of privacy 

risks. Therefore, user cannot rely on features like number of downloads and rating to decide if 

an app violates the least privileged principal. 
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Abstract. With the rapid increase demand for data usage, Internet has become complex and 

harder to analyze. Characterizing the Internet traffic might reveal information that are important 

for Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) to formulate policy decisions, develop techniques to 

detect network anomalies, help better provision network resources (capacity, buffers) and use 

workload characteristics for simulations (typical packet sizes, flow durations, common 

protocols).  

In this paper, using passive monitoring and measurements, we show collected data traffic at 

Internet backbone routers. First, we reveal main observations on patterns and characteristics of 

this dataset including packet sizes, traffic volume for inter and intra domain and protocol 

composition. Second, we further investigate independence structure of packet size arrivals 

using both visual and computational statistics. Finally, we show the temporal behavior of most 

active destination IP and Port addresses. 

 

Keywords—Internet, traffic, dataset, characteristics, self-similarity, Network Operator. 

Introduction 

While Internet network complexity continuous to grow and become harder to analyze, 

contemporary study is required in order to evaluate its underlying structure, protocol 

composition and temporal behavior. Thus wise, validity of techniques and tools used to 

manage, solve and avoid network failures can be assessed as well. In general, measurements 

and analysis of Internet traffic are done at packet or flow level. In this paper, we report on 

traffic measurements and characteristics of Internet traffic at flow level. We characterize traffic 

flows over 24 hours and 7 days’ time scales in terms of flow volume, packet size arrival, 

protocol composition, and distribution structure of top port numbers and IP addresses. 

A vast amount of work is done in analyzing Internet traffic traces collected at different parts of 

network. Some of the most seminal work that reported on wide-area network traffic include 

those in [1] and [2]. Caceres in [1] is well-known for reporting that TCP is responsible for 90% 

of traffic volume while Thompson et al [2], in addition to introducing a deployment 

methodology for traffic monitoring, show some important factors on packet size, inter and intra 

domain traffic share and application usage. Our work is inspired from study in [2], yet it is 

different in a sense that Thompson et al collected traces in a network dominated by ATM and 

SONET technologies, a very different application usage (user-behavior) and different 

bandwidth requirements too. Some other important and recent studies rely on measurements 

reported by Center of Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) [3]. CAIDA datasets are a great 

resource but they contain anonymized passive traffic traces from monitors on specific Internet 

mailto:muharrem.shefkiu@gmail.com
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backbone-links belonging to more than one service provider which generate very high traffic 

volumes. Other datasets that have been subject of analysis include Waikato traces [4], LAN 

Sigcom [5], Berkley dataset[6]. In contrast, our goal is to have a broad picture of network 

traffic characteristics from single Internet service provider that shares all main properties, yet is 

smaller in scale and represents a different demographic part of the world. In addition to general 

backbone traffic characteristics, we utilize our data traffic traces to gain deeper understanding 

of Internet structure. More specifically, we have initial results for our future work where we 

look at traffic bursiness which was initially introduced by seminal work of Leland et al [7]. 

Authors in [7] showed that traffic is bursty in different timescales and it cannot be described 

using few parameters by Poisson processes. Internet and typical voice calls used in circuit 

switching have dramatically different statistical characteristics from each other. Internet 

sessions tend to be much more variable and longer in duration than voice calls [8]. Therefore, 

using self-similar processes as a notion to better understand and model data traffic is vital for 

Internet traffic-engineering. This effects traffic-engineering in two very fundamental ways; if 

traffic was bursty, then in order to manage the inevitable peaks that exceed the planned 

capacity, very sophisticated buffers and packet scheduling would be required. On the other 

hand, if aggregated traffic is smooth, guaranteeing QoS would be only a function of long-term 

capacity planning because there would be no queue buildups [9]. 

In the next section we have presented the data collection and monitoring, section 3 describes 

the data analyses we used. Metrics and results are shown in section 4 while the conclusions are 

drawn in section 5.   

Traffic Monitoring and Data Collection  

In this paper, we have collected traffic traces from a Service Provider, Telecom of Kosovo 

(TK). Traffic flows were captured using nfcapd (Netflow capture daemon) where the machine 

collecting the data listens to netflow packets. IP Flow feature and NetFlow protocol was 

enabled in Internet Border Gateways (IBGs). Two IBG routers are responsible for routing the 

whole traffic as shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. TK Network and measurement infrastructure to collect data from all regions in 

Kosovo 
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This means that flow collector captures all conversations between machines at TK network and 

outside it. We have been collecting data for a period of approximately three months.  All these 

series of packets that share same quintet, or a flow, is saved on a IBGs either until buffer/cache 

is filled or every five-minute interval.  All the files stored in local folders can be read with 

nfdump using its syntax and Boolean expressions to filter the data. For example, the command: 

nfdump -r nfcapd.201612291520 “proto tcp” which selects all the flows in the file 

nfcapd.201612291520 and prints out ones that use TCP protocol and other information showing 

the timestamp, duration of the session in seconds, protocol, source IP address and the port 

number, destination IP address and port number, number of packets sent during this session, 

bytes and the flows.  

General definition of an IP Flow is a quintet made up of source and destination IP address, 

source and destination port number and the protocol. In Table 1 a summary information from 

one flow is depicted that can be found in a typical row of NetFlow.For the purpose of this 

paper, not all the fields are used.  

Table 1: Information from one flow 

 

Field Description Bytes 

%ts Unix start time of the flow 4 

%te Unix end time of the flow 4 

%sa IPv4 source address where flow is originated from 4 

%da IPv4 destination address where flow is destined to 4 

%sp IPv4 source port where is originated from 2 

%dp IPv4 destination port where flow is destined to 2 

%pr Protocols up to Layer 4: UDP, TCP, ICMP, ESP, etc. 1 

%flg TCP flag 1 

%tos IP type of service 1 

%ipkt Number of packets in one session or flow 4 

%ibyt Number of bytes for one session or flow 4 

%in Interface number where incoming flow is processed by 4 

%out Interface number where outgoing flow is processed by 4 

%smk Source subnet prefix based on BGP router’s table 1 

%dmk Destination subnet prefix based on BGP router’s table 1 

%sas Autonomous System where flow was originated from 4 

%das Autonomous System where flow is destined to 4 

%nh Next destination address 4 

Total Total Byte per Typical Flow 53 

Data Analysis 

It is important to know general characteristics of the data set such as distribution of packet 

sizes, traffic volume for inter and intra domain and what protocols are present and their 

proportion. In this Section, main characteristics of the dataset that are used for the purpose of 

this study are shown in Table 2. One can see an overview of the processed daily data that are 

used for analysis. In total we have worked with 31,602,250 flows, when aggregated. They 

generated 1,4752 ∙ 1011 packets during seven-day interval. In addition, it shows the average 

number of packets per second, average bytes per packet as well as the number of unique 

connections during busy hours (11 AM to 3PM). 
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Table 4. Characteristics of Dataset used in this study 

Days Number of 

Flows 

Number of 

Packets 

Average 

Packets per 

second 

Average  

Bytes per 

packets 

Unique Connections 

during busy hour 

 

(Upstream/Downstream) 

Day1 9,467,477 25,259,807,842 1947494 1068 160911 / 1864484 

Day2 4,261,459 20,526,364,391 2174049 1054 167047 / 1945073 

Day3 2,929,059 16,161,126,666 1496402 986 334513 / 3585167 

Day4 4,164,621 24,641,601,294 2085229 1058 227875 / 2705763 

Day5 4,150,023 23,951,432,184 2094708 1064 212447 / 2277633 

Day6 2,799,257 14,815,754,013 1371831 1065 183080 / 2122497 

Day7 3,830,354 22,163,825,619 2052211 1043 235895 / 1705700 

 31,602,250 147,519,912,009 13221924 1047  

 
Figure 2 shows the number of packets that arrive each minute for 24 hours for the local traffic 

(intra-domain). To filter only local traffic, knowledge about subnetworks from IP-Plan is used.  
 

 
 
As presented in Figure 2 the maximum of 4598000 packets in one minute is at 13:51 and 

minimum of 372000 packets at 23:59. The maximum number of bytes is 667001000 bytes at 

08:47 which surprisingly is not contained by the maximum number of packets during this 

interval but corresponds to 4321000 packets. This suggests that despite the fewer packet 

arrivals at 08:47, they are greater in size. The minimum number of bytes is 45597000 at 23:47. 

The local byte traffic during this interval is shown in Figure 3. 

While the local traffic does not exceed more than 0.6 GB in one minute, downstream traffic 

toward users within TK network reaches a peak of 68.85 GB in one minute which corresponds 

to time interval around 16:19 and minimum of 0.045 GB at 23:47. One can observe that the 

peak interval is not the same for local and international downstream traffic. In addition, if 

graphs for local traffic and downstream international traffic are compared (Fig 3 versus Fig 4 
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and 5), it can be observed that international downstream traffic is much smoother than local 

traffic when aggregated at one minute. 

Another way of expressing the load in a more common unit is by counting or computing bits 

per second or packets per second within interval of the interest. One can read the statistics about 

bits and packets per second during this interval. In this case, a 2-hour interval was taken into 

consideration which corresponds to the peak hours. It shows that average bits in one second is 

5347214353 (around 5.3 Gbps) and in average 607143 packets in one second. 

Protocols 

The table 3 presents statistics about the proportion IP protocols which appears in the data 

collected during a one-day interval, it shows six present protocols ordered by the volume 

(bytes). TCP continues to be the transport layer protocol that dominates the traffic with 

approximately 93.3% of the bytes and 82% of the packets. Nearly 6.5% of bytes and 17.8% of 

packets in one-day interval are UDP. TCP together with UDP comprise 99.9% of bytes and 

99.8% of packets in TK network. Note that other IP protocols, appear with negligible 

probability.  

Table 5. IP Protocols Proportion 

Proto Bytes (%) Packets (%) pps bps bpp 

TCP 48.7 T(93.3) 42.6 G(82.0) 492493 4.5 G 1144 

UDP 3.5 T( 6.6) 9.2 G(17.8) 106691 320.1 M 375 

ESP 33.0 G( 0.1) 70.4 M( 0.1) 814 3.1 M 468 

ICMP 5.4 G( 0.0) 55.1 M( 0.1) 637 502554 98 

GRE 4.2 G( 0.0) 8.9 M( 0.0) 103 387946 469 

IPv6 24.2 M( 0.0) 53000( 0.0) 1 3692 457 

Packet size 

The frequency of packet sizes resulted from a dataset extracted between 15:00 and 18:00 is 

shown in the Figure 6. The smallest and largest packet sizes are 21 bytes and 1500 bytes 

respectively. The ten most frequent packet sizes are 1430, 1450, 32 52, 1472, 1492, 21, 40, 

1480 and 1500.  

 
 

Cumulative distribution of packet sizes is shown in Figure 7. It shows that 30% of packets are 

small and less than 100 bytes, most of the packet sizes are distributed between 100 and 1400 

and almost 30% of packets are between 1430 and 1500. 
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Metrics and results 

One of the most important goals of this analysis was to check the temporal properties of the 

network under study. We show that distribution of most frequent port numbers and IP addresses 

do not change over time. To do so, we evaluate daily measurements for most active destination 

IP addresses and port numbers for the upstream traffic and calculate parameter 𝛼 where data 

can fit an exponential form of 𝑦~𝐶𝑥−𝛼. We show that the number of days have very little 

impact in the distribution of most visited port numbers and IP addresses. Certainly, our 

calculations are for only seven days, but we have daily observations from a very rich number of 

sources and we do not expect that it changes if we calculate for longer period. Instead variation 

is more related to daily periodicity rather than number of days itself. 

Parameter 𝛼 during 7-day observations for most visited port numbers is 𝛼 = 1.9420 ± 0.0592 

with 90% confidence level, using t-test. And, 𝛼 for most visited IP addresses is 𝛼 = 0.6961 ±
0.0627. It would be interesting to see for spatial diversity and variation of parameter 𝛼. A study 

in [11] claims that distribution of port numbers and IP addresses varies from place to place. We 

have shown the fitted data to the exponential distribution of the form discussed above and have 

checked the accuracy using:Visual inspection of distribution fit and Coefficient of 

determination 𝑟2. 

Visual inspection of distribution fit: Figures8 and Figure 9 show the best-fit parameter together 

with least square in logarithmic form and cumulative distribution. In log-log plot we can 

observe a piecewise linear line, which is an indication of heavy-tailed distribution. 

 

 

Figure 8. Cumulative distribution function of most popular port numbers 

 

Figure 9. Cumulative distribution function of most popular IP addresses for upstream traffic in one day. 
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Coefficient of determination 𝑟2: Coefficient of determination measures the proportion of 

variation explained by the independent variable in a regression model and is given by 𝑟2 =
𝑆ý

2

𝑆𝑦
2where 𝑆ý

2 is the variance of the predicted values and 𝑆𝑦
2 is the variance of the calculated values 

from the measurements. For one day measurements, coefficient of determination is 𝑟2 =
0.9657 for port numbers and𝑟2 = 0.9235 for IP addresses. 

Conclusions 

In this paper, we have reported on data collected and shown general characteristics of internet 

traffic captured at TK. We show that peak intervals for byte counts are not symmetric for local 

and international downstream traffic and despite the fewer packet arrivals they are greater in 

size. This suggests that traffic volume for packet counts is negatively correlated with the size of 

packets. Also, when aggregating traffic at 1-minute granularity, we see that international 

downstream traffic becomes smoother and thus can be easily modeled using traditional 

Teletraffic models. 

TCP continues to be the transport layer protocol that dominates the traffic with approximately 

93.3% of the bytes and 82% of the packets. Similar results are reported from studies in [2] and 

[10]. The smallest and largest packet sizes are 21 bytes and 1500 bytes respectively. Few 

packets are detected with size larger than 1500 bytes in size and 30% of packets are between 

1430 and 1500, indicating typical Ethernet MTU implementation. 

Finally, we show that distribution of most frequent port numbers and IP addresses do not 

change over time. Top 10 IP addresses and Port numbers are stable and do not change during 

the course of 7 days in terms of distribution. Instead variation is more related to daily 

periodicity rather than number of days itself. When fitted to a power-law distribution of an 

exponential form, one can use 𝛼 = 1.9420 ± 0.0592 with 90% confidence level in order to 

model such network characteristics. 
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Abstract. Learning Management Systems (LMSs) are improving learning processes and are 

widely used in higher education institutions. There are available various types of LMSs used by 

pedagogues to manage eLearning and to deliver course materials to students.Nowadays, LMSs 

have become essential tools that affect the quality of learning and teaching in higher education. 

In this article, we introduce LMSs and we choose Moodle as a tool to present an information 

system that is used in ouruniversity.Moodle is an online learning environment that supports 

classroom teaching. We will focus on the advantages of LMSs and why we choose Moodle as 

the best open source LMSs. 
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Introduction 

E-Learning is considered a system that enables the learning process anywhere and anytime and 

uses electronic communication. Students can learn anywhere with a computer or mobile device 

and internet connection. There are a number of e-learning systems or methods that enable the 

delivery of courses, such as Learning Management Systems, that are widely used in 

universities. They are not intended to substitute face-to-face learning, but to improve it. 

Learning Management Systems (LMSs) are computer systems that distribute course materials, 

manage online courses and allow collaboration between students and pedagogues. Such 

systems can be labeled in other terms, for example, CMS stands for Course Management 

System, LCMS stands for LearningContent Management System, VLS stands for Virtual 

Learning System and VLE stands for Virtual Learning Environment [1]. Through an LMS we 

can manage any aspect of the course starting from student enrollment, delivery of course 

materials to students, acceptance of the assignments and their grading. LMSs support fully 

online courses [2], as well as several hybrid forms, such as blended learning, a combination of 

online and face-to-face learning. 

LMSs can be divided into three fundamental groups: commercial or proprietary, open-source 

and cloud-based system. Depending on your budget and needs you can choose one of these 

types of systems and use it to achieve the right level of student education. We choose Moodle 

among others to help students, to engage, stimulate and motivate them in exploring classroom 

materials and to enhance collaboration between students and instructors.  

Features and benefits of LMSs 

LMS plays an important role in higher education and it offers many functionality but we can 

mention two of its main functions: it serves as a communication tool and is considered a 
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content provider (organizer). However, we will summarize the overall functions of an LMS and 

see how it is designed.LMS is used by three main categories: administrator, teachers and 

students [3]. Based on these categories and the functions of an LMS are shared among these 

members. The following table specifies the functions of each of them. 

Table 6. Functions of three categories 

LMSs are beneficial in organizing and presenting digital content. They enable communication 

tools such as e-mail, forums, announcement posts and collaborative tools such as glossary, 

wiki, blog. This promotes student collaboration and encourages interaction to join and share 

knowledge between them. LMSs offer the variety learning modes. They support different 

formats of content, for instance text, video and multimedia. So students can learn the content 

through articles, audio, video, photos and simulations. LMSs provide an aesthetically pleasing 

graphical user interface so that users can easily understand the functionality of these systems.  

     Using a LMS you can choose one from several options to customization the system 

according to your needs. This means that features of an LMS can be used by different user 

types and changed by the way they want that LMS work. You can suit features such as 

language options or notification settings. A LMS offers access to students wherever they are, 

e.g. they can access course materials from home, promoting open and flexible learning 

environment [1]. LMSs allow academics to post additional content at any time without 

limitation from class schedule. You can share your content via Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 

etcand this implies that systems are integrated with social media. Through an LMS you can 

generate reportsthat can be presented graphically and to be better understood. Most LMSs have 

many test functionality, which are a significant part of online courses. Initially you can use 

some built-in templates, set a time limit for tests, set up a multiple choice test and choose to 

have the results displayed on screen for students. 

Student Teacher Administrator 

Login (Registration) Login (Registration) Login (Registration) 

Enroll Courses Enroll Students Administer Course 

Registration  

View/Select Courses View/Select/Rename Courses Add Courses 

Download Resources Upload Resources Track Students&     Teacher 

Registration/Access 

Participate in Forums/Chats Post Forums/Chats Manage the whole system 

Take Quizzes/Tests and 

Assignments/ 

Announcements 

Post Quizzes/Tests and 

Assignments/ Announcements 

 

Upload Assignments Download Assignments  

Evaluation/Grade the 

Courses 

Evaluation/Grade Tests and 

Assignments 

 

 Curriculum Planning  

 Manage Reports Generation  

 Provide Course 

Scheduling/Administration 
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Types of LMSs 

Tools of LMSs can be divided into three major groups and involve: Commercial LMS, Open-

Source LMS and Cloud-based LMS [4].Since there are a wide variety of management systems, 

the selection of one of them should be done in accordance with academic needs and this should 

fulfill the goals and objectives of the learning process. These systems can share the same tools 

but each one offers a unique set of features and user interface. To evaluate each system you 

need to consider some criteria.You should choose the system for the purpose for which you will 

use it, according to your budget. You should also look at features such as: multimedia tools, 

communication, design, accessibility, and technical support.  

If you can pay for an LMS you can choose a commercial system that will be a potential product 

and offer a higher level support. These LMSs have been licensed by developers. However, you 

should check if the features you need are included. Examples of the commercial LMSs are: 

Blackboard (the most known and used), Desire2Learn (D2L), ANGEL, eCollege, 

LearningSpace [5], etc.  

By definition “Open Source LMS”, the source code is available under a free public license 

giving users the right to use, modify, improve and adapt to their needs. Therefore we say that 

these systems are suitable in the higher education sector [6]. Examples of the open source 

LMSs are: Moodle (the present leader), Sakai, ILIAS [7], Canvas, eFront LMS, Dokeos LMS, 

Claroline, etc.  

Cloud-based System is sometimes called Software as a Service (SaaS). It requires a tool 

(computer, Smartphone, tablet) and an internet connection to deliver the education online to any 

student, at anytime and anywhere [4]. It reduces costs in several ways: it avoids costs for 

infrastructure such as hardware and data servers, it reduces IT support services, eliminates 

paying upfront for application software licenses and decreases the cost of maintenance and 

supporting those applications. Examples of Cloud-based LMSs are: TalentLMS, Path LMS, 

Rise LMS, Firmwater LMS, LoudCloud, [5] etc.  

Why we choose Moodle 

Moodle is an online learning environment, build to support classroom teaching. This platform is 

built by experts upon the pedagogical principles. Moodle stands for Modular Object Oriented 

term Developmental Learning Environment and is a CMS. It is widely used by schools, 

universities, courses and even businesses. Moodle is considered the best platform because it 

offers facilities, can be best adapted and productive in education [8]. This is evidenced by the 

distribution rate and its use worldwide.Moodle already has a large community of users and 

developers around the world, where according to Moodle Statistics [9] the United States of 

America (USA) occupies first place. Moodle’s source code is written in PHP, a common, free 

scripting language that was originally developed for building dynamic Web pages [10]. Some 

features that make this platform more enjoyable are:  

-It is a free open-source, that makes it more popular than other systems;  

-Itsinterfaceissimple and intuitive, both for professors and students;  

-It is easy to run, administer and maintain;  

-It enables: publication of course materials, task management (assignment, collection and 

evaluation), convenient file management, the creation of questionnaires and online tests, 

archives with questions, exercises and problems;  

-It provides ease of communication between students and professors outside of class; 

-It keeps notes of ratings, grades, absences,etc; 

-You can use Moodle at any time, anywhere and in any device; 
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We can add different activities, for example: assignment, chat, forum, glossary, lesson, quiz, etc 

or resources, for example: book, file, label, page, URL. This is shown in the picture below: 

 

 

Fig. 2.Adding activities and resources  

As we can see in Fig. 1, are displayed a variety of activities through which teachers can 

accomplish a series of learning objectives. For teachers and students this interface is easily 

understandable. For instance, through the assignment activity module, the teacher can post 

assignment, collect student work (download assignments) and provide grades.  

In Fig. 2 we see how to add a new assignment. This activity has feature such as: availability, 

submission types, feedback types, submission settings, group submission settings, notifications, 

grade, etc.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Assignment Activity in Moodle 

The teacher should specify all theseand then students can upload their assignments individually 

or as a member of a group. They can upload any file type. Final grades are recorded in the 

gradebook.  
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Another important activity in Moodle is the creation of quizzes, as we can see below. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Quiz Activity in Moodle 

Besides the general data must be completed and feature such as: timing, question behavior, 

appearance, overall feedback, common module settings, etc. A teacher can create quizzes 

including questions of various types, e.g. multiple choice, matching, short-answer and 

numerical, selected from the question bank. A time limit may be set. Quizzes may be used as 

mini tests, as course exams, as exam practice or for self-assessment.  

Conclusions 

In this article we introduce a LMS, we identify three main categories of a LMS and the overall 

goal is to present the benefits of the most effective learning platform, Moodle. Moodle meets 

your needs even if you are a teacher, student or administrator. It enables the delivery of course 

materials, online course management and it offers the communication and collaboration tools. 

Moodle is a program with countless features, but also flexible, allowing you to use only 

features that are of interest to you or need for teaching. The selection of a flexible, efficient, 

helpful and productive LMS is fundamental for institutions. 
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Abstract. The main focus of this proposal is to analyze implementation challenges, benefits 

and requirements in implementation of Information Systems and managing information security 

in small and medium size companies in Western Balkans countries. In relation to the study, the 

proposal will focus in the following questions to investigate: What are the benefits that 

companies mostly find after the implementation of Information Systems has been implemented, 

efficiency, how to they manage security of the information’s, competitive advantage, return of 

investments etc. The study should give a clear approach to Information Systems 

implementation, information security, maintenance, measurable benefits, challenges companies 

have gone through and a model how to approach Information Systems as a general guide 

utilizing best practices by the companies that are also supported by the available literature 

review. A very important place on the research will have also the Information security threats, 

security management measures and proposed alternatives for organizations to network 

vulnerabilities from malicious attacks. Since there are several security management frameworks 

which encompasses also the security management models, my research could be starting with 

an analyze of the security management, current situation and will end with a proposal for the 

new approach to information security. 

 

Keywords:Information security, technology, infrastructure, small-medium enterprises, system 

Introduction 

Small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) constitute a major part of the global economic 

activity. Due to the destined characteristics of these enterprises, approaches to information 

security management that were mainly developed for larger organizations cannot be feasible 

applied in the context of SMEs. In this research, we intend to present some of the challenges 

impeding the implementation of information security management in SMEs. We propose a 

holistic approach based on Soft Systems Methodology to facilitate the development of security 

management systems within information security problem. We demonstrate the usefulness of 

our approach through a deep analysis and case study that are currently on the field. The 

research will be concluded with a brief summary of the findings and presents directions for 

future work. 

As we already know that small and medium enterprise (SME), belong to a special category of 

organization that requires protection of business information. The risk profile of SMEs in 

context of information security is becoming equally and more similar to big corporations. Both 

use technology extensively and would face serious consequences in the event of a data breach. 

Some factors that affect directly to the low level of security and possibly make hard to build an 

effective and efficient information security control environment could be, budget restrictions, 

limited, qualified people on the information security and limited resources. 

mailto:blerton.abazi@ubt-uni.net
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As security is a common concern among all stakeholders, combating information threats 

requires collaboration to ensure that the Internet is a secure medium which is needed for 

building a thriving information society. However, one of the challenges in reaching 

collaboration is that each group has a different position and approach to how to address security 

issues and deal with the potential trade-offs related to security and usability. Furthermore, 

different stakeholders possess different resources that they can invest in countering security 

threats (Christopher, Meister, ,& Darren B. , 2004). The gap between large and small-to-

medium sized enterprises in the information security arena has been increasing substantially as 

a direct result of the scarcity of resources, available to SMEs. 

Our goal in developing a special case on small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and the role of 

information systems in their competitiveness has been to encourage research into SMEs and 

highlight the use of new theories and frameworks. 

An approach to Information Security related with the Resource-

Based View theory  

As (Kraaijenbrink&Wijnhoven, F, 2008) mentioned that Resource-based View is considered as 

one of the most important theories in management, this is also described from the Chandler 

(1977), (Coase, 1937) and as well Penrose in 1959. 

A firm’s resources include every asset, processes, information and knowledge which is under 

the control of the firm and which enables it in order to implement strategies with a goal to 

improve efficiency and effectiveness (Barney, 1991, p.101) 

We would like to tether the information security with the resource based-view theory of firms 

because, information security investments are considered as a part of general IT investments 

and therefore the Resource-based View is appropriate for looking up at the information security 

investments on three dimensions: 

• Every IT asset such as data, processes, hardware, firewall and other issues related to 

the need for protection or resources which provide protection can be modeled as resources 

• There are several times when the Resource-based View have been used in the 

Information Security literature to point the security investment.  This was explained clearly by 

Cavusoglu et. Al (2004) who draw on the RBV to explain hypotheses which are related to 

organizational sizes, security breached and their link to security investments. Some of the 

elements of the RBV can be found also in the paper of (Demirhan, 2005) 

• According to the numbers, most of the security incidents are caused by the human 

factor and not from the technical failure, I would like to address the important of the people 

working on the IT security field and the use of resources.  

Investing to the security resources will improve the business processes or it may enable new 

ones. This is based to the fact that the information security process is intended to protect 

businesses and their above-mentioned resources because many security process performance 

have impact on the business process performance, which is a result of the relation business 

process to security process and is conceptualized as impact. The IT business value generation 

process, including resources, processes, business and security performances, impacts directly 

the organizational performance. 

Information Systems Strategy approach 

The three-stage process has proved to provide a good framework for a thorough analysis of 

Information Systems Strategy requirements for SMEs based on feedback from users and SMEs. 
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The main problem for the analysts is the difficulty in separating strategic from operational 

issues. The nature of SMEs means that the owner is intimately involved with all aspects of the 

business. The analysts have to unravel the different aspects. It is not uncommon for operational 

issues to impact upon discussions of business strategy and competitiveness. Models provide 

some clarity for the analysts. The positivistic or structural models (five forces, value chain) 

providing clear boundaries can be rejected back easily to the SME to confirm understanding of 

strategic issues (Blili & Raymond, L., 1993). Standard models such as PESTEL and SWOT are 

useful to reject back issues and understanding to owners. The strategic opportunities framework 

is particularly useful. However, the information intensity matrix is of limited value, merely 

flagging up the importance of information to the SME, but providing few other insights 

unavailable from other models. Business process modelling proves to be more variable. There 

is more dependence upon the researchers understanding of the available tools. Generally, SSM 

is used in a partial manner to understand the problem situation, rich pictures being very 

informative. The later stages of SSM are used variably depending on the knowledge of the 

analysts. Value chain analysis is sufficient in many cases to identify systems requirements. In 

most cases, unlike large corporations, SMEs business processes are directly linked to value-

adding activities with few superfluous activities. Thus, the problem becomes one of identifying 

systems to support existing processes, rather than devising new ones. Additionally, industry 

sector differences lead to some difficulties with use of tools. This is found particularly in 

knowledge intensive industries. Resource-based models such as core competences may be more 

relevant to these organizations strategic grid provides some assistance to analysts in 

recognizing the limited role of IS in the SMEs and acts as a means of reflecting on the potential 

use of systems for business growth. 

Why integration the IT to SMEs 

The rich diversity of different perspectives toward factors that affect IT adoption process is 

available on a huge body of literature. The review of previous research has identified a number 

of influencing factors. Most of these perspectives and studies have concentrated on influencing 

factors such as top management, organizational behavior and characteristics, firms, resources, 

government, customers, supplier and external IT consultant and vendors (Businge, J. 

Serebrenik, A., ,& Brand, M. V. D., 2010). Based on a review of the existing literature on IT 

adoption in SMEs, an integrated framework has been developed and used to classify various 

issues and factors relative to process of IS/IT adoption within SMEs. 

This model merely comprises different aspects of internal and external IT adoption factors 

(Drivers, influencing factors and barriers) and does not categorize adoption factors based on 

being drivers or barriers of IT adoption in SMEs. The authors believe that the presented 

categorization of IT adoption issues and factors through developed conceptual framework can 

help governments, organizations, managers and IT consultants to achieve clearer understanding 

of IT adoption process. It also adds further knowledge to the literature while more 

comprehensive study of IT adoption within SMEs investigating SME-related influencing 

factors simultaneous with other aspects (drivers, enablers and inhibitors) of IT adoption has 

been warranted by prior literature. Internal and external factors influencing IT adoption are 

discussed. This section puts forward a proposed conceptual framework according to the 

literature and also includes inclusive categorization, as well as review of factors influencing 

adoption process. Finally, a brief explanation on the IT adoption issues in SMEs would be 

followed. 

Additionally, SMEs are strongly influenced by the standards and culture within their industry 

sector when it comes to implementing information security. It is dependent on the organization. 

Some of the SMEs operate based on the knowledge of a few key personnel and therefore the 
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need for information systems and security management is not vital. However, for some 

companies which are dealing with more employees sharing the information, then this need to 

become significantly higher. If an organization is in a competitive industry and one of their 

products is the key to most or all of their organization revenue, then it is crucial for them to 

secure that valuable piece of confidential information about their product to ensure 

competitiveness. Some SME’s often implemented information systems and security as they 

were aware that other companies in the same industry were doing so. Therefore, industry 

culture is definitely one of the key motivating factors to SMEs 

FUTURE WORK TO BE CONSIDERED 

According to the literature, there are some lacks on the links between the information security 

and business sector, and based on this for my research I will address the following questions: 

• How the SMEs will build their information security strategy and infrastructure? 

• Are the SMEs ready to adopt their intern policies according to the information 

security standardization? 

• How we can divide the security issues between the Information Security and 

Privacy? 

STATE OF THE ART 

Based on the literature and papers from experts it is emphasized that information systems and 

information security has evolved through three waves.  Firstly, the technical wave demonstrated 

by a technical approach to information systems and security. Secondly, the management wave 

which includes a growing interest and involvement from management to protect information, 

and thirdly, the institutional wave where best practices and codes of conduct are adopted. 

Management is focused on proving the information security strength of the organization by 

implementing information security into the organizational culture, certification, and continuous 

measurement and monitoring. While viewing information security from a wave’s perspective is 

beneficial, a more valuable approach to viewing information security is from a stages of growth 

perspective because a stages of growth perspective attempts to identify the antecedents of 

change over time and provide researchers and practitioners with tools to better study and 

manage organizational change. (Eurpan Space Agency, 2009) indicated that technology is 

practical application of knowledge that brings out something entirely new in a completely new 

way. Technology can be seen as doing new things within an organization. Technology and 

software development are directly related. This is why software development is important in 

any technological information system advancement (Terlizzese, 2012). Technology always 

plays a role whenever an information system is involved in an organization.   Infrastructure is 

best when it is offered as a service. (techtarget.com, 2001) indicated that infrastructure as a 

service is a provision model where organizations outsource their equipment to be used for 

support operations including storage, hardware, servers and networking components, while the 

service is responsible for housing, running and maintaining it. Patel (2006) argued that 

infrastructural architecture is important especially when adapting to different architectural 

designs that other companies have embraced within the environment. We have emphasized that 

adding value is an aspect of quality control that many organizations avoid, yet it contributes to 

growth in manufacturing industries today. When enterprises adopt value added features like 

reduction of the risk of occurrence of a safety incident or accident, reduction of the risk of 

occurrence of an environmental incident or accident, improved assurance of specified product 
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or service quality, improved actual product or service quality, reduction of product or service 

delivery cost, reduction of the delivery time for product or service and improved management 

of resources. 

In scientific literature, the need for a proper information security governance methodology led 

to development of proposals for new frameworks.   
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Abstract. Social support services are becoming popular among the citizens of every country 

and every age. Though, social support services easily accessible on mobile phones are used in 

different contexts, ranging from extending your presence and connectivity to friends, family 

and colleagues to using social media services for being a social activist seeking to help 

individuals confined in miserable situations such as homeless community, drug addicts or even 

revolutionists fighting against dictatorships etc. However, a very recent development in the 

European Parliament’s law (2016/679) on the processing and free movement of personal data in 

terms of EU-GDPR (General data protection rules) considers the low funded social service 

development efforts unsafe. This article analyses a case study conducted at a shelter for 

homeless mothers in the United States to conceptualize the future similar development efforts 

from low end public activist groups within European union. This article aims to raise awareness 

on this issue and also puts forth a conceptual model to envision the possibilities of mitigating 

the risks attached to such development efforts under the light of EU-GDPR which will be 

implemented in may 2018. 

 

Keywords: GDPR, social services, information security, public activist 

Introduction 

Information security refers to the protection of data, information and information systems from 

unauthorized access, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction in order to maintain 

integrity, confidentiality and availability [1-3]. A recent data breach investigation report [4] 

discloses that over 100,000 security incidents were reported from 82 countries, including 3141 

confirmed data breaches. To improve protection, in April 27, 2016 the European Union passed 

the new European data protection regulation, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [5], 

as the successor to the 1995 Privacy Data Directive [6]. One of the main reasons to propose the 

new regulation was that most member states never implemented the 1995 directive completely. 

The earlier lawmakers did not anticipate today’s more forceful data processing landscape, 

making the old directive less useful as a tool to regulate the security of the EU citizens’ 

personal data [6]. 

The new regulation, GDPR, attempts to adopt a stance more in line with today’s data 

processing requirements, both restricting as well as simplifying for a Data Collector to 

intuitively arrange and collect data needed in accordance with the new regulation [5]. Clear 

rules to adapt to, easier to do, EU “in-house” offshoring and to understand the data owners’ 

rights. GDPR has moved the right of data ownership from the Data Collectors to the Data 

Object. This is a key element of the new regulation, where an EU resident have been asserted a 

number of rights, regarding any data describing the intended individual (data object) such as: 
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A. The described individual is the sole owner of any data describing him or her 

B. It does not matter where in the world such data collection is performed 

C. Apart from defined areas like military, law enforcement and/or healthcare 

information (where national exemptions may exist), the data owner has the right to 

request his/her data to be reviewed, destroyed or moved entirely to any competing IT 

services. Destruction is under the rule of “The right to be forgotten”. 

D. Data regarding residents under 16 years of age is seen as extra sensitive 

E. Data regarding legal or healthcare information, sexual orientation and “race” is 

equally sensitive. 

F. Data Collector need to have a direct free and clear consent, in some cases a non-

repudiable consent from the data owner to process his/her data. 

G. Data Processor helping Data Collector is equally responsible to follow GDPR 

H. Data Collector and Processor need to have data securing controls in place, not to lose 

the data stored and/or processed. 

I. Lost data has to be reported within 72 hours to the national overseer in the member 

state where the loss occurred or country overseeing the processing. Provision to 

notify the data owners also exist 

J. If data loss takes place, and responsible people fail to notify the overseer within the 

allotted time, both these conditions can induce EU fines up to €20M. 

Apart from the above listed conditions, there are other important conditions such as, how to 

secure data according to “Security by Design and Default” [5] with “who did what, when, 

where and why” controls. All this means, the board of directors or top management need to 

review GDPR regarding the daily operations of organization. GDPR is a board level issue, not 

an IT department issue. The authors of this article has concentrated on how it will pan out, 

reviewing the increased use of cheap mobile applications and communication within support 

services of a social context, activist groups and NGO organizations. This article attempts to see 

a more practical approach on how such social support services / initiatives can be implemented 

for the target audience under the umbrella of GDPR. How such initiatives could be 

implemented without breaking GDPR. This article intends to develop that thought, looking at a 

possible framework satisfying GDPR requirements for low-grade social, activist and NGO-like 

organizations or groups. 

The remainder of the article is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides a brief case 

description. Section 3 provides an overview of case analysis and GDPR effects on the 

organizations involved in low-grade social support services development. Section 4 highlights 

critical GDPR control objectives. Section 5 introduces a conceptualized best practice 

framework for personal data. Finally, section 6 provides a brief discussion and suggests further 

research. 

Case Description 

Social support groups acquire a lot of contact information and in cases of innovative social 

services development; these can be labelled as extra sensitive. Such low-grade service 

development is currently more seen in U.S. than in Europe, so our guiding case which we 

analyzed in this article has been one by Georgia Tech from 2008 [7] with a follow up in 2011 

[8]. In this case, a team under Cristopher le Dantec aided a local “NGO” in Georgia to set up a 

SMS based support service to help a number of poor and sometimes addicted-substance and/or 

abused mothers at a shelter. When out of the shelter, the mothers used the SMS service to keep 

in touch and follow up meetings with personnel at the shelter as well as supporting healthcare 

instances. 
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It was reasonably secure to use mobile services in U.S. at the time, when this study was 

conducted. Likewise, these types of low-grade social support efforts are important, since they 

do support a governmental expectation to help socially weak persons in the society, giving them 

a more “anonymous”, indirect interface to a support they otherwise might avoid [7]. A support 

many EU nations would like to see here. Nevertheless, with a lot of conflicting issues with 

regards to GDPR [5], how can we build such services in Europe, without colliding with the 

pending regulation? 

Case Analysis and GDPR effects on the organization 

In the assumed case of a similar local initiative in an EU country, outside or partly outside the 

control of any guiding public framework, the leadership has to create their own controls to 

satisfy GDPR’s requirements. An absolute necessity, since GDPR covers organizations of all 

sizes, ranging from 2-3 person operations to thousands of employees [5]. In some cases, not 

only so called “mom&pop” operations [9], but also one/two-person operations, if the data 

processed is requiring this protection. 

Our assumed case is however a social support services group with the size of maybe 

15-20 persons, one locality, hires it’s IT services and operates with a low budget. Most of its 

budget goes to support the clients. Duplicating the Georgia case [7, 8] as a single mother shelter 

in a larger European city. The analysis under the light of GDPR shows that there are a number 

of conditions to consider:  

Leadership understanding and responsibility – GDPR compliance in an organization is 

typically a work performed under supervision of the organizational Legal Officer and the now 

mandatory Data Protection Officer (DPO), a structural work effort, to adhere to the regulation 

(in case, if employees are more than 250 or data processed is regarded sensitive). Not having a 

described compliance process with responsibilities could lead to penalties, when audited. 

Leadership strategy – GDPR [5] requires the leadership of our shelter to review its operations 

from a new perspective. It can potentially be subject to fines amounting to €20M (amounts this 

type of organization isn’t close to possess). Leadership therefor has to establish a strategy of 

minimizing risks, both within the organization and supporting IT services. It has to negotiate 

responsibility with the IT services, the shelter being the Data Collector and the IT services 

being Data Processor, with contractual terms aligning to the regulation. They need to specify 

rules and strategies regarding handling of the personal data, such as “The right to be forgotten” 

[5]. Not at technical level, but at a strategic level. Some European member states do have 

healthcare laws, nullifying for instance “The right to be forgotten” regulation [10]. If our 

organization provides some services within that legal framework, they have to abide to that law 

instead of GDPR. 

Internal Control - The leadership also need to establish an internal framework that supports 

work with internal control. Thus, everyone follows the rules and pose no risk to the client’s 

data. It is not completely new, but now there is support for more active auditing, independent of 

internal or external contract, including documentation of actions and decisions to 

implementation of personal data collection or treatment of personal data. GDPR unavoidably 

increases the administrative work; however, implementing a working change control, this can 

double as a decision and operational record. ITIL [11] is currently not intended as such, but as 

basis tracking of decisions for GDPR, ITIL presents a workable solution. 

Need of a DPO – Our case organization is far too small to have a resident DPO [5]. At the same 

time, it collects high risk data from several perspectives. Estrange spouses wanting to find a 

sheltered wife, others seeking information or in other ways coercing a client to something. 

Therefore, a part-time DPO, coming in a couple of times per year could be recommended. 
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Financing GDPR corrective actions – This is the leadership’s most challenging issue, GDPR 

is about data security and maintenance, two topic areas typically of lowest importance on the 

Chief Finance Officer’s (CFO) list. These issues need to be raised to the board level 

considering GDPR’s penalty structure. 

Organization’s familiarity to GDPR – As with any information security work, we need to align 

the organization with the regulations and controls we are to operate within. It is a well-

established fact that the need of policy and practice framework (P&P) is essential for 

acceptance of information security practices [12, 13, 14] and that it has to be validated by the 

leadership. If not, the P&Ps’ will fail [15]. We need to invest in training people for GDPR and 

information security [16].  

Data consent, collecting privacy data – GDPR is very consistent regarding to inform the data 

owner what data we intend to collect and the way we intend to process it. It is a clause of 

transparency. It also debates the form for getting the consent from the data owner. We need 

exemplary court cases to clear some ambiguous wording in the regulation regarding the need 

for non-repudiate able approvals. 

Critical GDPR Control Objectives 

Control objectives aim to support and highlight topics and actions to follow up the different 

aspects of GDPR affecting our small case organization such as: 

Avoid unnecessary collection – Due to GDPR’s data mapping requirement [5], “good to have” 

data cannot be collected any more. Organization need to actively analyze what it wants to 

achieve and what data is needed for that purpose. All other data should be de-selected and 

avoided to collect. Data used need to be documented, why and how as well as from where it is 

collected. A complete audit trail to prove that the organization do not collect nor process data 

outside the consent of the data owner [5]. 

Who accessed what and when – GDPR can be condensed to the sentence “Who did what, 

when, why and where” [5]. GDPR expects that due to the demand “Security by Design and 

Default”, we have total control and tracking of the data to process and store. Thus, only those 

with ‘work need’ can access the data, all others denied. Rules for access need to be documented 

for future auditors to see how the thoughts behind a certain access were derived. 

Reducing breaches via mobile app or web sites – The whole idea behind le Dantec and his 

team’s design was mobility and easy access. However, a large part of our mobile applications 

leak substantial amounts of data, both intentionally and unintentionally. Researchers such as 

Mansfield-Devine [17, 18] and Snyder [19] point out a lot of deficiencies in the mobile sector, 

mostly due to a lack of motivation for developing the applications accurately as per 

recommendations of Open Web Security 

Project (OWASP.org) and SANS Institute (Sans.org). Memory handling and on-unit storage 

should be encrypted, not to leak data to other apps scanning the phone/tablet. [17, 18, 19]. 

Secure communications and critical applications – All applications, also central ones, 

handling personal data, should always communicate over encrypted lines, either application to 

application or server to server communications. To use network protocols like ftp or http is 

directly against GDPR [5]. This is not new, both the international banking standard PCI-DSS 

[20] and the US finance regulation Sarbanes- Oxley Act of 2002 [21] has already regulated 

against use of unsecure protocols. The leadership has the responsibility to secure that these 

deficiencies and breaches to “Security by Design and Default” demand do not exist. The basic 

rule is the universal network rule “Deny all, allow needed”. Not following it, is a professional 

failing. 

Necessary logging – One specific aspect in the light of the US Target Group [22], Equifax [23] 

and Deloitte [24] hacks, is that we do track people and traffic. It is a delicate balance between 
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the individual’s rights and security needs, but as the Target hack showed, we need to see 

changes in the traffic and infrastructure to stop attacks. Which requires logging, with logs for at 

least 6 to 9 months. A security report from 2016 [25] declares that average time to disclosure of 

a hack was 205 days. It was down from over 430 days in 2011, but still, with too short logs, we 

will miss anomalous events. 

Emergency and continuation procedures – A task often labelled as un-necessary cost. IT is by 

leadership mostly regarded as a service function. At the same time, how long does an 

organization survive and can work, without IT? IT has become the “blood stream” of all 

organizations, so any lack of a DRP plan is critical. Maybe not a core issue for GDPR, but 

during a disaster, servers could be put out on the street to clear facilities. If their disks contain 

personal data, this could be a criminal spread of such data. Figure 1. Key Aspects handling 

GDPR 

 

Conceptualized Best Practice Framework for Personal Data 

A key component in handling GDPR, is to know what personal data we have and where it is 

located. Answering the auditor “we have no idea”, can be very expensive. We have to perform 

an inventory, including a data map, a map that need to be a live document, as our data flows 

and storage changes. 

Identify and inventory existing personal data 

A. List all systems and databases containing personal data, tagging sensitive data 

B. Identify all internal and external data sources and associated communication 

C. Implement a classification matrix and classify existing data and files accordingly 

D. Review if consent for storing and using the identified data exist per data type 

E. Create strategy for handling sensitive data, such as underage object, info about health, 

sex, sexual orientation, “race”, political orientation, group memberships 

F. Create strategy to handle “Right to be forgotten” and data transfer or “past best date” 

deletions. Conditions that can induce top penalties if not followed. 
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Although, all these are non-IT actions, they act as basic fundamental rules to identify if the 

organization have a right to collect and store the existing and planned information as per 

GDPR’s requirements [5]. When all the data is reviewed and evaluated (including creating a 

classification matrix), the leadership together with the Legal Officer or any legal representation 

available as well as with the part-time DPO, need to discuss the future of the material and 

processes to keep in line with GDPR. GDPR demands a thorough audit trail, to see why a 

decision was made and by whom. Thus, the decisions to proceed need to be properly 

documented. 

Discussion and Further Research 

GDPR focuses mainly on the security and maintenance of data. It is evident that the EU 

politicians want to create incentives for creating state-funded and/or NGO driven support 

functions, similar to the case described above (see section 2-4). They see a need even in Europe 

and therefore have some provisions in both GDPR [5] and in the NIS directive [26]. GDPR 

motivates those developing applications, to know the security recommendations and programs 

appropriately, otherwise they do risk a 2% penalty of their global turnover. In this article, we 

endeavored to review the effects of GDPR with regards to development of low-grade social 

support services. The research work is on-going and we see further need to exemplify how 

these social support groups can follow the GDPR by outlining an initial GDPR Best Practice 

Framework both for processes and technology. The topics include, but are not limited to: 

Access control process, Security processes, Rules for in-house development of IT support and 

Procurement framework to support GDPR enabled solutions. We hope that the research 

community can help these cash-strapped groups with information, leading to best practices to 

increase their security awareness and measures so that such endeavors does not foil due to 

incidents as related by Verizon [4] and Madiant [25]. 
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Abstract. In this paper, author had analyzed journal articles that were published by Alemayehu 

& Heeks, (2007) and Hwang, Jung, & Selvendy (2006). Both articles are about e-commerce 

and in first article (Alemayehu & Heeks, 2007) authors had analyzed impact of cultural 

differences, telecomunication infrastructure and local market. In addition, authors of this 

research paper were focused on consumers that are purchasing through e-commerce companies. 

Second analyzed article (Hwang, Jung, & Selvendy, 2006) is about exploring e-commerce 

benefits in developing countries and developing countries are home to more than 80% of the 

world’s population, and are the site for growing use of e-commerce. In this article authors were  

focused on e-commerce companies.  

Last part of this paper is about possibilities and opportunities for e-commerce implementation 

in author’s country, Kosovo. 

Kosovo is relatively new country, and Kosovo had declared independence on 2008. In addition 

Kosovo was occupied by Serbia from 1912 until 1999 when it was liberated after the war. From 

1999 Kosovo was managed by United Nations Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) and first banks 

were opened in 2001. Furthermore until year 2004 there was not internet connection for general 

population. In addition, Kosovo is poorest country in Europe and level of corruption is also 

highest in Europe. Kosovo is still not recognized by five countries of European Union (Greece, 

Spain, Slovakia, Cyprus and Romania), and Kosovars are only nation in Europe that need visa 

to travel within European Union. 

 

Keywords:E-commerce, Developing countries, Telecommunication infrastructure  

Internationalization of e-commerce 

With implementation of e-commerce, businesses are able to offer their products and services 

anywhere in the world. In addition, new business concepts had evolved like e-marketing, e-

banking and online transaction. According to Hwang, Jung, &Selvendy (2006) “Web-based e-

commerce has provided more opportunities of multinational business to companies, and has 

enabled consumers to purchase easily what they want from anywhere” (p. 3). 

Furthermore through e-commerce implementation, companies can offer products and services 

for potential consumer that physically don’t have access to their retail shops. However, 

potential customers may have difficulties to conduct online payment because of internet access, 

trust issues since fraud and hacking may occur during transactions, their personal experience 

with postal delivery system, high custom rates, legal barriers (for example embargo on specific 

products and states) and low purchasing power. 

In addition, based on literature review (Hwang, Jung, &Selvendy, 2006; Burtch, Ghose, 

&Wattal, 2014; Ha, Noh, & Choi, 2014) conclusion is that culture is driving force for 

successful e-commerce implementation.  According to Hwang, Jung, &Selvendy (2006) “The 

cultural factors involve the compatibility of the Internet and e-commerce with the values and 
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norms of a society, and thus influence the degree of acceptance or rejection of the Internet and 

e-commerce in a society” (p. 4).  

Those issues are present in business to consumer (B2C) markets, since B2C market is driven by 

consumer markets, in which consumers behave according to their shopping preferences and 

values, whereas business to business (B2B) is related to building the global networks of 

suppliers, customers and subsidiaries for global competition.  

Furthermore, as triggering factor for online consumers are website design for efficient 

information representation and search, and website design for increasing trust of e-commerce, 

while cultural, economic and infrastructural factors are playing significant role on diff erences 

in online shopping preferences among different nations 

Exploringe-commercebenefits for businesses ina developing 

country 

According to Alemayehu&Heeks (2007) “Developing countries are home to more than 80% of 

the world’s population, and are the site for growing use of e-commerce” (p. 95) and academic 

literature suggests that Internet access will enhance e-commerce in developing countries 

because of greater access to global markets, easier incorporation into global supply chains, cost 

savings, and disintermediation, however norms, resources, infrastructure, and culture are 

important that impact on potential online consumers.  

Furthermore, E-commerce literature has tended to rely on transaction cost theory and strategic 

management perspectives (Alemayehu&Heeks, 2007). Transaction cost refers to the cost of 

coordination in the production and marketing of a product while according to strategic 

management perspectives, “businesses that use e-commerce can potentially increase their 

market reach and at the same time implement mass customization strategies” 

(Alemayehu&Heeks, 2007, p.96).  

When discussing e-commerce benefits for business in developing countries, three approaches 

can be discussed, consumer approach, foreign company approach and e-commerce companies 

that are established in developing country.  

Potential consumer in developing country will have opportunity to investigate about price and 

quality of desired product, however consumer could have trust issues and legal barriers to 

purchased desired product.  

When companies are utilizing e-commerce with the goal to enter in new markets and to gain 

new consumer, from technological point of view it seems not to be challenging task. However 

as a result of pre-existing international trade agreements and divided market, legal issues can be 

raised and recommendation is that existing laws and trade agreements need to be revised and to 

be updated in correlation with e-commerce.   

From utilization of e-commerce in developing countries, domestic companies can benefit from 

e-commerce technology by offering their services remotely. This can be conducted in the field 

of information technology server maintenance and in field of configuration and troubleshooting 

of different hardware and software.  

Implementation of e-commerce in Kosovo 

Since 1999, in Kosovo different international organizations where present, like Kosovo 

Diplomatic Observation Mission in Kosovo (KDOM) United Nations Mission in Kosovo 

(UNMIK), Kosovo Force in Military (KFOR), Organization for Security and Co-Operation in 

Europe (OSCE), European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo (EULEX) and those 
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organizations had employed more than 10,000 local staff and they are responsible for 

establishing Kosovo government and civil institutions. In addition, in all those organizations 

latest information technology was used and local staff was able to attend formal and on job 

training regarding use of information and communication technology. As a result Kosovo 

population is already familiar with use of internet and e-commerce as concept could be easily 

accepted by Kosovars. 

However, Kosovo is categorized as developing country and it have some entry barriers that are 

unique for this category of countries like consumer trust, distribution logistics and legal 

barriers.  According to the law in Kosovo, every online purchase that have value higher than 20 

€ is subject of 10% custom and 18% value added tax (VAT). Furthermore, for every delivery 

that is arriving through Prishtina Airport, consumers need to pay additional airport terminal fee 

in value of 15€.  All those taxes are increasing price of purchased goods and they are having 

negative impact of e-commerce.  

Another issue that could have impact on e-commerce utilization in Kosovo is existing banking 

system in Kosovo. Currently in Kosovo are operating 11 banks, and banks fees in Kosovo are 

highest one in the Balkan region. In addition, only one bank in Kosovo (TEB Bank) provides 

credit card that are accepted for online purchase in USA based companies. 

Furthermore in order to open bank account in Procredit Bank in Kosovo, consumer need to 

make deposit of 500 €, while in Raiffesien Bank, consumer cannot open bank account if it is 

not employed. While other banks in Kosovo are charging consumers from 1% to 3% of amount 

that consumers are spending online. 

In Kosovo, general population have access on the Internet and in most cities of Kosovo optic 

fibre network exists. Moreover, internet service providers (ISP) in Kosovo are offering ADSL, 

XDSL and mobile (4G) internet access for affordable price. Another benefit in Kosovo is that 

consumers have trust on ISP.  

Furthermore, Kosovo government had already started to implement e-governance and Kosovo 

citizens can used online systems to declare and to calculate taxes, to apply for civil documents 

and latest e-product that is launched in Kosovo is e-procurement.  

Conclusion 

Conclusion is that Kosovo is potential market for e-commerce companies since, market exists, 

people know how to use internet, purchasing power is acceptable, and however there are high 

taxes for imported goods and high bank fees for international online transactions.  
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Abstract.A web application is an application that is accessed by users over a network such as 

the internet or intranet. The term also refers an application that is coded in a browser-supported 

programming language and reliant on a common web browser to render the application 

executable. Web applications are vulnerable to varies exploits from those which manipulate the 

application via its graphical web interface (HTTP exploits), to tampering the Uniform Resource 

Identifier (URI) or tampering HTTPS elements not contained in the URI. Getting started from 

the accessibility and the variety of exploits, the security assessment is a necessity for providing 

protected data and secure navigation through the web application. In this paper we will present 

a case study for security assessment of a web application and also will insert our scrip to a web 

application as an example of a cross site scripting exploitation. 

 

Keywords: Security, Web application, Exploit, Cross site 

Introduction 

Hacking a web application refers to carrying out unauthorized access of a website or website 

details. A web application is an application that is accessed by users over a network such as the 

internet or intranet. The term may also mean a computer software application that is coded in a 

browser-supported programming language and reliant on a common web browser to render the 

application executable. Web hacking refers to exploitation of application via HTTP which can 

be done by manipulating the application via its graphical web interface, tampering the Uniform 

Resource Identifier (URI) or tampering HTTPS elements not contained in the URI. 

In this paper we will present a case study for security assessment of a web application and also 

will insert our scrip to a web application as an example of a cross site scripting exploitation.  

In section two, are described vulnerabilities of a web application such as Remote code 

execution, SQL injection for the web application database, Format String vulnerabilities, Cross 

Site Scripting (XSS) and Username enumeration. In section three are presented experimental 

setup and results. In this section, are described two real life experiments; first we have 

presented the security assessment for the Faculty of Information Technology web page 

(fti.edu.al domain), by utilizing Acunetix tool and secondly we have implemented a Cross Site 

Scripting (XSS) exploit over the bWAPP framework. In the last section are given some 

conclusions and future work. 
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Vulnerabilities of a web application 

A web application is always vulnerable against hackers attack and every day there are different 

new way how to hack a web application and it is harder to find the right defense. 

The 5 most vulnerabilities of a web application are [1]: 

 

1. Remote code execution 

2. SQL injection 

3. Format string vulnerabilities 

4. Cross Site Scripting (XSS) 

5. Username enumeration 

 

 These vulnerabilities will be described briefly in the following paragraphs.  

Remote code execution 

As the name suggests, this vulnerability allows an attacker to run arbitrary, system level code 

on the vulnerable server and retrieve any desired information contained therein. Improper 

coding errors lead to this vulnerability. 

At times, it is difficult to discover this vulnerability during penetration testing assignments 

but such problems are often revealed while doing a source code review. However, when testing 

Web applications is important to remember that exploitation of this vulnerability can lead to 

total system compromise with the same rights as the Web server itself.  

SQL injection 

SQL injection is a very old approach but it's still popular among attackers. This technique 

allows an attacker to retrieve crucial information from a Web server's database. Depending on 

the application's security measures, the impact of this attack can vary from basic information 

disclosure to remote code execution and total system compromise. 

Format string vulnerabilities 

This vulnerability results from the use of unfiltered user input as the format string parameter in 

certain Perl or C functions that perform formatting, such as C's printf(). 

A malicious user may use the %s and %x format tokens, among others, to print data from the 

stack or possibly other locations in memory. One may also write arbitrary data to arbitrary 

locations using the %n format token, which commands printf() and similar functions to write 

back the number of bytes formatted. This is assuming that the corresponding argument exists 

and is of type int* . 

Format string vulnerability attacks fall into three general categories: denial of service, reading 

and writing. 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) 

The success of this attack requires the victim to execute a malicious URL which may be crafted 

in such a manner to appear to be legitimate at first look. When visiting such a crafted URL, an 
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attacker can effectively execute something malicious in the victim's browser. Some malicious 

Javascript, for example, will be run in the context of the web site which possesses the XSS bug. 

Username enumeration 

Username enumeration is a type of attack where the backend validation script tells the attacker 

if the supplied username is correct or not. Exploiting this vulnerability helps the attacker to 

experiment with different usernames and determine valid ones with the help of these different 

error messages. 

Experiment Setup and Results 

There are performed two real life experiments; In the first paragraph we will present the 

security assessment for the Faculty of Information Technology web page (fti.edu.al domain), by 

utilizing Acunetix tool [2]; and in the second paragraph we will present the implementation of a 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) exploit by inserting our script to a web application over the bWAPP 

framework [3]. 

Security assessment 

In this paper, we have performed and generated a security assessment report for the Faculty of 

Information Technology web page. This process generally is realized by utilizing tools such as 

web vulnerabilities scanners. In this experiment we have configured the Acunetix tool. 

Acunetix automatically tests websites and web applications for SQL Injection, XSS, XXE, 

SSRF, Host Header Attacks & over 3000 other web application vulnerabilities. In addition, 

Acunetix provides powerful Vulnerability Management tools for ensuring vulnerabilities are 

not only discovered, but remediated in context of business-criticality; as well as providing 

management with the tools and reports required to make strategic decisions.  
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Fig. 1. The main menu of Acunetix and scan results 

 

In Figure 1, is shown the main menu of Acunetix vulnerability scanning tool, for configuring 

the features for the vulnerability scanning process; also a detailed list of scanning results for 

fti.edu.al. A summary of alerts and also the ranking of threat level are given in a report form for 

generating statistics and making analyses. As shown on Figure 2, the threat level for our target 

is ranked Level 3: High. This ranking is due to three potential XSS vulnerabilities.  
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Fig. 2. Alert summary and threat level 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) exploitation 

For implementing Cross Site Scripting exploit, we have utilized the bWAPP framework. The 

bWAPP is a free and open source deliberately insecure web application in PHP that uses a 

MySQL database. It can be hosted on Linux/Windows with Apache/IIS and MySQL. It is 

supported on WAMP or XAMPP. In this experiment, we have configured the bee-box, a 

custom VM customized with bWAPP. The bWAPP framework is created for security testing 

and educational purposes only. 

First we have to create an account in bWAPP, and then may perform exploits. The portal of 

bWAPP, offers a wide range of expoits to implement, but in our experiment we are focused on 

XSS. In Figure 3,  is  described the script inserted to the XSS exploit. 

<script>alert("JENI SULMUAR")</script>. After the execution, a pop up 

window will be generated, as shown in Figure 4.   

Conclusions 

Scanning the web for vulnerabilities is a necessity. A web application should always be secure 

to protect the client’s data and offer security among navigation.  

Acunetixis a powerful vulnerability scanning tool which automatically tests websites and web 

applications for SQL Injection, XSS, XXE, SSRF, Host Header Attacks & over 3000 other web 

application vulnerabilities. The scanning target in this paper fti.edu.al has a threat level 3, due 

to three potential XSS vulnerabilities.  

The XSS exploitation is easy to implement and that is the reason why web applications suffer 

mostly from this type of exploit.  
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Fig. 3. The script inserted to XSS exploit 

 

Fig. 4. The result of the exploit 
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the preferences of tourists in Kosovo through 

the data from TripAdvisor.com. Top things to do in Kosovo, will be analyzed through the 

comments of tourists in TripAdvisor.com. By analyzing the data with PowerBI, will be 

analyzed what are the most preferred things to do and what the tourists like the most in Kosovo. 

This paper will contribute on defining the preferences of tourists in Kosovo, it also can help 

tourism to invest and attract more tourists in specific areas or improve and invest in places less 

preferred by tourists. 

 

Keywords:Self Service Business Intelligence, Data Analysis, PowerBI 

Introduction 

Tourism is a fastest growing global service industry; however, there are many challenges with 

service marketing that affect how the tourism is provided to the tourists. Knowing where the 

tourists preferences reside, businesses can develop the appropriate marketing plan to enhance 

tourists satisfaction. Results in marketing show potentially greater importance in tourism than 

in other industries but sadly this potential is not always fulfilled [1]. In many ways, it is 

venturing into unknown and untested territory unless the consumer has purchased the product 

before or the product has received a positive word of mouth[2] or positive reviews on the 

travelling sites or social media. 

   Therefore, this paper claims that these findings could also exploit the destination image 

enhancement opportunities that exist through developing an insight about the tourist 

preferences and delivering the preferred service package to tourists. The growth of socio-

economical life has increased intentions toward traveling, the tourism industry has been 

growing continually over years. In many countries, the tourism industry is a main industry that 

deserves our policy attention, and obviously it has become a global socio-economical 

phenomenon [3]. A successful tourism industry can enhance regional economic development, 

as well as becoming a source of rich foreign exchange income [4].  

Kosovo Tourism Industry 

Tourism has become the largest growing industry, while Kosovo's total global tourism arrivals 

and earnings are quite insignificant based on its potential. Kosovo has a great potential of 

tourism, it is located in southeastern Europe's Balkan. The country has a rich history 

characterized with many castles and archeological sites. But yet Kosovo's most tourism arrivals 

are from neighboring countries who belong to Albanian ethnicity. Even though Kosovo it is 
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visited by foreigners yet again this number remains insignificant based on Kosovo's tourism 

potential.  

The aim of this paper is to analyze tourist's preferences in Kosovo . The management of all 

tourism destinations should focus on enhancing their attractiveness and quality, as well as 

effectively using the limited resources in current [5]. Therefore, this paper analyses top thirty 

things to do in Kosovo from the perspective of tourists reviews on TripAdvisor.com. In 

addition, how these top tourism destinations attract tourists and the tourists’ reviews are also 

included in this paper. 

Data Gathering and Data Analysis 

Data were web scrapped from TripAdvisor.com by using tools for web scrapping, and for this 

paper were chosen the top 30 things to do in Kosovo. From TripAdvisor.com were web 

scrapped reviews sorted by country, review title, review comment and date of the review. By 

using these four elements of the review, with the use of nVivo, were analyzed which are the top 

words which tourists described the places they visited, and their experience in the places which 

they visited. 

Overall there were 1391 reviews which were web scrapped from top 30 things to do in Kosovo 

from TripAdvisor.com. The number of the reviews is enough to give valuable insight for 

Kosovo's tourism and its potential from the perspective of tourists. 

Results of Tourists Preferences 

Firstly, after gathering data from TripAdvisor.com, data was imported in PowerBI  and 

analyzed which were the top reviewed things to do in Kosovo. A map was designed showing 

the top visited places based on the number of reviews by attraction and its city as shown in 

Figure 2. In Figure 2 is shown the list of top reviewed things to do in Kosovo and where these 

attractions are located.  
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Figure 1. Top things to do in Kosovo and top reviewed cities by attractions 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Map of top reviewed attractions, city and the number of reviews 
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By using nVivo, the data were analyzed, and the word frequency used on the reviews by 

tourists gave significant facts that Kosovo has great potential for development of tourism based 

on tourists reviews. In Table 1, are shown the most used words and their weighted percentage 

used by tourists to describe places they visited.  

 

  Word Count Weighted Percentage (%) 

1 
city 462 0.87 

2 
see 453 0.86 

3 
visit 433 0.82 

4 
place 425 0.80 

5 
kosovo 414 0.78 

6 
one 371 0.70 

7 
nice 351 0.66 

8 
worth 346 0.65 

9 
great 332 0.63 

10 
beautiful 321 0.61 

11 
pristina 318 0.60 

12 
statue 305 0.58 

13 
well 281 0.53 

14 
interesting 275 0.52 

15 
view 245 0.46 

16 
just 244 0.46 

17 
good 240 0.45 

18 
prizren 235 0.44 

19 
walk 226 0.43 

20 
monument 216 0.41 

 

Table 1. Most used words, number of word used, and weighted percentage from all reviews. 

 

In Figure 3, is shown the world map showing the tourists countries all around the world. This 

feature is provided by PowerBI, which is very useful way to analyze where tourists are from 

and where the marketing should be focused. As shown, tourists are mostly from Europe and 

North America.  
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Figure 3. World map the tourists countries who visited Kosovo 

 

By using nVivo and PowerBI, it was analyzed during which months the reviews were written 

by tourists, and the results show that Kosovo has great number of tourists during the summer 

season, and the most preferred months of tourists are July and August as shown in Figure 2. By 

analyzing those results, it can be concluded that Kosovo lacks in winter season tourism or 

perhaps management of tourism should invest more on winter season tourism like ski resorts 

etc.  

 

 
Figure 3. Reviews by month 

 

As shown in Figure 3, the number of tourists who reviewed on TripAdvisor.com has not  

increased significantly over the years. It is clear that Kosovo Government or Ministry of 

Tourism and hospitality and tourism industry, should invest more on tourism. 
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Figure 4. Reviews by Year 

Conclusions 

This paper provides Kosovo's tourism with valuable information about specific attributes to 

take into consideration in the tourism services provided to tourists preferences by using tools 

for data analytics.  

This paper can empower the Kosovo's tourism departments, with information about tourists 

preferences, so the government and hospitality industry can add value to their relationship with 

the tourists, by incorporating preferred combination of features. As a conclusion Kosovo has 

great tourism potential, but it needs more investments on its touristic places, archeological sites 

and winter tourism. 
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the preferences of tourists in Albania through 

the data web scrapped from TripAdvisor.com. Top things to do in Albania, will be analyzed 

through the comments of tourists in TripAdvisor.com. By using tools for web scrapping and 

analyzing of data with nVivo and PowerBI, will be analyzed what are the most preferred things 

to do and what the tourists like doing the most in Albania. This paper will contribute on 

defining the preferences of tourists in Albania, also can help tourism to invest and attract more 

tourists in specific areas or improve and invest in places less preferred by tourists. 
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Introduction 

Tourism is a service industry; however, there are continual challenges with service marketing 

that affect how the tourism product is provided to the tourists. According to (Williams, 2006), 

tourism and hospitality have become key global economic activities as expectations with regard 

to our use of leisure time have evolved, attributing greater meaning to our free time[1]. Results 

in marketing show potentially greater importance in tourism than in other industries but sadly 

this potential is not always fulfilled [2]. Williams  believes that a major reason for such 

unfulfilled potential lies in most tourism marketing focusing on the destination or outlet in other 

words the products being offered and lacking focus on the consumer  [1].  

Therefore, while tourism department decision makers may already use a number of planned 

marketing activities, this paper claims that they could also exploit the destination image 

enhancement opportunities that exist through developing an insight about the tourist 

preferences and delivering the preferred service package to tourists. The growth of socio-

economical life has increased concerns toward recreations, the tourism industry has been 

developing continually over years. In many countries, the tourism industry is a main industry 

that deserves our policy attention, and obviously it has become a global socio-economical 

phenomenon [3]. A successful tourism industry can enhance regional economic development, 

as well as becoming a source of rich foreign exchange income [4]. The tourism industry is one 

of the main industries that determine the world’s long-term economic growth [5].  

Albanian Tourism Industry 

Tourism has become key global economic activity, while the growth in tourism has been 

impressive, Albania's total global tourism arrivals and earnings are quite insignificant based on 
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its potential. Albania has a great potential of tourism, it is located in southeastern Europe's 

Balkan Peninsula along Adriatic and Ionian coastlines. The country has a rich history with 

many castles and archeological sites. But yet Albania's most tourism arrivals are from 

neighboring countries who belong to Albanian ethnicity. Even though Albania it is visited by 

foreigners yet again this number remains insignificant based on Albania's tourism potential.  

The goal of this paper is to analyze tourist preferred destinations. The management of all 

tourism destinations should focus on enhancing their attractiveness and quality, as well as 

effectively using the limited resources in current [6]. Therefore, this paper analyses top thirty 

tourist destinations from the perspective of tourists reviews on TripAdvisor.com. In addition, 

how these top tourism destinations attract tourists and the tourists’ reviews are also included in 

this paper. 

Data Gathering and Data Analysis 

Data were web scrapped from TripAdvisor.com by using tools for web scrapping, and for this 

paper were chosen the top 30 things to do in Albania. From TripAdvisor.com were web 

scrapped reviews sorted by country, review title, review comment and date of the review. By 

using these four elements of the review, with the use of nVivo, were analyzed which are the top 

words which tourists described the places they visited, and their experience in the places which 

they visited. 

Overall there were 5383 reviews which were web scrapped from top 30 things to do in Albania 

from TripAdvisor.com. The number of the reviews is enough to give valuable insight for 

Albanian tourism and its potential from the perspective of tourists. 

Results of Tourists Preferences in Albania 

Firstly, after gathering data from TripAdvisor.com, data was imported in PowerBI  and 

analyzed which were the most reviewed places in Albania, than was designed a map of top 

most visited places based on the number of reviews by attraction and its city in a map provided 

by PowerBI. 
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Figure 1. From the left, It shown the map with top 30 things to do in Albania. In the middle is a 

graph which shows top 0 things to do in Albania from top to bottom based on number of 

reviews. On the right it is shown a table with details of cities, number of attraction in the city 

and the reviews. 

 

By using nVivo, the data were analyzed, and the word frequency used on the reviews by 

tourists gave significant facts that Albania has great potential for development of tourism based 

on tourists reviews. In Table 1, are shown the most used words and their weighted percentage 

used by tourists to describe places they visited.  
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Table 1. Most used words, number of word used, and weighted percentage from all reviews. 

 

Word Count Weighted Percentage (%) 

visit 1599 0.90 

place 1550 0.87 

museum 1470 0.83 

castle 1331 0.75 

history 1283 0.72 

albania 1279 0.72 

see 1279 0.72 

well 1172 0.66 

one 1118 0.63 

worth 1099 0.62 

nice 1057 0.60 

good 1053 0.59 

great 1030 0.58 

tirana 962 0.54 

get 910 0.51 

around 908 0.51 

city 898 0.51 

site 890 0.50 

interesting 871 0.49 

beautiful 866 0.49 

 

 

In Figure 2, are shown cloud words of top words used in reviews to describe Albania, and the 

tourists countries. As it is shown tourists from United Kingdom prefer visiting Albania, or are 

the largest number who reviewed.  

 
 

Figure 2. Word cloud of ten  most used words in Albania, and top tourists country 
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By using nVivo and PowerBI, it was analyzed during which months the reviews were written 

by tourists, and the results show that Albania has great number of tourists during the summer 

season, and the most preferred months of tourists are July and August as shown in Figure 2. By 

analyzing those results, it can be concluded that Albania lacks in winter season tourism or 

perhaps management of tourism should look for investing on winter season tourism like ski 

resorts etc. Results show that February, December and January are least preferred months by 

tourists.  

 
Figure 3. Reviews by month 

 

As shown in Figure 3, the number of tourists who reviewed on TripAdvisor.com has increased 

significantly over the years , but yet again it can be seen that from year 2014, had great growth 

but it lacked during the following years. It is clear that Albanian Government or Ministry of 

Tourism or hospitality and tourism industry, should invest more on tourists by encouraging 

them to write reviews on Albania's tourism destinations. 
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Figure 4. Reviews by Year 

Conclusions 

This paper attempts to provide Albanian tourism with valuable information about specific 

attributes to take into consideration in the tourism services provided to tourists preferences by 

using tools for data analyses.  

This paper has important management implications, this paper can empower the Albania's 

tourism departments, with information about tourists preferences, so the government and 

hospitality industry can add value to their relationship with the tourists, by incorporating 

preferred combination of features. The decision making authorities in the tourism department 

can use these information provided by the paper, to appropriately bridge the gaps between their 

perception of value of services provided and  the tourists perception of value desired by 

developing the right improvement action plan. Such improvement actions will ensure greater 

tourist satisfaction and as well increase competitive advantage to other tourist destinations. 

As a conclusion, Albania has great tourism potential, but it needs to invest and improve more 

on its infrastructure and marketing its tourism potential. 
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Abstract. Trends of Development of Information Society in the Republic of 

Kosovo must fit the criteria and standards of the EU. The main objective of the 

paper is the identification of individual IT systems used by the Republic of 

Kosovo public institutions related to the trade and working out analysis and 

recommendations for optimizing their communication (interoperability), 

eventual unification in the hardware & software level and increase the 

efficiency of the entire economic system information. The analytical analysis 

outlined these points, as it follows: current technologies used by public 

administration of the Republic of Kosovo, risk analysis, analysis of data 

structures and interfaces of Information Systems. For the synthetic analysis is 

outlined the points, as it follows: conceptual proposals technology integration. 

 

Keywords: Information System, data model, electronic registry, 
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Introduction 

The subject of this research was the communication between IT systems of state institutions in 

Kosovo, with particular emphasis on Trade and Industry systems. The reason for the realization 

of this research for country like Kosovo is facilitating its trade, building its trade capacities and 

activities, better integrating the country into the international trading system, helping the state 

administration to draft trading policies and frameworks, rules and strategies for removing 

administrative barriers, promoting the business climate and so on. The main objective of the 

paper is the identification of individual IT systems used by the Republic of Kosovo public 

institutions related to the trade and working out analysis and recommendations for optimizing 

their communication (interoperability), eventual unification in the hardware & software level 

and increase the efficiency of the entire economic system information.  

Further development of information systems should respect and help create the conditions for 

computerization of society, which is the process of the extended use of standardized equipment, 

software and tools, more precisely the systems to collect, process, transmission, dissemination 

and use of information. The process of computerization of public administration requires 

radically changing the basics, forms and methods of work and creating the conditions for the 

implementation of such instruments, which correspond to the needs of the emerging 

development of information society. From the experience of developed countries, it is clear that 

the process of unification of databases has lasted for years. Public administration and business 

are significantly decentralizing their powers to lower levels and leave them with a series of 
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decisions, but carry out full control over the fulfillment of the objectives. An example is the 

development and access to the elaborated system under the United Nations – UN/EDIFACT 

(Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport) [1]. Although this 

may be somewhat unexpected at the time of XML services, Internet & WWW, EDI is still the 

most widely used format in electronic commerce transactions in the world. 

Current Situation, Problems, Issues 

In Kosovo, currently one of the main objectives of information society development is that it 

need to be in full compliance with the criteria and standards applied in EU. For this reason, the 

Agency for Information Society (hereinafter referred to as AIS) was established as a central 

agency for the institutions of the Republic of Kosovo (hereinafter referred to as IRK) of 

Information Technology and Communication (hereinafter ICT). This process was followed by 

some documents describing goals and tasks in the area of E-Government: Strategy 2009-2015, 

Action Plan 2014-2016, Interoperability Framework [2]. AIS plays an important role in 

implementing the tasks deriving from these documents in practice [3], [4]. Various state 

institutions in the Republic of Kosovo have developed their own IT systems. At this point it is 

necessary to analyze the current situation and the existing main systems and the data exchange 

capabilities between them. This is especially the Ministry of Finance, Tax Administration, 

Customs Administration, Ministry of Trade and Industry, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of 

Economic Development, Cadastral offices, Food and Veterinary Agency. The goal is to make 

the systems that related to trade and the development of the economy are able to communicate 

properly among themselves. 

The research team made up of authors of this paper, based on known information and 

interviews, has identified that AIS currently provides other institutions with 11 e-services. It has 

also found that currently offer exchange of data from central and local institutions through 27 

interconnections. Usually these connections are Web services. 

The information provided showed that data structures, in existing interconnections, contained 

mostly only the names of the data elements as well as the type of data and their maximum size. 

During the research, there were difficulties in obtaining complete data structures of selected 

systems for analysis by the research team, therefore it was not possible to conduct a thorough 

analysis of existing data structures. 

 

Findings in the existing electronic registry that were the object of study: 

The Civil Registry – knowing that the system itself is classified as confidentiality, according to 

the description of the connection – a Web service that is provided to central and local 

institutions. The information provided to the registry contained only names of the data elements 

for the physical person. 

The Cadastral Registry – contains the basic addresses, and its data are related to other registers 

and information systems of central and local institutions. 

The Tax Registry - the constituent parts of the tables are the names of the particular elements of 

the data, the type of data and the maximum size of the data field. 

The Enterprise and Investment Support Register - contained the names of data elements for 

legal entities and data elements for physical persons. 

The Customs Registry - from an example is identified the description of metadata with its 

interconnections. 

 

Continuing the study 

The research team has prepared a list of data elements and based on data element semantics has 

created a set of compatible and incompatible data elements. 
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After comparing and evaluating the compatible set of components, the recommendation is 

harmonizing and creating data dictionaries. 

 

Result of the study 

Based on the provided information finding was not possible to determine the dependencies 

between the individual elements of the data. For this, it is necessary to have data models of 

information systems available. 

 

Compatible Data Element Groups 

From semantic perspective, a set of data elements is repeatedly repeated in the databases, as in 

the following fields: 

 data describing the physical person; 

 data describing the legal entity; 

 data describing address book entries. 

 

As a basis harmonizing records describing the physical person, we recommend using the data 

structure from the civil register. First, the civil register uses its databases with standardized data 

elements and secondly, this web service is used by a large number of information systems from 

central and local institutions. 

 

As a basis for harmonizing data describing the legal entity, we recommend using a data 

structure used by the business register. 

 

For the harmonization of address data, we recommend the use of default data from the Kosovo 

Cadaster Information System. First of all it is preferable to compare this set of notes with ISO 

standards. 

 

Incompatible Data Elements Groups 

Since the team only received surface notes that were completely missing data codes and data, it 

was not possible to identify the incompatible data group for further splitting. 

Proposals of solution for interoperability of Information Systems 

A summary of the analysis shows that public institutions are already fully available 

infrastructure of information systems, National Data Center. At the same time it is in 

preparation for the development of new information systems. Based on this situation the team 

proposes the solution of interaction through the integration of data. This method does not 

require large investments in infrastructure such as hardware or software, because it is largely 

based on organizational and methodological tools, standardization and harmonization of data 

structures, information systems central and local level. There is an advantage because they 

depend directly on the development teams of their information systems or their advancements. 

The above method is implemented within the framework of E-Government continuously 

throughout the life cycle of information systems. But the difficulties remain in the organization 

of individual activities. 

In the case of the full implementation of the ISO/IEC 11179 recommendations in the 

framework of E-Government, 3 tier level is applied in the national, departments and 

information systems. Knowing the current situation, it is recommended to apply the standard 

with modifications. This means using only 2 levels tier of national and information system level 

and limiting the number of roles in the data management system. 
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The research team recommends the creation of work center at the central state level Central 

Management Data and Codes that would provide support and services to individual 

development teams and information management teams. 

The data integration database, in addition to the process of harmonizing data elements and their 

codes, is data management. This should be gradually introduced into the various information 

systems and fully supported by the central data and code manager, also with the creation and 

management of the data element and code catalog. 

Data Management Structure

Central Data Manager Registry

Data 
Manager

Data Element 
Steward

Development IS team – project 01

Data 
Manager

Data Element 
Steward

Development IS team – project 02

Data Administrator

Operational team - 001

Data Administrator

Operational team - 002

Data Value Steward

Data Value Steward

 
Figure 4 Data Management Structure 

The central work center called the Central Management of Data and Codes consist of: Data 

Manager, Data Element Stewards, VD Stewards, and Data Administrator. 

Economical benefits 

A condition for the effective management of support for state management agendas, is the 

quality of information provided to users of information systems. Maximum attention is paid to 

the methods of data creation and management. The quality of these processes creates conditions 

for the following areas, which creates conditions for improving IT quality support various 

government processes and to achieve direct and indirect economic benefits. 

It’s about: 

 With the unification and harmonization of data elements, will increase their quality 

and presentation capability. 

 With the applied technology of standardization for their transfer to interactive 

information systems comes the reduction of errors and the creation of conditions for 

their further use. 

This makes it easier and economically cheaper, for example in Tax and Customs 

administration, where tax evasion and customs fraud can be successfully detected. The analysis 

of available data structures may reveal shortcomings in building information systems, such as 
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the effectiveness of subsidies. A series of economic analyzes of selected indicators can be made 

for example the costs of selecting specific types of taxes and a range of other activities such as 

investment efficiency etc. 

According to the recommendations of this research, other benefits may be cost reduction for the 

modification and creation of information systems, where through good management of 

electronic registry and communication standards, development costs will be reduced. 

An important economic benefit, we see increased quality of processes in the development of 

tender documentation of new information systems. 

Conclusion 

In researching this scientific paper, long experience in public administration, exchange of 

experiences and experiences in different EU countries, Asia and the USA has been used. 

In researching and conducting various analyzes the research team has come to a conclusion 

identifying the main obstacle to effective communication between public institutions in 

Kosovo, which is the incompatibility of the data structure. 

The way and solution for eliminating incompatibility of data is to create a catalog of 

harmonized data elements, namely the metadata register. 
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Abstract. Successful management of today’s education systems requires 

effective policy-making and system monitoring through data and information. 

To this end, countries around the world have invested significant resources into 

collecting, processing, and managing more and better data through education 

management information systems (EMIS). SMIA is a modern EMIS, which 

offers easier management of educational process in Kosovo. It facilitates 

decision-making, resource planning, strategy building, monitoring and 

evaluation of educational system through a rich set of analytical and statistical 

tools. For over six years of activity, the system has efficiently tracked and thus 

helped the development of the educational process for every institution 

including kindergarten, preprimary, primary and middle school. This paper will 

describe the system tools and features, which has enabled real-time monitoring 

of pupils and teachers performance. This information has provided a timely 

intervention from the high management to make balanced dissemination of 

didactic resources. 

 

Keywords: Information Systems, EMIS, Education, Educational data 

Introduction 

The world we are living today, data is incredibly important for any organization because it 

helps them expose variability and optimize operational costs. Processing large amount of data 

generated by any system provides the possibility to uncover hidden patterns and correlations. 

The educational data is constituted from administrative data from different departments in the 

Ministry of Education, data collected through surveys and assessments. The processing of this 

data is essential for effective planning of the education, as well as achieving national 

educational goals. To this end, countries around the world have invested significant resources 

into collecting, processing and managing more and better data [10]. 

There are multiple factors that can influence the quality of the data in the education [1]:  

 lack of required data collection (in terms of a process of data collection), 

 lack of standards and methodologies (based on which the data is collected), 

  limited operational capacity (in terms of consolidating data) and 

 data processing capacity. 
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Fig. 3 Visual representation of the factors that can influence the quality of the data in the 

education 

To lower the impact of the factors that influence the quality of the data, Education Management 

Information System (EMIS) is introduced. As an educational system, it should provide 

institutional service for unit producing, managing and dissemination of educational data and 

information. The system itself is a repository for data collection, processing, analyzing and 

reporting. The data of the EMIS need to be accurate, timely, reliable (may be affected by 

external factors) and understandable (the challenge of data processing) [2]. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the related work. Our system and its 

characteristics are provided in Section 3, while in Section 4 is our future work. Finally, Section 

5 summaries the paper contributions. 

Related work 

OpenEMIS [4] is an Education Management Information System, initially conceived by 

UNESCO. The system is created not to just collect, store and process data, but to formulate 

education policies and their management rules [5]. The system is created to help all the member 

countries of UNESCO, thus it is an open source software. It is built with modular application 

design, providing data collection, management and analysis. The downside of this project is the 

required expertise that a nation needs to have in order to implement the system in the education. 

Each nation has its own goals that need to be monitored and achieved, which requires database 

administrators and software engineers to adapt the components of OpenEMIS [6]. Our system 

is not open source, thus we are providing the expertise for setting up the system, along with all 

the needed customization to meet the requirements of the nation. The first implementation of 

the OpenEMIS happened in Malaysia, 2012, followed by Grenada and St. Vincent and the 

Grenadines in 2013. Belize and Jordan implemented the system later on, at 2014. Maldives 

made also an implementation of this system in 2015, and the latest to implement it are Turks 

and Caicos Islands in 2016. 

Prodigy [7] is another Education Management Information system, which offers their 

functionalities based on a subscription. These functionalities include examination system, along 

with integrated e-Library and e-Diary. SMIA is lacking these functionalities, but as an 

important factor in the management of the education, our plans are to integrate e-Diary projects 

with our system. Argentina has its own system too, GoSchool [8]. Project Fedena [9] is also an 

open source system, implemented by Kerala, with the main focus on the school management 

and collaboration between students and teachers.  

SMIA – Education Management Information System (EMIS) 

We have developed SMIA, a modern education management information system. The system 

itself facilitates decision-making, resource planning, monitoring and evaluation of the 
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educational data. Our system is active in Kosovo’s education for over six years, efficiently 

tracking and developing the educational process for every institution, including kindergarten, 

preprimary, primary and middle school. 

It provides rich set of analytics and statistics tools. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are 

generated ad-hoc, including Gross Enrollment Rate (GER), Gross Intake Ratio (GIR), Pupil-

Teacher Ratio (PTR) and Gross Primary Graduation Ratio (GPGR). SMIA supports complete 

dossier for all the academic personnel in the educational institutions. Data about the current 

working position of the teacher, along with the complete working and training history of the 

person are stored into the database. Predefined reports are available, including the possibility to 

create custom reports “on the fly”. The predefined reports are based on groups for: schools, 

students, teachers, incidents and subjects. Available reports range from physical state of 

schools, to qualifications of teachers based on different conditions, number of students in each 

school registered in the system, travel distances for each student/teacher in the school to their 

home. Filtering based on nationality, age, genre and so on are available to the end user. The 

custom reports are based on any model (i.e. school, teacher, student) and can include data based 

on the current requirements when the report is created. These reports are generated by the 

administrative users of the system, which allow for specific, custom analysis of the educational 

data. 

The system supports school case registry where the incidents from the educational institutions 

are recorded. This module holds the details of each accident, starting off with basic information 

about the accident (school where the accident happened, date and status of the accident) up to 

the required details of the reporter of the accident, every person involved in it, along with 

detailed information about the accident. 

On Fig.2. are described the most important modules of the application. Data is shared between 

the modules for the purposes of the educational management system. Currently, the system 

supports manual and bulk data import. For example, the budget data of each educational 

institution can be imported from the Ministry of Finances of the country. All the statistics and 

details about the nation population can be imported from the State Statistical Office. All this 

data is crucial when calculating the KPIs. 

 
Fig. 4 Visual representation of the conceptual business logic design of SMIA 
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Future work 

SMIA supports complete dossier for academic personnel in each educational institution. But, 

this is not enough. To provide even more data for educational purposes, we need to keep 

complete dossier data for each student in the nation. We plan to upgrade the system with such 

functionality, so that the Ministry of Education can have all the details about a particular 

student, from kindergarten to university level. 

The system lacks the educational data from the universities. The data produced by the 

universities is very important for achieving national educational goals, while also having a huge 

impact on the education strategy. Our plan is to upgrade the system with new features regarding 

the university data, while also providing custom reports for the needs of these institutions. 

When talking about education strategy and its importance, our plan is to provide such feature in 

SMIA. That will allow the Ministry of Education to offer a portfolio of subjects across a range 

of disciplines and to adopt a curriculum to the needs of the nation. In addition to this, it will 

embrace new and innovative teaching methods, and utilization of technology in terms of 

enriching learning. Will provide new methods for improving students' assessments and their 

feedback, while greatly enhancing pedagogic practice. 

In the recent years, e-Diary systems are very popular and needed, which provide an alternative 

to paper school diaries, while also trying to engage parents, support teachers and empower 

students [3]. As our system stores student data from kindergarten to middle school, we plan to 

provide a virtual connection with the e-Diary projects, which will provide easier access and 

import of complete educational data directly from educational institutions, thus avoiding 

manual input in the system. 

As the application is 6 years old, the user interface got outdated with all the changes in the 

technology industry. Our intentions are to provide an upgraded user interface, which will be 

much more user friendly, while also providing responsive design to any Internet device. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented the importance of the educational data, and its impact towards 

meeting national goals, while also building successful national educational strategy. We have 

introduced SMIA, an Education Management Information System as an important step towards 

lowering the impact of the factors that influence the quality of the data. The functionality of our 

EMIS, SMIA was provided, along with our future plans based on the six years of experience in 

Kosovo's education. 
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